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Chapter 1

Objectives

This chapter recalls the objectives of the TeamPlay project, and for each
objective which work packages are related, which tasks were active, and
which are the results achieved so far.

Objective Purpose WPs

Objective 1 To allow direct language-level reasoning about
energy, time and security

WP1

Objective 2 To develop system-level coordination abstrac-
tions that support resource management at de-
sign time and efficient scheduling at run-time

WP2

Objective 3 To determine inter-relationships between time,
energy and security optimisations and to de-
velop multi-objective optimising compilers

WP3

Objective 4 To develop energy models for heterogeneous
multicore architectures

WP4

Objective 5 To develop static analyses of energy consump-
tion, time and security

WP4

Objective 6 To integrate all models, analyses and tools into
a coherent cross-layer approach

WP1,
WP2,
WP3,
WP4

Objective 7 To identify industrially-relevant benchmarking
metrics and requirements and to evaluate the
project’s approach

WP5

Objective 8 To promote the adoption of advanced time-,
energy- and security-aware software engineering
techniques and tools

WP6

Objective 1: To develop new mechanisms, along with their theoretical and
practical underpinnings, that support direct language-level reasoning
about energy usage, timing behaviour, security, etc.
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The activities that will be carried out to achieve this objective include
the development of programming language level constructs in the form
of formally verifiable contracts on resource usage and the development
of fundamental soundness proofs and further formal support related
to types.

Objective 1 is covered by WP1 - Energy-, Time- and Security-Aware
Contracts.

The active tasks for this objective during this first period were:

• T1.1 - Energy, Timing and Security Contract Specification

• T1.2 - Contract Verification

• T1.3 - Contract Specification Language Implementation and In-
tegration

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 1:

• We have produced a preliminary version of the Contract Specifica-
tion Language (CSL). This includes the specification for the CSL,
and annotations in C. Furthermore, the CSL can represent time
analysis in the case of worst, best and common cases. The CSL
also includes an assertion language for representing certificates.

• We have implemented an extended ANSI C[99] parser that han-
dles the CSL annotations in C and produces an Idris representa-
tion of the source language automatically.

• We have an implementation in Idris of the certification system,
including a model of C, the CSL annotations and the assertion
language. The Idris implementation produces a valid certificate
as proof that the assertion is correct.

• We have produced a denotational and operational semantics of
the certificate framework.

• We have demonstrated our framework on the darknet use-case.

Objective 2: To develop system-level coordination mechanisms that facili-
tate optimised resource usage for multicore hardware, combining system-
level resource utilisation control during software development with ef-
ficient spatial and temporal scheduling at run-time.

In order to achieve this objective, the tasks of this work package will fo-
cus on intra-application communication, mapping and scheduling and
their effects on time and energy, will deal with the coordination of
multiple parallel applications on a multicore architecture, will realise
an energy-aware hypervisor and will investigate dynamic scheduling
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and system-level coordination techniques.

Objective 2 is covered by WP2 - Energy-, Time- and Security-Aware
Multicore Coordination.

There was one active task for this objective during this first period:

• T2.1 - Coordination of a Single (Parallel) Application

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 2:

• We conducted literature reviews in the area of coordination, schedul-
ing, simulation and hardware architectures. In the coordination
area the literature review motivates the creation of a coordination
language that meets TeamPlay energy and security requirements.
An initial review of the scheduling literature has contributed to
the formulation of the TeamPlay task model.

• We have settled on a simulation environment (GEM5) and a spe-
cific development board (Odroid-XU4).

Objective 3: To determine the fundamental inter-relationships between time,
energy, security, etc. optimisations, to establish which optimisation
approaches are most effective for which criteria, and to consequently
develop multi-objective optimising compilers that can balance energy
consumption against timing and other constraints.

For this purpose, a common compiler platform will be set up for the
whole project supporting all different target architectures, formal stud-
ies on optimisation approaches and algorithms that are feasible for the
multi-objective optimisation within this project will be done, and ac-
tual energy- and time-aware optimisations will be developed.

Objective 3 is covered by WP3 - Energy-, Time- and Security-Aware
Compilation and Optimization.

There was one active task for this objective during this first period:

• T3.1 - Energy-, Timing- and Security-Aware Compiler Infras-
tructure

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 3:

• We provided an initial version of the WCC compiler for the Leon3
architecture. At the same time, we provided one common version
of the static WCET analyzer aiT for use by the TeamPlay con-
sortium. The integration of this common aiT release into WCC
was achieved.
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• We agreed on a common XML-based format to interchange energy-
related information between various TeamPlay tools. An initial
framework for early energy analyses within the compiler has been
set up.

• We have set up a dedicated TeamPlay server enabling interested
partners to remotely log in and to experiment with WCC and
aiT. Login accounts for remote access to this server have been
provided to interested partners.

• We have provided an initial source code revision of a deep-learning
application. This code base has, to a large extent, been ported
to ANSI-C and been passed successfully through WCC.

Objective 4: To develop energy models for heterogeneous multicore archi-
tectures that are sufficiently accurate to enable high-level reasoning and
optimisation during system development and at run-time.

The models will be developed in the course of two activities within
WP4 which will inform static resource analyses during system devel-
opment time on the one hand, and which will dynamically assess and
predict energy consumption at run-time on the other hand.

Objective 4 is covered by WP4 - Modeling and Analysis of Energy,
Time and Security.

There was one active task for this objective during this first period:

• T4.1 - Energy Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Predictable
Architectures)

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 4:

• We created the energy modeling setup for the Cortex-M0 archi-
tecture, and explored several energy modeling approaches.

• Different approaches to create the LEON3 energy model were
investigated and assessed for their feasibility. As a result, a mixed
approach was proposed were energy measurements are combined
with performance monitoring statistics.

• Two energy measurement setup have been created to allow inde-
pendent validation of models and analysis results.

• A micro-architectural timing model of the ARM Cortex-M0 has
been created.

• New measurements and models for communication properties and
side-channel attacks have been proposed.
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• To provide a first practical validation and fine-tune our security
modeling approach about the Side-channel Vulnerability Factor,
a ChipWhisperer side-channel measurement platform has been
set up to investigate targets similar the Cortex-M0.

• We performed specific investigation on modeling sensitive data
leakage thought side channel (such as power consumption or elec-
tromagnetic field), and more especially everything regarding cryp-
tographic key.

Output deliverable:

• D4.1 - First Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing
and Security Modeling

Objective 5: To develop static and dynamic analyses that are capable of
determining accurate time, energy usage and security information for
code fragments in a way that can inform high-level programs, so achiev-
ing energy, time and security transparency at the source code level.

For this purpose, a new EnergyAnalyser tool will be developed that
will statically analyse worst-case energy usage based on the models
that are subject to Objective 4. Objective 5 will be achieved by com-
bining EnergyAnalyser with existing technology for the static analysis
of real-time properties, that will be ported towards the project’s target
architectures.

Objective 5 is covered by WP4 - Modeling and Analysis of Energy,
Time and Security.

There was one active task for this objective during this first period:

• T4.2 - Static Analysis of Worst-Case Energy Usage (Predictable
Architectures)

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 5:

• The interactions between the energy models and the various en-
ergy consumption analyses and optimization tools have been es-
tablished.

• The main exploitable result is the micro-architectural timing model
of the ARM Cortex-M0, together with the prototype of aiT for
ARM Cortex-M0, which implements this micro-architectural tim-
ing model in its pipeline analysis. This prototype is now available
for all partners of the TeamPlay project.

Output deliverable:
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• D4.1 - First Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing
and Security Modeling

Objective 6: To integrate these models, analyses and tools into an analysis-
based toolbox that is capable of reflecting accurate static and dynamic
information on execution time and energy consumption to the pro-
grammer and that is capable of optimising time, energy, security and
other required metrics at the whole system level.

Objective 6 is covered by WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4.

The first integration results mentioned in their specific contexts in
Objectives 1 to 4 above all contributed to the realisation of Objective 6,
which is the overall and final integration in a global tool chain.

Objective 7: To identify industrially-relevant metrics and requirements and
to evaluate the effectiveness and potential of our research using these
metrics and requirements.

The industrial use cases that we will consider comprise the autonomous
vehicle control and space domains. For all use cases, Task T5.1 will
define innovative, specific benchmarking metrics that take criteria like,
e.g., energy consumption or its temporal distribution and homogeneity
into account. The same task will also specify requirements that the
developed tools and techniques have to comply with like e.g. target
languages, data integrity or security issues. Based on these metrics
and requirements and using the real-life applications of the use cases,
an extensive evaluation of the project’s techniques will be carried out
in Task T5.3. This evaluation is a continuous and iterative activity
that spans most of the project’s life time.

Objective 7 is covered by WP5 - Requirements Analysis, Integration
and Industrial Validation.

There was one active task for this objective during this first period:

• T5.1 - Requirements and Metrics

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 7:

• We produced a first set of early requirements, metrics and bench-
marks

• We refined the description of use cases that will allow to validate
the TeamPlay toolchain

Output deliverable:

• D5.1 - Report on Early Requirements Analysis Results
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Objective 8: To promote the adoption of advanced energy-, time- and security-
aware software engineering techniques and tools among the relevant
stake-holders.

Dissemination activities will involve the production of high-quality re-
search publications, of a project website, promotion through social
media, technical workshop organisation and the engagement with key
bodies in the scientific community and with standardisation bodies
and working groups. Communication activities will include, e.g., the
production of press releases, outreach activities and news articles.
Planned exploitation activities will feature preparing the transfer of
the technology developed in TeamPlay to the project partners and
to other academic and industrial partners that could gain technical,
commercial and research benefits from the project results.

Objective 8 is covered by WP6 - Dissemination, Exploitation and Com-
munication.

The active tasks for this objective for the first period were:

• T6.1 - Dissemination and Communication Activities

• T6.2 - Exploitation and Use

The following results have been achieved regarding Objective 8:

• We have created a public project website to present the project’s
activities to the public.

• We have set up an internal project website to share the project’s
materials between the project’s partners.

• We have created and started using social media channels to dis-
seminate the project results.

• We have published a press release to foster the project awareness
among several media and reaching the wider public.

• We have defined our Data Management Plan to describe storing
and sharing of data generated by the project.

• We have defined our initial exploitation plan, ready to be updated
as needed.

• We have created an initial register of exploitable results, ready
to be updated as needed.

Output deliverables:

• D6.1 - Press Release Announcing Start of TeamPlay

• D6.2 - Initial Public Project Website / Presentation
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• D6.3 - Initial Internal Project Website / Presentation

• D6.4 - Data Management Plan
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Chapter 2

Explanation of work &
Overview of progress
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2.1 WP1: Energy-, Time- and Security-Aware Con-
tracts

2.1.1 Objectives for the First Period

1. To produce an initial version of the Contract Specification Framework
(CSL) [T1.1].

In this deliverable we report on our initial specification and implemen-
tation of the Contract Specification Language (CSL). This includes an-
notations for C, a full ANSI-C[99] parser, an annotation language for
specifying contracts at the C level, and full linkage with the contract
mechanisms in Idris.

2. To provide an initial framework for producing timing contracts for C
programs, allowing programmers to reason about time and energy of C
programs [T1.2].

We have produced an initial framework implemented in Idris (a depen-
dently typed functional programming language, originally developed
at the University of St Andrews) for providing provably verifiable con-
tracts for time. We have linked this framework up with the CSL via a
full ANSI C[99] parser, which translates the C and CSL annotations
automatically into the contract framework, producing a certificate au-
tomatically.

3. To incorporate necessary timing and energy information into the con-
tract framework and CSL [T1.1].

We have integrated time information into the contract framework and
CSL, including worst, best and common cases. We have undergone
many discussions with the Bristol team regarding energy integration.
We believe we can use the mechanisms presented here in a similar way
for energy.

4. To undertake initial investigation to ensure that the CSL works with
the compiler and analysis tools [T1.3].

We have undertaken various discussions with AbsInt and WCC com-
piler engineers for integrating and linking their tools with the contract
framework. We will implement the integration and linkage, and report
on this in D1.1.

5. To determine how the tooling interacts with the coordination in WP2
[T1.3].

We have had initial discussions on the coordination in WP2 and we
are currently investigating issues to do with the coordination and in-
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teraction with the contract framework. We will report our findings in
D1.1.

6. Provide machine-checkable proofs that can be used to formally verify
time requirements [T1.2].

We have placed a strong emphasis on a fully formal semantics for
our contract mechanism, which is reported in this deliverable. Our
semantics shows that our contract system is well formed and sound
with respect to the underlying Idris implementation.

2.1.2 Technical Content

The technical content described here (D7.4B) represents a draft of D1.1,
which is due in M12.

2.1.2.1 The TeamPlay Workflow

TeamplayC	
Parser

Generate	
Certificate

Idris
Certificate

Original	C	
Source

C	Source	with	
annotations

Teamplay
Tooling

Costing	information,	time,	
energy,	security,	etc.	

Generated	Idris	Model

Certificated	C	Source

Rewritten	C	file	
for	Teamplay
tooling	support

Certificate	proving	
assertion	is	true

Figure 2.1: The workflow for producing a certifiable C program

Figure 2.1 illustrates the workflow for producing a certifiable C program.
Starting with an original C source program, the programmer first annotates
the source with annotations, by using CSL in the form of TeamPlay anno-
tations. This annotated source code is then passed through a parser, which
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takes the ANSI C[99] TeamPlay-annotated source code and produces a gen-
erated Idris model of the source code. This generated Idris model is an Idris
source file that calls the contract specification Idris library. Running Idris
over the generated Idris model, produces a certificate that is reflected back
to user. The TeamPlay-annotated source code, produced by the TeamPlay
C parser, is also sent to the TeamPlay tooling, where the TeamPlay annota-
tions are rewritten into compiler and tool directives. The TeamPlay tooling
can then analyse the source code and provide timing, energy and security
analysis and costing on the source code where necessary and reflect this back
to the source code and/or the generated Idris Model.

Producing an Idris Certificate In this section, we give a description
of the workflow for producing a certifiable C program. We show this first
on a simple factorial example, to show the principle of the technique, and
then show an extended example over the darknet use-case, supplied by the
University of Denmark. By certifiable, we mean that we can produce a cer-
tificate to say that we can prove the assertions in the C program, made by
the programmer. Proving them means we are able to produce a valid Idris
certificate, and prove the assertions using the Idris type system. Figure 2.1
shows a basic workflow of producing an Idris certificate. First, the program-
mer starts with their original C program, and then annotates it with the
teamplay assertions from Section 2.1.2.4, the result of this is a C source
with added annotations. An example of this is shown below.

...

int fact(const int x)

__attribute_teamplay_require(x > 0)

{

int ret = 1;

__teamplay_worst_time(fact_cost);

{

for (int n = 1; n <= x; ++n)

{

__teamplay_worst_time(iter_cost);

ret *= n;

}

}

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost <= iter_cost * x);

return ret;

...

In this example, we take a simple factorial C example, and annotate
it with various teamplay constructs. teamplay time block(fact cost) al-
lows the programmer to obtain a cost for executing the proceeding for state-
ment. Likewise, teamplay time basic(iter cost); gets a cost from the
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automated teamplay tools for executing the statement ret *= n; . These
costs are obtained from the TeamPlay automated tooling, such as the AbsInt
tool.

Using Solver Technology We have undertaken a very early and prelim-
inary investigation into solver technology for this deliverable, and expect to
perform a much more thorough survey for D1.1 on solver technology. Cur-
rently, we are not aware of any survey papers on solvers. In this section we
briefly mention a few different solver technologies that we could make use
of going forward.

It will be possible to call out to a constraint solver to solve our certifi-
cation from Idris, where we can use a variety of different solvers depending
on the complexity of the solution space. LP Solvers model the constraints
as linear functions of the decision variables, which are restricted to linear
terms integers. Typically, LP problems are much easier to solve than non-LP
problems, but offer simpler solving solutions. Alternatively, an arithmetic
solver such as the Omega Calculator [Pug91] may be used. Another example
of a solver is Minion [GJM06], which is a constraint solver developed at the
University of St Andrews. Minion is designed to be fast and scalable general
purpose solver, focussing on matrix models.

The Polyhedral Library, Parma In addition to standalone solver tech-
nologies, like the ones described above, solver libraries also exist, such as
the Parma Polyhedral Library [BHZ08], which is a constraint library (rather
than an external constraint solver), providing numerical abstractions target-
ing applications in the field of analysis and verification of complex systems.
These abstractions include convex polyhedra (defined as the intersection
of a finite number of open or closed) halfspaces, each described by a lin-
ear inequality. The library may be suited to our needs due the following
advantages:

• it specifically targets the requirements of program analyses, e.g. by
providing implementations of several widening operators and affine
operands;

• it emphasises correctness, e.g. by using arbitrary-precision rational
arithmetic to avoid floating-point rounding;

• it imposes no arbitrary limits for data (other than available memory);

• it is rather efficient and the developers aim at making it even more so;

• it includes interfaces for C/C++ and other high-level languages;

• it is well documented and actively maintained;

• it is distributed freely in source-form under the GNU Public Licence.
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2.1.2.2 Parsing C and the CSL

The annotated C file is then passed through our TeamPlay C parser, which
is a full ANSI-C[99] Parser that is an extension of the Haskell C parser,
Language.C.Parser (available at http://hackage.haskell.org/package/
language-c-0.8.2/docs/Language-C-Parser.html). For TeamPlay pur-
poses, we have extended this parser to deal with the CSL annotations and
assertions as specified in this deliverable. This full C parser is able to take
the annotated C file, and rewrite the annotations into compiler and tool
directives and also a generated Idris program that will be used to generate
the Idris certificate. The following code shows an example of the generated
Idris code.

import Contract

mutual

fact_assert_gte2 : Env -> Assertion

fact_assert_gte2 env =

let x = (Var "fact_cost")

y = (Var "x")

x’ = eval env x

y’ = eval env y

in MkAssertion (LTE x y (MkEvald x x’)

(MkEvald y y’)

(isLTE y’ x’) )

fact_lte2 : CLang

fact_lte2 = DecVar "x" 7 $

Block "fact_cost" 8 $

For 1 8 (Stmt "iter_cost" 1 Halt) $

Assert fact_assert_lte2 $ Halt

Here, two Idris functions are automatically generated: fact lte2 and
fact assert; the names are generated automatically. fact lte2 models the
C program as an Idris representation. Details of how the proof is derived
is given in Section 2.1.2.5 (Page 24). the following code shows the result of
running this in Idris. The result is a witness to the proof that the assertion
is true.

mkCertificate fact_lte2

[MkAssertion (GTE (Var "fact_cost")

(Var "x")

(MkEvald (Var "fact_cost") 8)

(MkEvald (Var "x") 7)

(Yes (LTESucc (... ] : List Assertion

Holes: Main.proveLTE
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2.1.2.3 Darknet Example Certificate

In this section, we show how we can take the use-case supplied by the Univer-
sity of Southern Denmark for a representative example of a Drone use-case,
darknet ; the use-case contains over 111 C source and header files, with over
7000 lines of code. The following code snippet shows a portion of the use-
case, located in network.c, where a for loop dominates the computation.

...

__teamplay_worst_time(loop_cost);

for(i = 0; i < net.n; ++i){

net.index = i;

layer l = net.layers[i];

if(l.delta){

__teamplay_worst_time(fill_cpu_time);

fill_cpu(l.outputs * l.batch, 0, l.delta, 1);

}

__teamplay_worst_time(forward_time);

l.forward(l, net);

net.input = l.output;

if(l.truth) {

net.truth = l.output;

}

}

__teamplay_assert(loop_cost <=

(fill_cpu_time + forward_time) * net.n);

...

Here, the programmer has added teamplay annotations, in order to cap-
ture the timing costs of various statements. The statement,
teamplay worst time(fill cpu time); informs the Teamplay tooling to

acquire a worst-case execution cost for executing the statement
fill cpu(l.outputs * l.batch, 0, l.delta, 1);. Similarly,
teamplay worst time(forward time); acquires a worst-case execution

cost for executing the statement l.forward(l, net);. The worst-case is
calculated by taking the worst execution cost from all of the execution costs
of the statements being executed by the loop body.

We run this example through the teamplay parser, generating the fol-
lowing Idris code.

import Contract

mutual

fact_darknet : CLang
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fact_darknet = Block "loop_cost" 303 $

Block "fill_cpu_time" 1 $

Block "forward_time" 8 $

Assert darknet_assert $

Halt

darknet_assert : Env -> Assertion

darknet_assert env =

let

p0 = (Var "loop_cost")

p1 = ( Mul ( Plus (Var "fill_cpu_time")

(Var "forward_time") )

( Lit 107 ) )

p0’ = eval env p0

p1’ = eval env p1

in MkAssertion (LTE p0 p1

(MkEvald p0 p0’)

(MkEvald p1 p1’)

(isLTE p0’ p1’ ))

The code shows that two Idris functions have been generated automati-
cally, fact darknet and darknet assert. fact darknet decodes the struc-
ture of the C application as an Idris representation, abstracting over the
statements of the C structure. The literals, 303, 1, etc. are unit metrics
associated with execution time costs, and were retrieved from the teamplay
automated tools to retrieve program costs.

Executing the generated code above, results in the certificate produced
in the following code output. The Yes in the Idris output shows the assertion
has been proved correct.

*Test> mkCertificate fact_darknet

([("forward_time", 8), ("fill_cpu_time", 1), ("loop_cost", 303)],

[MkAssertion (LTE (Var "loop_cost")

(Mul (Plus (Var "fill_cpu_time") (Var "forward_time"))

(Lit 107))

(MkEvald (Var "loop_cost") 303)

(MkEvald (Mul (Plus (Var "fill_cpu_time")

(Var "forward_time"))

(Lit 107)) 963)

(Yes (LTESucc (...
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2.1.2.4 Constraint Specification Language

Description The Contract Specification Language (CSL) is a mechanism
that allows the programmer to annotate the C source code in order to reason
about energy, time, security, etc. contracts. The CSL is both comprehen-
sible to the programmer, and precise and detailed enough to support the
required compiler optimisations and transformations. Therefore, the CSL
allows suitable annotations to be integrated into the program source, making
it possible for the programmer and compiler to understand and reason about
the energy, time and security properties of the program. In this deliverable,
we give the initial outline specification of the CSL used for TeamPlay, its
grammar, example usages, and linkage to other TeamPlay tools. We fur-
ther show how the initial CSL is used to annotate a use-case and derive a
verifiable contract from it.

Principles/General Syntax The general syntax for a teamplay con-
struct within the C source code is

__teamplay_{qualifier}_metric(name{,default, confidence});

stmt;

Assigns a cost metric to the variable, name, with optional parameters for
a default value and confidence level (see Section 2.1.2.4, on Page 21).
The cost metric is of costing execution of the C statement, stmt, which is a
typical C statement, and can comprise a normal C statement or a compound
statement. This statement also declares a new variable, name, which can be
referred to by other teamplay assertions (see Section 2.1.2.4, on Page 23). It
is a first class variable of the program. Here, name is a C style variable name,
and follows the C standard conventions for variable naming; furthermore,
name must be a fresh, i.e., unique variable in the current scope to which
teamplay construct is used.

metric is used to specify which metric (see Section 2.1.2.4 on Page 22)
to associate to the variable, name. If the optional parameters for default

and confidence are omitted, the metric is derived from the underlying
TeamPlay tooling. Metric is any of the following metrics:

time

energy

security

qualifier is an optional parameter that states a qualification on the
metric, such as the worst-case, best-case, average-case or, if no qualifier is
given, the exact case. It can comprise the following:

worst

best

average
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Example usage Here are some example usages of the TeamPlay met-
ric construct. The first example is the vanilla option, without any qualifiers,
or optional default values. The second, is an example with the optional
default values. The last version shows how a qualifier can be used to obtain
the worst case for the metric.

__teamplay_time_(fact_cost);

__teamplay_time_(fact_cost, 56, 100);

__teamplay_worst_(fact_cost, 56, 100);

Attributes Teamplay attributes are used to quantify a property in the
assertion logic. An example of an attribute is:

__attribute__teamplay_require(x > 0)

Here, the attribute is stating that we require the variable x to be positive.
When the contract is produced, it is valid under the assumptions specified
in the scoped attributes.

Default Values and Confidence Level If no automated tool is available
to evaluate the code and provide a cost metric, a human being (an expert)
should be able to enter a default value. This default value will essentially
be assigned to the name in the teamplay declaration.

__teamplay_{qualifier}_metric(name{,default, confidence});

Therefore, default is a C int provided by the user. Here, this is effectively
assigning default to name. If an automated tool is available, a default
value is still useful, and requires a precedence between the expert and the
tool. The last parameter, confidence, supplies this confidence level. The
confidence level is an int supplied by the user. it has one of the following
values:

low

high

Where, low represents a low confidence, and, hence, the automated tool cost
is used instead (if available); high is used to indicate an expert confidence;
in this case, the default value is used over the automated tool cost.
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Preliminary Security Metrics A list of available TeamPlay functions
(i.e., accessible metrics/probes) should be provided to the user.

This will also include security metrics/probes that make it possible to
reason on the current state of the hardware, and about communication chan-
nels. Channels can be identified by their socket number (not by a block of
code) and the security level of a channel may be a 0-100 number. For the
level of confidence of a cryptographic algorithm/code, depending on the
information available to the intruder, and properties like symmetric/asym-
metric methods, length of cryptographic key, etc. :

__teamplay_security_crypto("var_algo_name, def, conf"){...}

For the security level wrt. malwares, the code could be evaluated to a
family of malwares or a single malware. Model checking methods may lead
to an evaluation against the stronger opponent instead of every possible
intruders.

__teamplay_security_malware_family("var_MW_family_name,

def,conf"){...}

__teamplay_security_malware("var_specific_MW, def, conf")

{...}

For the security of communications (depends on the hardware, the com-
munication network, etc.):

__teamplay_security_communication_jamming("socket, var, def, conf");

__teamplay_security_communication_interception("socket, var, def, conf");

__teamplay_security_communication_forging("socket, var, def, conf"){...}

where socket would be a socket number (the one used in C).

For information leakage and security of a block of code w.r.t. side channel
attacks, possible candidates could be, depending on further evaluation and
modelling:

__teamplay_security_info_leakage_time("var, def, conf"){...}

__teamplay_security_info_leakage_power("var, def, conf"){...}

that would provide a level of security or

__teamplay_info_leaked_time("var, def, conf"){...}

__teamplay_info_leaked_power("var, def, conf"){...}

that would assign to var the amount of leaked information.
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Assertions An assertion takes the following form.

__teamplay_assert( c_expression );

Here, c expression is a boolean C expression.
For example, consider the following assertion.

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost == (iter_cost * x);

Here, fact cost == (iter cost * x )) is a normal boolean C expression.
fact cost, iter cost and x are free variables declared in scope; the vari-
ables can also be declared by the TeamPlay construct in Section 2.1.2.4
(Page 20). See Section 2.1.2.6 (Page 26) for the grammar of C expressions.

Example of CSL

int fact(const int x)

__attribute_teamplay_require(x > 0)

{

int ret = 1;

__teamplay_worst_time(fact_cost);

{

for (int n = 1; n <= x; ++n)

{

__teamplay_worst_time(iter_cost);

ret *= n;

}

}

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost <= iter_cost * x);

return ret;

}

In this example, we associate the worst case time computed by under-
lying automated tools to the variables, fact cost and iter cost. Each of
these cost variables is the costing of the associate statement that immedi-
ately follows it. For fact cost, the cost is associated with executing the
following (for) statement.

for (int n = 1; n <= x; ++n)

{

__teamplay_worst_time(iter_cost);

ret *= n;

}

Similarly, iter cost is the cost of executing the following single assign-
ment statement.

ret *= n;
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Finally, the assertion, fact cost <= iter cost * x is an expression that
statements that the cost of fact cost has to be less than or equal to
iter cost multiplied by x (i.e., the worst case). This assertion will be
transformed into a certificate, proved by the Idris type system.

2.1.2.5 Forming Contracts from C Programs

Preliminaries and Assumptions Figure 2.2 (Page 32) illustrates our
internal C representation that we use to model C programs in Idris. Here,
S, represents C level statements, where basic is a basic block (a compound
or simple statement); Assert is a teamplay assertion; for represents for
loops, where the initial value and bound are represented by natural num-
bers; while, is, similarly, the representation for while loops; if is condi-
tional; and, = is assignment of some expression, E, to some identifier, id; S;
represents a sequencing of statements, separated by a semi-colon; return

represents return statements. Assertions, A, predicates, P and expressions,
E are represented as either natural numbers, strings, an unknown (i.e. a
block has an unknown cost associated with it), an identifier, a function
call or a primitive operation. Assertions are restricted to the booleans and
primitive operations over boolean expressions. primB represents primitive
operations for the booleans, and prim represents primitive operations for the
naturals. Primitives, prim are the binary operations that we can express in
our expressions and assertions, they represent all C style binary expressions.
The environment is a list of identifiers and costs, and cost is either a natural
number or an unknown value. A certificate is either a Decidable proof that
the certificate is true or false, or it is a Perhaps: for certificates that are
true if some properties, P , hold. Declarations, Decl are either a prototype
representing C variable declarations of the form int x;; function is the
representation of function declarations, complete with a function name, id,
a return type, τ , arguments, and a function body, S. Programs, Prog, are
made up of one or more declarations.

Figure 2.3 (Page 33) shows the typing judgements for expressions, state-
ments and declarations. Here, we assume Γ is the environment containing
the types of all defined variables and functions. For expressions, we can
have numbers, identifiers, strings, function calls and primitive operations.
For statements, we can have assertions, basic blocks (compound statements),
for loops, if statements, while loops and return statements. For declara-
tions, we have prototype declarations and function declarations.

In 2.4 (Page 34), we give two rules, decidable and perhaps. The
Decidable rule states that, if we can evaluate an assumption, a, using
the evaluation function, eval, with an environment (containing all variables
mapped to their values, or unknown, if the value is unknown), θ, and the
evaluation returns a boolean value, b, then we can produce a certificate
saying that we can assert A, and produce a decidable certificate, saying
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whether or not a holds. The rule, perhaps, allows us to specify certificates
that are true only if some property holds. If we evaluate an assertion to
an unknown (i.e., we cannot decide whether the assertion can hold or not),
then it may still hold if we are given a property, e, to make it hold.

In Figure 2.5 (on Page 35), we show the semantics for collecting the
environment of variables and their values in the C language. This allows
us to model the C scope and collect all values together with the variables.
This is used when we produce a certificate. The rules follow the standard
convention for environment collecting. Where there is no environment to
collect, such as in numC, stringC and assertC, we return the empty set
(∅). All other rules typically return the union of the environments collected.
For the rule basicC, we append the environment with the id, id, and value,
n from the basic statement into the environment. For prototypes, in Rule
prototypeC, we return the id, id, and an unknown, as we do not have the
value to return with the id.

Figure 2.6 (Page 36) illustrates the implementation of the evaluation
function. Two variants of eval exist. The top level, eval function, which
takes an environment, Γ and the assertion that it is evaluation and returns a
boolean value. By induction, eval proceeds to evaluate the boolean assertion
by calling a helper function, evalN , which evaluates numerical operations.

Preliminary Soundness Proof We give a preliminary soundness
proof sketch.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Soundness). ∀a ∈ A, ∃b ∈ Bool, 6 ∃x ∈ id, x� a ∧ Γ(x) =
unknown s.t. Decidable b a iff eval Γ a = b.

Proof. The proof is by case analysis on Decidable b a.

Case Decidable b b:
eval Γ b = b

Case Decidable b(e1 = e2):
IH: Decidable b1 e1 ∧Decidable b2 e2

Decidable b(e1 = e2)
When b = >
Decidable > (e1 = e2)⇒ (Decidable b1 e1∧Decidable b2 e2∧b1 = b2∧e1 = e2)
Since Decidable bi ei ⇔ eval Γ ei = bi, it follows that Decidable b1 e1 ⇔
(eval Γ e1 = b1) and
Decidable b2 e2 ⇔ (eval Γ e2 = b2)
eval Γ e1 ∧ eval Γ e2 ∧ b1 = b2 ∧ e1 = e2
Since eval Γ (e1 = e2)⇔ eval Γ e1∧eval Γ e2 and eval Γ e1 = b1 and eval Γ e2 =
b2 and b1 = b2, it follows that eval Γ (e1 = e2) = >
When b = ⊥
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Decidable ⊥ (e1 = e2)⇒ (Decidable b1 e1∧Decidable b2 e2∧b1 = b2∧e1 = e2)
Since Decidable bi ei ⇔ eval Γ ei = bi, it follows that Decidable b1 e1 ⇔
(eval Γ e1 = b1) and
Decidable b2 e2 ⇔ (eval Γ e2 = b2)
eval Γ e1 ∧ eval Γ e2 ∧ b1 = b2 ∧ e1 = e2
Since eval Γ (e1 = e2)⇔ eval Γ e1∧eval Γ e2 and eval Γ e1 = b1 and eval Γ e2 =
b2 and b1 = b2, it follows that eval Γ (e1 = e2) = ⊥
For cases <,>,≤,≥ the proof follows in similar manner.

2.1.2.6 C Expressions

This section illustrates the grammar for C expressions that form the asser-
tion language.

<constant-expression> ::= <conditional-expression>

<conditional-expression> ::= <logical-or-expression>

| <logical-or-expression> ? <expression>

: <conditional-expression>

<logical-or-expression> ::= <logical-and-expression>

| <logical-or-expression>

|| <logical-and-expression>

<logical-and-expression> ::= <inclusive-or-expression>

| <logical-and-expression>

&& <inclusive-or-expression>

<inclusive-or-expression> ::= <exclusive-or-expression>

| <inclusive-or-expression>

| <exclusive-or-expression>

<exclusive-or-expression> ::= <and-expression>

| <exclusive-or-expression>

^ <and-expression>

<and-expression> ::= <equality-expression>

| <and-expression> & <equality-expression>

<equality-expression> ::= <relational-expression>

| <equality-expression> == <relational-expression>

| <equality-expression> != <relational-expression>

<relational-expression> ::= <shift-expression>

| <relational-expression> < <shift-expression>

| <relational-expression> > <shift-expression>

| <relational-expression> <= <shift-expression>

| <relational-expression> >= <shift-expression>
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<shift-expression> ::= <additive-expression>

| <shift-expression> << <additive-expression>

| <shift-expression> >> <additive-expression>

<additive-expression> ::= <multiplicative-expression>

| <additive-expression>

+ <multiplicative-expression>

| <additive-expression>

- <multiplicative-expression>

<multiplicative-expression> ::= <cast-expression>

| <multiplicative-expression>

* <cast-expression>

| <multiplicative-expression>

/ <cast-expression>

| <multiplicative-expression>

% <cast-expression>

<cast-expression> ::= <unary-expression>

| ( <type-name> ) <cast-expression>

<unary-expression> ::= <postfix-expression>

| ++ <unary-expression>

| -- <unary-expression>

| <unary-operator> <cast-expression>

| sizeof <unary-expression>

| sizeof <type-name>

<postfix-expression> ::= <primary-expression>

| <postfix-expression> [ <expression> ]

| <postfix-expression> ( {<assignment-expression>}* )

| <postfix-expression> . <identifier>

| <postfix-expression> -> <identifier>

| <postfix-expression> ++

| <postfix-expression> --

<primary-expression> ::= <identifier>

| <constant>

| <string>

| ( <expression> )

<constant> ::= <integer-constant>

| <character-constant>

| <floating-constant>

| <enumeration-constant>

<expression> ::= <assignment-expression>

| <expression> , <assignment-expression>
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2.1.2.7 Idris Code

This section lists the Idris implementation for the certificate framework.

Env : Type

Env = List (String, Nat)

data NumericExpression : Type where

Lit : (cost : Nat) -> NumericExpression -- assume normalisation

Var : (name : String) -> NumericExpression

NParen : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

Plus : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

Sub : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

Mul : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

Div : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

Mod : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

eval : Env -> NumericExpression -> Nat

eval env (Lit Z) = Z

eval env (Lit (S cost)) = S cost

eval env (Var name) = case lookup name env of

Just value => value

Nothing => 0

eval env (NParen x) = eval env x

eval env (Plus x y) = (eval env x) ‘plus‘ (eval env y)

eval env (Sub x y) = (eval env x) ‘minus‘ (eval env y)

eval env (Mul x y) = (eval env x) ‘mult‘ (eval env y)

eval env (Div x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) ‘div‘ (eval env y)

eval env (Mod x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) ‘mod‘ (eval env y)

data Evald : NumericExpression -> Nat -> Type where

MkEvald : (x : NumericExpression) -> (y : Nat) -> Evald x y

data BooleanExpression : Type where

BParen : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression

Not : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression

And : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression

Or : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression

Eq : (x : NumericExpression)

-> (y : NumericExpression)

-> Evald x x’

-> Evald y y’

-> (x’ = y’)

-> BooleanExpression

NEq : (x : NumericExpression) -> (y : NumericExpression) ->

(x = y -> Void) -> BooleanExpression
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LT : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression

LTE : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression

GT : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression

GTE : {x’ : Nat} -> {y’ : Nat}

-> (x : NumericExpression)

-> (y : NumericExpression)

-> Evald x x’

-> Evald y y’

-> Dec (y’ ‘LTE‘ x’)

-> BooleanExpression

data Assertion : Type where

MkAssertion : BooleanExpression -> Assertion

data Cost : Type where

MkCost : Nat -> Cost

data CLang : Type where

DecVar : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang

Block : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang

Stmt : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang

For : (init : Nat) -> (bound : Nat) -> (bl : CLang ) -> CLang -> CLang

Assert : (Env -> Assertion) -> CLang -> CLang

Halt : CLang

store : Env -> (String, Nat) -> Env

store env (name, cost) = (name, cost) :: env

mkCertificate’ : Env -> CLang -> List Assertion -> List Assertion

mkCertificate’ env (DecVar name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a

mkCertificate’ env (Block name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a

mkCertificate’ env (Stmt name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a

mkCertificate’ env (For init bound bl y) a =

let innerAsserts =

mkCertificate’ env bl a in mkCertificate’ env y (innerAsserts ++ a)

mkCertificate’ env (Assert y z) a =

let res = y env in mkCertificate’ env z (res :: a)

mkCertificate’ env Halt a = a

mkCertificate : CLang -> List Assertion

mkCertificate arg = mkCertificate’ [] arg []
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2.1.3 Summary of Results

In this deliverable, we have made progress on the work in WP1 in various
ways:

• We have produce a preliminary version of the Contract Specification
Language (CSL). This includes the specification for the CSL, and an-
notations in C. Furthermore, the CSL can represent time analysis in
the case of worst, best and common cases. The CSL also includes an
assertion language for representing certificates.

• We have implemented an extended ANSI C[99] parser that handles
the CSL annotations in C and produces an Idris representation of the
source language automatically.

• We have an implementation in Idris of the certification system, includ-
ing a model of C, the CSL annotations and the assertion language.
The Idris implementation produces a valid certifcate as proof that the
assertion is correct.

• We have produced a denotational and operational semantics of the
certificate framework.

• We have demonstrated our framework on the darknet use-case, sup-
plied by the University of Denmark.

The content described in this deliverable represents a draft of D1.1, which
is due in M12.

2.1.4 Deliverables

None. The first deliverable (D1.1) is due M12.

2.1.5 Milestones

We have contributed towards MS1 (M12), on architectures, API, evalua-
tion metrics, and specification for components and tools available; and, MS3
(M18), on first prototypes of components and tools available for feedback and
early evaluation, testbed for evaluation is set up.

2.1.6 Next Steps

We plan to continue the work on WP1 in a number of directions, inline
with workpackage and project objectives. We separate out next steps into
both short and long term goals. By the release of D1.1 (M12), we plan the
following:
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• Established linkage with TeamPlay tooling, including AbsInt and WCC.
This will likely involve the TeamPlay tools producing their results in
a CSV format, so that the WP1 tooling can parse, analyse and pass
to the certification mechanism. We are already under discussions with
the required partners on implementing this linkage, and have made
good progress to date. We will show the linkage on a TeamPlay use-
case.

• The metrics will be fully agreed and worked out for time and energy.
This will include CSL metrics, such as worst/best/common case, etc,
and measurement values in joules, milliseconds, etc.

• The types and proofs for the contract mechanism in WP1 will be fully
realised, including dealing with time, (worst/best/common cases) and
some initial energy metrics.

• We will show how to deal with some security metrics in the certifica-
tion, with manual examples.

• We will identify issues to do with multi-core and explain how we intend
to address this issue with examples, where appropriate.

• We will show a fully worked out use-case going through the entire
certification system, including linkage between WP1 tooling and Ab-
sInt/WCC tooling.

For our longer term strategy, up to M24, we intend to work on the
following:

• Incorporate energy models into the certification mechanism in collab-
oration with the University of Bristol. This will likely use similar
techniques and mechanism to time metrics. We have already been in
many discussions with the team at Bristol, and initial prototypes are
already underway.

• Incorporate preliminary security metrics into the contract mechanism.
We believe different mechanisms will need to be investigated and de-
veloped for security metrics. We are in discussions with the INRIA
team to push this forward.

• Investigate energy analysis for GPU architectures. This will be in
collaboration with the team an Bristol.
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prim ∈ {(+) : < N,N > → N,
(−) : < N,N > → N,
(∗) : < N,N > → N,
(/) : < N,N > → N,
(%) : < N,N > → N}

primB ∈ {(<) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(>) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(=<) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(>=) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(=) : < N,N > → Bool}

Prog ::= Decl∗

Decl ::= prototype τ id
| function id τ −−→args S

S ::= basic id N S
| assert A
| for N N S
| while E S
| if E S S
| id = E
| S ; S
| return E

P, E ::= string
| unknown
| id
| call id < E ∗ >
| prim < E ∗ >
| N
| A

A ::= B
| primB < E ∗ >

Γ ∈ Env = < id , Cost >∗

Cost = N | unknown

Cert ::= Decidable Bool A
| Perhaps P A

τ = nat | string | bool

Figure 2.2: A C representation for statements, expressions, declarations,
programs and certificates 32



progT
Γ ` d : τ1 Γ ∪ {d : τ1} ` p : τ2

Γ ∪ {d : τ1} ` d p : τ2

prototypeT
Γ ` prototype τ id : τ

statementT
Γ ` s1 : τ1 Γ ` s2 : τ2

Γ ` s1 ; s2 : τ2

functionT
Γ ` −−→args : −→τ Γ ∪ {id : τ} ∪ {−−→args : −→τ } ` s : τ

Γ ∪ {id : τ} ∪ {−−→args : −→τ } ` function id τ −−→args s : τ

callT
Γ(f) = −→τ → τ Γ ` −→e : −→τ

Γ ` call f −→e : τ
primT

p =< id, op > Γ ` −→e : −→τ
Γ ` prim p −→e : τ

basicT
Γ ` s : τ

Γ ` basic id n s : τ
returnT

Γ ` e : τ
Γ ` return e : τ

forT
Γ ` s : τ

Γ ` for m n s : τ

ifT
Γ ` e : τ1 Γ ` s1 : τ2 Γ ` s2 : τ2

Γ ` if e s1 s2 : τ2
whileT

Γ ` e : τ1 Γ ` s : τ2
Γ ` while e s : τ2

NumT
Γ ` n : nat

idT
Γ(x) = τ

Γ ` x : τ
stringT

Γ ` s : string

Figure 2.3: Typing judgements for expressions, E, statements, S, declara-
tions, Decl, and programs, Prog
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...

Decidable
eval θ a = b

Γ, θ ` assert a : Decidable b a

Perhaps
eval θ a = unknown θ ≈ a : e

Γ, θ ` assert a : Perhaps e a

...

Figure 2.4: Typing judgements for certificates
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progC
Γ ` d : θ1 Γ ` p : θ2
Γ ` d p : θ1 ∪ θ2

prototypeC
Γ ` prototype τ id : {< id, unknown >}

functionC
Γ ` −−→args : θ1 Γ ` s : θ2

Γ ` function id τ −−→args s : {< id, unknown >} ∪ θ1 ∪ θ2

callC
Γ ` f : θ1 Γ ` −→e : θ2

Γ ` call f −→e : θ1 ∪ θ2
primC

Γ ` −→e : θ
Γ ` prim p −→e : θ

returnC
Γ ` e : θ

Γ ` return e : θ
statementC

Γ ` s1 : θ1 Γ ` s2 : θ2
Γ ` s1 ; s2 : θ1 ∪ θ2

forC
Γ ` s : θ

Γ ` for m n s : θ

ifC
Γ ` e : θ1 Γ ` s1 : θ2 Γ ` s2 : θ3

Γ ` if e s1 s2 : θ1 ∪ θ2 ∪ θ3
whileC

Γ ` e : θ1 Γ ` s : θ2
Γ ` while e s : θ1 ∪ θ2

allC
∀ i ∈ Γ ` Si : θi

Γ `
−→
S :

⋃n
i=1 θn

certC
Γ ` assert A : ∅

basicC
Γ ` s : θ

Γ ` basic id n s : {< id, n >} ∪ θ

NumC
Γ ` n : ∅

idC
Γ ` x = n : {< x, n >}

stringC
Γ ` s : ∅

Figure 2.5: Collecting the environment over programs, declarations, state-
ments and expressions
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evalN θ x = θ(x)
evalN θ i = i
evalN θ (op,< unknown, e2 >) = unknown
evalN θ (op,< e1, unknown >) = unknown
evalN θ(J∗K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ∗ evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J+K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 + evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J−K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 − evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J/K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 / evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J%K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 % evalN θ e2

eval θ b = b
eval θ (op,< unknown, e2 >) = unknown
eval θ (op,< e1, unknown >) = unknown
eval θ(J<K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 < evalN θ e2
eval θ(J>K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 > evalN θ e2
eval θ(J=<K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ≤ evalN θ e2
eval θ(J>=K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ≥ evalN θ e2
eval θ(J=K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 = evalN θ e2

Figure 2.6: Evaluating numerical and boolean expressions
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2.2 WP2

Work package 2 addresses Energy-, Time-, Security-aware (ETS) coordi-
nation and scheduling. It bridges the gap from code-level description to
multi-core system-level execution, and targets the question: How execute
ETS-constrained applications on multi-core architectures?

2.2.1 Objectives for the First Period

• Define interface between coordination and real-time scheduling

• Define a detailed research plan to cover the required extensions to
coordination and scheduling techniques

• Formalize requirements for ETS-aware coordination and scheduling

2.2.2 Technical Content

This work package borrows from and combines two disjoint research fields,
namely coordination techniques and real-time scheduling, and reaches out
towards energy- and security awareness.

Coordination denotes a concept and methodology to organise a concur-
rent application as a set of independent, identifiable black-box components
with defined functional properties, communication and interaction of differ-
ent parts of the same application, and the flow of data through the different
parts of an application. Real-Time Scheduling describes techniques to exe-
cute tasks comprising a full application on an architecture so that real-time
constraints are met.

Coordination denotes a structured way to organise a concurrent applica-
tion as a set of independent, identifiable black-box components. Con-
tracts form an integral part of coordination as they define the com-
ponents’ functional behaviour, namely their input/output relation. A
separate coordination layer orchestrates the various black-box compo-
nents into a concurrent application by defining the inter-compoment
communication and synchronisation. As of today, contracts and, thus,
the whole notion of coordination are geared towards functional proper-
ties. In the TeamPlay project we extend both to cover non-functional
properties, namely energy, time and security.

Real-time systems are computer systems that are subject to timing con-
straints. By definition they already cover one of the three aspects of
Energy-, Time-, Security (ETS)-awareness. We therefore must extend
real-time scheduling from the stringent handling of time to handle the
other two metrics, energy and security, as equally important proper-
ties. However, to the present day real-time scheduling lacks a formal
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way to describe the application and its desired timing behaviour; both
are typically described in a rather ad-hoc fashion.

The purpose of work package 2 is to combine coordination and real-time
technologies that so far have addressed the targeted problem from very dif-
ferent angles and with very different motivations and intentions. We extend
coordination to cover non-functional properties, namely energy, time and
security, and we extend real-time scheduling to address energy consumption
and security as equally important non-functional properties. Furthermore,
we amalgamate these so far isolated research and technology areas to bridge
the gap from abstract, high-level coordination-based descriptions of applica-
tions and their ETS constraints to the low-level execution on the hardware
platform of choice in such a way that the ETS constraints are met. We base
our work on a combination of static guarantees and dynamic best-effort
technologies in accordance with application requirements.

Time−awareness
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Figure 2.7: Three Pillars of work package 2

The work package is based on two main competences, coordination and
scheduling. Our research thus rests on three pillars As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.7, work package 2 addresses energy-, time and security-awareness along
three cross-cutting pillars:

1. component coordination;

2. space/time scheduling;

3. simulation/emulation.

Simulation/emulation provide us with the means to quickly evaluate and
validate the quality and correctness of scheduling decisions and of the entire
ETS-aware coordination. At the same time, they allow us to experiment
with (possibly fictive) multi- and many-core system architectures that are
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more concurrent and more heterogeneous than the systems currently in use,
among others by our own industrial partners.

In the following, we describe our overall objectives as well as our on-going
work with respect to these three pillars in more detail.

2.2.2.1 Coordination

As illustrated in Figure 2.8, an application following the coordination paradigm
consists of a collection of interacting components. Components are meaning-
ful, sequential application building blocks, implemented in a general-purpose
programming language. Given the traditional focus of the embedded sys-
tems domain in general and the requirements of our industrial partners in
particular, we exclusively work with the system-level programming language
C throughout the TeamPlay project. Hence, a component is technically a
callable C function with certain restrictions on its functional behaviour, to-
gether with a set of contracts on its functional and, for the particular sake of
this project, non-functional properties. More precisely, a component consists
of the following entities:

Name: a unique name;

Input contract: a specification of the input data as a tuple of individual
data items; if the input specification is empty, we speak of a source
component;

Output contract: a specification of the output data as a tuple of individ-
ual data items; if the output specification is empty, we speak of a sink
component;

State contract: an explicit specification of the component’s internal state,
again as a tuple of individual data items; if the state specification is
empty, we speak of a (stream) transformer (component);

Code: at least one, but possibly multiple implementations with identical
functional behaviour, which makes the various component implemen-
tations exchangeable without affecting the correctness and the func-
tional behaviour of the overall application;

Time contract: the non-functional timing behaviour of one specific imple-
mentation of the component;

Energy contract: the non-functional energy behaviour of one specific im-
plementation of the component;

Security contract: the non-functional security level of one specific imple-
mentation of the component, presumably as a discrete number.
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Functional and non-functional contracts differ from each other in one cen-
tral aspect: any implementation of a component must obey the functional
contracts, but the genuine purpose of having multiple component implemen-
tations is to offer a choice of different non-functional behaviours as described
by the non-functional contracts. Provided that a component does indeed fea-
ture multiple implementations, the coordination layer, or more precisly the
component space/time scheduler, is able to choose among the various im-
plementations according to static application requirements with respect to
energy, time and security, but can likewise react on changing environmental
conditions, as for example the battery status.

In essence, (non-functional) contracts define the ETS properties of the
component. Hence, each component has a defined run-time behaviour,
amount of energy required and a security level obtained from the anal-
ysis tools of the other partners. Additionally, each component can have
multiple implementations with equivalent functional, but different extra-
functional behaviour. Besides the guaranteed performance of the individual
components, we need to specify the component-specific and system-wide
ETS-constraints, expressed as, for instance, deadlines on the response-time
of a component or energy budgets of the entire system or minimum security
levels.

Of course, we may well encounter applications where each component
only has a single implementation and, thus, this potential degree is not
made use of. Therefore, we will in the following use the terms contract, ETS-
properties, etc, with respect to components and component implementations
interchangeably.

We use the very same annotations explained in Section 2.1.2 to define
the ETS-characteristics of each component, e.g.:

teamplay {qualifier} metric(name{,default, confidence});stmt;

These annotations form the central glue between the technical work pack-
ages: while some work packages are primarily concerned with deriving these
non-functional properties from component implementations, others, among
them work package 2, are concerned with interpreting and exploiting this
additional information on the application level.

As illustrated in Figure 2.9 several components together form an appli-
cation. They interact in the form of a streaming network or component
work-flow, which is described in a domain-specific coordination language,
currently under development. In the example of Figure 2.9 component ”foo”
receives an input, for example from a sensor. Component ”foo” then pro-
cesses the data and the output is either routed to ”bar” or to ”moo”. Com-
ponents ”bar” and ”moo” then carry out operations defined in their code
and route their output to component ”too”, which computes the final output
of the application.

The whole execution regime is entirely data-driven: components are ac-
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Figure 2.8: Two examples of separate components

tivated by the availability of data items on their input streams. Components
process the data received and in turn produce data items on their output
streams, which trigger subsequent components further down the work-flow.

component

"foo"

component

component

component

"bar"

"moo"

"too"

Figure 2.9: Workflow definition of the different components.

Coordination is a well established computing paradigm with a plethora
of languages, abstractions and approaches [CML+18]. Yet, we’re neither
aware of any adoption of the principle in the broader domain of embed-
ded systems, nor are we aware of ETS-aware approaches to coordination.
We have previously devised the coordination language S-Net [GSS10], from
which we draw inspiration and experience for our contributions in the Team-
Play project. However, like other coordination approaches S-Net merely ad-
dresses the functional aspects of coordination programming and has left out
any non-functional requirements, not to mention energy, time and security,
in particular.

A notable exception in the otherwise pretty much unchartered territory
of ETS-aware coordination is the functional language Hume [HM03] that
was specifically designed with real-time systems in mind. Thus, guarantees
on time (and space) consumption are key to Hume. However, the main
motivation behind Hume was to explore how far high-level functional pro-
gramming features, such as automatic memory management, higher-order
functions, polymorphism, recursion and Currying, up to full-scale Haskell,
can be supported while still providing accurate real-time guarantees.

Eventually, componentised applications and their coordination glue must
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be mapped to execution hardware. This immediately leads to a space/-
time scheduling problem under application-specific ETS-constraints. Here,
space/time scheduling refers to the question which components to instan-
tate on which execution units and in what time-wise ordering. In particu-
lar if components come with different implementations with varying ETS-
behaviour, interesting and challenging research question arise: with different
ETS behaviour of individual component implementations one can alter the
ETS behaviour of the whole application depending on the ETS requirements.
For example one might want to switch from the fastest implementation to
the most energy efficient. Different versions of the same components could
implement a different algorithm, use different parameters (frame-rate) or
use the GPU instead of the CPU or vice versa. We address security is-
sues among others through obfuscation of program execution by randomly
selecting alternative component implementations within the time and en-
ergy budget or by randomly assigning component instantiations to different
execution units, again within the time and energy budget.

2.2.2.2 Space/Time Scheduling

For the scheduling and execution of the application described within the
coordination technique, we borrow from the embedded real-time scheduling
domain: Although nearly all embedded applications are subject to stringent
requirements on the non-functional properties energy, time and security,
only the timing aspect has received notable attention in the past. Since
Liu and Layland’s [LL73] seminal paper on real-time scheduling in 1973,
an entire research field has concerned itself with verification of real-time
properties of embedded applications. The aspects of energy and security,
however, have been treated as secondary concerns, and in case of energy,
simply as a function of time.

For the application scenarios that we target in the TeamPlay project,
time, energy and security must be treated as equally important. These
aspects can be traded against each other and alternative implementations of
parts of the application can be selected depending on the current objective.

Once the different components are identified and defined via the coor-
dination technique, we need to schedule the different components, i.e. as-
sign components to different cores or co-processors (spatial mapping, Figure
2.10) and in a given order (temporal mapping). The spatial aspect is es-
pecially important if the target architecture is heterogeneous, as in Figure
2.10, where the blue and red cores are different. Therefore, an application
component may have different ETS characteristics depending on the target
core.

Hence, on top of different implementations of the same components, the
ETS characteristics also differ depending on the target. This increases the
state space of the scheduling as we need to schedule the different components
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Figure 2.10: Scheduling of the different components to different cores. The
blue and red cores differ, thus form a heterogenous system.

depending on the overall application ETS deadlines and the ETS character-
istics of each implementation of each component.

To model the real-time aspects of embedded systems, Liu and Layland
have introduced in [LL73] a simple application-model (called task-model in
real-time terminology) as follows: The application consists of a set of n tasks
{τ1, . . . , τn} where each task τi is identified with an worst-case execution time
bound (WCET) Ci, a relative deadline Di and a period or minimal inter-
arrival time Ti. Each task generates an infinite number of jobs released after
at least Ti time units. Each job’s deadline is relative to the release time of
the job. A task is said to be schedulable, if each of its jobs finish before
their relative deadline, and the entire task set is schedulable, if each task is
schedulable.

Liu and Layland’s task model has since been used in over 45 years of
research and plenty of extensions to and variations of this task model have
been proposed since. To the best of our knowledge however, none of these
extensions alleviate the shortcomings that we observe when using this task
model within our context of modeling time, energy and security:

Modelling further resources We are interested to model not only time
but also energy and security. A single execution-time bound therefore
is not sufficient to cover other resources. The basic task model only
offers to model these resources as a function of time. In case of en-
ergy, such a direct relationship can be created but even here fails to
encompass the intricate features and possibilities of different imple-
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mentation optimising different metrics. Security, on the other hand,
can not be easily appended. Here, we need metrics about the time or
energy variation and input-dependency.

Modelling alternative implementations The task model must be able
model different implementations of the same functionalities and tasks.
Alternative implementations that may also feature non-comparable
metrics: one implementation may for instance feature a low energy
consumption but a high WCET and another alternative may have the
opposite features.

Modelling Processor Restrictions Furthermore, the implementations may
be specific to a processor-type of a heterogeneous architecture; and the
number of processor of type A may be limited. In other words, not all
combinations of task implementations can be executed simultaneously.

The first step is to define an appropriate task model which alleviates the
shortcomings described above. We refer to this abstraction of the application
as the TeamPlay Task Model, which is defined as follows:

We assume that each component within the coordination corresponds to
a task, which is the terminology used for the smallest individual component
of an application in the real-time scheduling domain. The application is
then comprised of a set Γ of tasks:

Γ = τ1, ..., τn (2.1)

We assume that each task generates an infinite sequence of jobs with a
period Ti. This assumption corresponds to the definition of a periodic task
set. The parameters DC

i and DE
i define the relative deadlines (relative from

job-release) with respect to the execution time DC and energy constraint
DE of the task.

To model alternative implementations of a task or component with com-
parable functional behavior, but different extra-functional properties, we
introduce a double index τi,j . This indicates the jth alternative implemen-
tation of task τi, not to be mistaken as the jth job of task τi, which we
indicate using upper index τ ji . Each alternative implementation τi,j of a
task τi is identified by its characteristic computational demand Ci,j , its en-
ergy demand Ei,j , and its security level Si,j . We thus have the following
definition of a task:

τi : ((Ci,j , Ei,j , Si,j), Ti, D
C
i , D

E
i ) ∈ 2N×N×N × N× N× N (2.2)

To model the relation between tasks/components, we derive a binary relation
≺ to indicates the precedence constraints on the tasks. This is sufficient to
account for the simple communication constraints as described within the
coordination layer.
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We consider two alternative scheduling policies, fully static scheduling
and dynamic scheduling with fixed priority. For the static offline schedule,
we determine by means of constraint programming a schedule in which we
fix the start times of all jobs. The ETS constraints for the offline schedule
are thus fulfilled by construction and can be validated at design-time.

Dynamic scheduling is more advanced and provides better performance
despite at the cost of predictability. We assume the most common scheduling
policy, which is priority driven scheduling with fixed priorities with preemp-
tion, called fixed-priority preemptive scheduling (FPPS). Due its dynamic
properties, it is of particular interest for the later phases of WP2, i.e., coordi-
nation of multiple applications and coordination under changing conditions.

Under the FPPS scheduling regime, each task is given a static priority pri
and the scheduler always executes the ready job with the highest priority.
Here, we say that a job is ready if, (i) it has been released and (ii) its
precedence constraints are fulfilled.

While static offline schedules can be validated by means of simulation,
more advanced techniques are required for the schedulability test for FPPS.
Typically, the response-time analysis [LL73] is employed to this end, which
simply requires solving the following recursive equation using fixed-point
iteration:

RCi = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri
Tj

⌉
Cj (2.3)

The fixed-point iteration either terminates in which case we can compare
the response time RCi with the task’s deadline DC

i and conclude whether the
task is schedule, or the response time RCi will eventually exceed the task’s
deadline, in which case we can conclude that the task is not schedulable.

Equation 2.3 is restricted to response time, but the extension to the
response energy is nearly trivial:

REi = Ei +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri
Tj

⌉
Ej (2.4)

Again, we can compare REi to the tasks energy constraints DE
i and conclude

whether the task is schedulable using FPPS.
The entire task set is considered to be schedulable via FPPS, if and only

if all constraints for all tasks are met:

∀i : RCi ≤ DC
i ∧REi ≤ DE

i (2.5)

So far, we assume that we statically fix the implementation alternative
to be scheduled via FPPS, i.e., we always assume the same implementation
for each job. For the next step, we will remove this restriction and allow for
dynamic selection of the implementation alternative by the scheduler. Fur-
thermore, the security level is taken into account statically, i.e., we assume
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a system-wide security level and simply discard all implementations below
this level. In the near future, we will also allow for dynamically changing
security level to trade security, time and energy. Similarly, the constraints
for the energy and the computational demand are purely on the level of the
tasks/components, as defined by their contracts. System-wide constraints
and trade-offs defined within the coordination will be treated next.

2.2.2.3 Simulation

Both coordination and scheduling have to be validated in a realistic envi-
ronment. Validation in WP2 refers to correctness of the underlying test case
and evaluation of the effectiveness of coordination and scheduling. Valida-
tion can be done on hardware as well as using emulators or simulators. We
are acquiring a development board with a heterogeneous octa-core CPU (4
Cortex-A15 and 4 Cortex-A7) and a GPU 1. Besides actual hardware we
also use simulation and emulation. We want to evaluate our techniques for
a large selection of hardware configurations, and it is too time consuming to
implement the scheduling on actual hardware each time. Additionally, we
will use a variety of architecture combinations that might not be available
in hardware.

When choosing a simulator, we must choose a trade off between accuracy
and simulation time. The most accurate, but most time consuming, method
is to implement a given architecture in VHDL or Verilog. The second most
accurate are Cycle accurate models. Followed by abstract executable models
and estimation models [BGOS12].

Full system simulators (including cycle accurate simulators), emulate
the complete hardware. Thereby appearing to the software, as if it runs
on actual hardware. Such simulators claim to be fast and flexible, while
maintaining a high level of accuracy. Full system simulators include among
others Open Virtual Platforms (OVP)2 [DBF+13, RORS13, ROR+14],
GEM53 [BGOS12, BBG+16] and QEMU 4 [BPM+13]. After a literature
study we decided to use GEM5 as:

1. It is cycle accurate.

2. It supports multiple CPU models.

3. It supports heterogeneous multi-cores.

4. It has been used successfully to estimate execution time and power
consumption of heterogeneous architectures [BBG+16].

1https://www.hardkernel.com/main/products/prdt_info.php?g_code=

G143452239825
2http://www.ovpworld.org/
3http://gem5.org/Main_Page
4https://www.qemu.org/
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In addition to using a cycle accurate simulation to evaluate the precision
of our models and predictions, we also explore a second path, namely an
abstract simulator to quickly evaluate coordination and scheduling on a
large set of potential target architectures.

2.2.3 Summary of Results

We have conducted literature reviews in the area of coordination, scheduling,
simulation and hardware architectures. In the coordination area the initial
literature review encourages the creation of a coordination language that
meets TeamPlays energy and security requirements. The reviewed coordi-
nation languages, at best take into consideration timing information, and
do not consider energy and security (i.e. are not ETS-aware). An initial
review of the scheduling literature has contributed to the formulation of the
TeamPlay task model. The task model is an extension of the task model
proposed by Liu and Layland in 1973 [LL73] and alleviates the shortcomings
with respect to ETS-awareness. The review in the simulation and hardware
area has allowed us to settle on a simulation environment (GEM5) and a
specific development board (Odroid-XU4).

2.2.4 Deliverables

None. The first deliverable in this work package, namely D2.1, is due in
M12.

2.2.5 Milestones

None. The first milestone for work package 2, namely MS2, is due in M12.

2.2.6 Next Steps

Our next steps are divided into short and long term goals. In the short term
we are working on:

• conversion of contracts in close collaboration with the technical other
work packages;

• refinement of the component model;

• formalisation of the coordination language;

• setting up the simulation/emulation environments;

• modelling one of the use cases described in Section 2.5 with our coor-
dination approach.
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The long-term agenda of work package 2 is illustrated in Figure 2.11. The
current stage, namely task T2.1, explores the ETS-aware coordination of a
single application. This addresses how one can coordinate and schedule the
different components of a single application in an ETS-aware manner while
still guaranteeing schedulability with respect to application-level constraints.

In the second project year and task T2.2 we plan to refine our coordi-
nation technology and extend our approach to coordinate and schedule the
components of multiple applications with independent ETS constraints.

In the final project year we will further refine our approach to handle
coordination and scheduling under changing external conditions.

1–12 months 12–24 months 25–34 months

ETS-aware coordination of
a single application

ETS-aware coordination of
multiple applications

ETS-aware coordination
under changing conditions

Figure 2.11: Time-line Work package 2
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Figure 2.12: Structure of the WCET-aware C Compiler WCC

2.3 WP3

This Section presents all activities performed in the field of energy-, time-
and security-aware compilation and optimization techniques.

2.3.1 Objectives for the First Period

• To retarget the project’s compiler infrastructure based on TUHH’s
WCC for the target architectures of the TeamPlay project (LEON3
and ARM Cortex).

• To start identifying optimization approaches that are capable to trade
energy usage and timing within the compiler.

2.3.2 Technical Content

2.3.2.1 T3.1: Energy-, Timing and Security Aware Compiler In-
frastructure

The overall structure of the TeamPlay compiler infrastructure is depicted in
Figure 2.12. WCC is a C compiler that accepts ANSI-C source files as input
and creates a high-level, processor-independent Intermediate Representation
(IR) for C code from them. The code selector translates this high-level IR
into a low-level representation of assembly code for a given target architec-
ture. This low-level IR provides a retargetable infrastructure for compiler
back-ends. The code generator finally emits valid assembly code from this
processor-specific low-level IR. Compiler optimizations are applied at both
the processor-independent high-level IR and at the processor-specific low-
level IR. Static WCET analyses are tightly integrated into the compilation
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and optimization flow by coupling WCC’s back-end with ABSINT’s aiT ana-
lyzer. Information about a traget processor’s memories, their address ranges
and latencies etc. is provided via a dedicated specification file interface.

With the start of the TeamPlay project, WCC only supported Infineon
TriCore and ARM7-based processors. For technical reasons, different ver-
sions of ABSINT’s WCET analyzer were integrated into WCC for the dif-
ferent target architectures mentioned above. Finally, WCC’s optimizations
only target the minimization of WCETs, no energy-related optimizations
exist.

In order to provide a common compiler infrastructure for TeamPlay, a
couple of modifications and extensions have been applied to WCC during
this first reporting period:

Support of the LEON3 architecture

Figure 2.13: Modules of WCC’s Back-End ported to LEON3

In order to generate assembly code for the LEON3 processor architec-
ture, WCC’s back-end (cf. Figure 2.13) has to be extended significantly.
First, the compiler’s low-level IR needs to be retargeted to the LEON’s in-
struction set architecture. For this purpose, an initial processor description
was set up that specifies, e.g., all existing machine operations, all avail-
able processor registers, addressing modes and other kinds of operands that
machine operations can take.

Next, WCC’s code selector was extended in order to translate the high-
level IR into assembly code of the novel LEON3 low-level IR. Modern com-
pilers regularly use Tree Pattern Matching (TPM) as standard algorithm for
this task, and so does WCC for the Infineon TriCore architecture. However,
the TriCore-specific TPM grammar features approx. 39,000 lines of code
which underlines that designing such a grammar for the LEON3 is infeasi-
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ble in the context of TeamPlay. As a solution, WCC instead relies on an
external compiler (here: GNU GCC for LEON and ARM) just for the pur-
pose of code selection: During compilation, WCC transparently invokes the
external GCC compiler without any optimization being applied, processes
its generated assembly code and translates it into WCC’s low-level IR. This
setup already exists within WCC for ARM-based architectures and was now
extended for LEON3.

Finally, WCC’s code generator was extended in order to dump the
LEON3-specific machine operations into assembly code files in a correct
fashion such that subsequent LEON-specific assemblers and linkers are able
to process WCC’s output.

Update of WCC’s aiT Integration
WCC’s aiT integration module suffered from the fact that different aiT
versions were used for WCC’s different target architectures. Furthermore,
no LEON-specific aiT was integrated into WCC. These limitations were
resolved by a joint effort of ABSINT and TUHH. For the whole TeamPlay
consortium, ABSINT provided one common revision (18/04) of their aiT
WCET analysis framework that supports all target architectures that WCC
most likely will have to handle (LEON3 and some ARM Cortex versions
for TeamPlay, but also WCC’s other processor architectures, i.e., Infineon
TriCore and ARM7TDMI).

This transition to ABSINT’s latest aiT revision had a couple of technical
consequences: The way how the individual analyzers of aiT have to be called
has changed fundamentally which resulted in a significant implementation
effort in WCC’s aiT integration module. Furthermore, the annotations that
aiT requires for a successful and sound WCET analysis have changed with
the 18/04 release so that adaptions at WCC’s side were also necessary. Fi-
nally, the whole workflow of integrating the LEON3 aiT into WCC had to
be implemented.

Provision of a Basic Energy Analysis Framework
TUHH came up with a proposal for an XML-based exchange format used to
specify and interchange energy-related data between TeamPlay tools.5 This
way, energy data can be specified at various levels of detail, e.g., for indi-
vidual machine operations, for groups of similar operations, for individual
bits and bit switches of operations, for different memories etc. It is likely
that this format will fulfill the (currently only incompletely known) needs
of all TeamPlay partners in the future and if not, it can easily be extended.
Support for this file format has been added to WCC in the form of an XML

5For the sake of brevity, this XML format is not described here. The interested reader
is refered to page 75 or to Deliverable D4.1 instead.
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parser that reads such energy data from plain-text configuration files and
makes it available to future energy-related optimizations.

Figure 2.14: WCC’s Basic Energy Analysis Framework

At the time of writing of this report, WCC now features an initial, simple
energy analysis for ARM7 processors consisting of the following steps (cf.
Figure 2.14): The assembly code of WCC’s low-level IR is linked to a binary
executable that is passed to an external instruction set simulator (here:
Synopsys CoMeT). WCC transparently invokes this simulator on the binary
so that CoMeT produces a runtime profile. In particular, this runtime
profile contains average-case execution statistics about how often individual
pieces of the binary are executed. These execution statistics are imported
into WCC’s back-end and are combined with the available energy data so
that in the end, data about the energy consumption of different assembly
code blocks are available within WCC’s low-level IR.

This framework allows to experiment with very first energy analyses
already at very early stages of the TeamPlay project. It has been exploited in
order to design the WCET-, schedulability- and energy-aware optimization
described in Section 2.3.2.2.

First evaluation of the low-power computational unit for drones
The “Low-Power Computational Unit for Drones” use case concerns energy-
saving strategies for enabling advanced computational workloads on drones.
Both agricultural and maritime usage scenarios of fixed-wind drones require
on-line detection of objects by the drone. To this end, SDU is investigating
the use of deep learning networks on the drone, based on the state-of-the-
art YOLO network. This network can be used to detect animals, humans
or other obstacles by the drone. The use of YOLO with the TeamPlay
toolchain however requires modification of the YOLO implementation. Cur-
rently, the YOLO network can be executed using a C-based implementation
called “darknet” which is deemed suitable for SDU’s drone-based use cases.
However, the darknet code base (approx. 28,000 lines of code) is not ANSI-
C compliant. Instead, it relies on constructs and libraries that are regularly
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found in standard compiler environments like, e.g., the GNU Compiler Col-
lection GCC, which makes it difficult to port to other compilers. SDU and
TUHH have spent a significant effort in refactoring the darknet code base
to make it ANSI-C compliant and to compile it using TUHH’s WCC. dark-
net thus serves as a first test for the TeamPlay compiler infrastructure. As
expected, these tests raised a couple of minor technical issues within WCC
that were fixed in the meantime. At the time of writing of this progress re-
port, the darknet code compiles without obvious errors using WCC for ARM
processors. Due to the absence of flow facts for darknet, WCC’s integrated
capabilities for static timing analysis using ABSINT’s aiT are currently not
yet applicable. This will be addressed in the near future, as well as testing
the Leon3 port of WCC using darknet.

2.3.2.2 T3.2: Formal Support for Multi-Criterial Compiler Op-
timisation

Energy-, Schedulability- and WCET-Aware Scratchpad Memory
Allocation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of multi-criterial compiler optimizations
using Integer-Linear Programming (ILP), an initial implementation of a
WCET-, schedulability- and energy-aware optimization was added to WCC.
This optimization performs an allocation of code blocks to a Scratchpad
Memory (SPM). These are small, fast and low-power on-chip memories that
are significantly more efficient than regular main memories are. This initial
SPM allocation takes the code of several tasks in a multi-tasking system as
input and selects those code blocks from all tasks that will be allocated to
the limited SPM. This selection is done such that, on the one hand, meeting
all deadlines of all tasks is achieved under a given scheduling policy and,
on the other hand, the overall energy consumption of the whole multi-task
system is minimized in addition.

Due to the nature of ILP, this optimization problem is formulated in
a strictly mathematical fashion inside WCC as a set of linear inequations
and subject to an objective function to be optimized. The binary decision
variables used within the inequations model the SPM allocation of all code
blocks:

xj =

{
1 if basic block bj is assigned to SPM
0 if basic block bj is assigned to Main Memory

(2.6)

These variables are used to model the control flow graph and the WCET
ci of each task τi in isolation, according to [LF17]. The tasks’ WCETs can
then be used to express schedulability inside the optimization, i.e., whether
all tasks meet their deadlines or not. In contrast to our previous work [LF17],
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we propose to use Baruah’s processor demand test [Bar03]:

∆t ≥
∑
∀τi

[ηi (∆t−Di) · ci] (2.7)

Briefly, this equation calculates the resource demand of the system within
a given time interval ∆t. This is done by accumulating the number of
executions of each task τi that have to finish within time ∆t, multiplied
by the respective WCET ci of task τi. If this resource demand is smaller
than or equal to the analyzed time interval ∆t, the system meets all timing
constraints in this specific time interval. When repeating this analysis for all
time intervals, the whole multi-task system is guaranteed to be schedulable.

Eq. (2.7) has to be formulated explicitly in the ILP only for those time
intervals ∆t where the number of executions of a task changes, i. e., at the
points of discontinuity of the so-called step function ηi of task τi. Fur-
thermore, the number of time intervals ∆t to be considered in the ILP is
upper-bounded by the hyper-period of all involved tasks. It turned out
that Eq. (2.7) can be linearized very efficiently and delivers a much better
performance and scalability than the schedulability test from [LF17].

Energy-awareness is added to this optimization by modelling the energy
consumption of one single execution of a task τi using integer ILP variables
ei. Then, the energy consumption of the entire multi-task system can be
optimized by accumulating the energy consumption of each task multiplied
by its number of executions within the task set’s hyper-period H and finally
minimizing this term:

min
∑
τi

ηi (H) · ei (2.8)

The energy consumption ei for one execution of task τi can be modeled
based on WCC’s basic energy analysis framework described on page 52, using
the energy consumed per access to main memory and to SPM, respectively.
These values are used to compute the energy consumption per basic block
bi, depending on its SPM allocation decision xi.

After solving such a set of inequations by an external tool like, e.g.,
Gurobi, the computed values of the decision variables represent an optimal
(i.e., deadline-preserving and energy-minimal) solution of the entire opti-
mization problem.

The proposed optimization has been evaluated using 2,240 randomly
generated task sets whose initial processor utilization varies between 1.0
and 2.2, so that all task sets violate some deadline initially. The task sets
contain 2, 4, 6 or 8 tasks, resp., and both Deadline-Monotonic Scheduling
(DMS) and Earliest Deadline First Scheduling (EDF) was considered.

Figure 2.15 shows that our multi-objective optimization is able to turn
large amounts of the originally unschedulable systems schedulable, e.g., more
than 80% of all sets of 6 tasks with utilizations of up to 180% could be
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Figure 2.15: Schedulable Multi-Task Systems after Scratchpad Allocation

“repaired” this way. Figure 2.15 also compares our optimization with a
simplified one that aggressively minimizes only the tasks’ energy consump-
tion without considering their deadlines. It can be seen that the multi-
objective optimization delivers much higher amounts of schedulable task
sets in the end compared to a solely energy-oriented optimization. This
clearly underlines that optimizing for (real-) time is fundamentally different
than optimizing for energy usage which motivates the TeamPlay approach
of simultaneous consideration of all these aspects.

In addition to these results w.r.t. schedulability, simultaneous energy
savings are achieved by our multi-objective optimization that regularly reach
20-30% on average for all considered task sets and system utilizations (cf.
Figure 2.16). Finally, the runtimes required to solve the ILPs using Gurobi
are extremely moderate and are in the range of only a couple of minutes on
average.

This work has been submitted to the conference on Design, Automation
and Test in Europe (DATE) at the time of writing of this report.

Exploiting the Standard Compiler Optimization Levels for Better
Resource Usage
Beyond the support for multi-criterial compiler optimization using TUHH’s
WCC, UBRIS has been looking into state-of-the-art commercial compilers
to identify opportunities of enhancing them with optimization techniques
that can account for energy consumption, execution time and code-size at
the same time. This exercise is useful to determine what are the limitations
and the potentials for commercial compilers to support such multi-criterial
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Figure 2.16: Relative Energy Consumptions of Multi-Task Systems after
Scratchpad Allocation

optimization techniques and how the in-house TUHH’s WCC can overcome
such limitations.

As the first step in our exploitation, we investigate the effectiveness of the
existing standard optimization levels of the LLVM-based compiler [LA04],
such as -O2, -O3 and -Os. It is well known that compiler architects face the
challenge of tuning the optimization stages of a compiler to achieve good per-
formance for new architectures. The large diversity of architectures available
and the rapid evolution of hardware features make this challenge extremely
difficult to tackle. To overcome this issue generic compilation flags, such as
-O2, -O3, -Os, were introduced that perform a set of predefined optimiza-
tion sequences regardless of the architecture. Such optimizations choices
were made based on accumulated knowledge over the effects of traditional
optimizations on the performance of programs and based on empirical re-
sults using a set of benchmarks. These generic optimization flags are now
adopted and used widely by both the industry and individuals regardless of
the architecture under consideration. Although these optimizations make
programmer’s life easier, as there is no need for manual compilation tuning,
they are far from optimal and may not always yield the best performance for
a specific application running on a particular architecture. Moreover, such
optimizations typically account for only one resource, such as execution time
or code size.

By exploiting the standard optimization levels, we preserve the empirical
knowledge built into the ordering of the optimizations rather than introduc-
ing new, untested optimization sequences. Reordering the optimizations
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available in a compiler might break the compilation or create malfunction-
ing executables; executables with unexpected behavior. Thus, by using one
of the standard optimization levels, such as -O2, as a starting point, a new
optimization configuration is generated each time by removing the last trans-
formation flag of the current optimization configuration. In this way, each
new configuration is a subsequence of the -O2 configuration, that preserves
the ordering of flags in the original optimization level. Thus, each new op-
timization configuration stops the optimization earlier than the previously
generated configuration did. We then obtain the executable for each one of
the new configuration and measure its execution time, energy consumption
and code size on the hardware platform under investigation. The process is
repeated until all the optimizations flags are removed, which is equivalent
to compiling with -O0; no optimizations are enabled.

Using this approach, we demonstrated that significant savings could be
achieved in both execution time and energy consumption. This has been
validated on two embedded processors, namely the ARM Cortex-M0 and
the ARM Cortex-M3, using two different versions of the LLVM compila-
tion framework; v3.8 and v5.0. Experimental evaluation with 71 embedded
benchmarks, from the BEEBS benchmark suite [PHB13a], demonstrated
performance gains for at least half of the benchmarks for both processors.
An average execution time reduction of 2.4% and 5.3% was achieved across
all the benchmarks for the Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3 processors, respec-
tively, with execution time improvements ranging from 1% up to 90% over
the -O2.

For each benchmark, Figure 2.17 (Figure 2.17a for the Cortex-M0 and
the LLVM v3.8 and Figure 2.17b for the Cortex-M3 and the LLVM v5.0)
demonstrates the biggest performance gains achieved by the proposed tech-
nique compared to the standard optimization level under investigation, -O2.
In other words, this figure represents the resource usage results obtained by
using the optimization configuration, among the configurations exercised by
our technique, that achieves the best performance gains compared to -O2 for
each benchmark. A negative percentage represents an improvement on a re-
source, e.g. a result of -20% for execution time represents a 20% reduction in
the execution time obtained by the selected optimization configuration when
compared to the execution time retrieved by -O2. The energy-consumption
and code-size improvements are also given for the selected configurations.
If two optimization configurations have the same performance gains, then
energy consumption improvement is used as a second criterion and code
size improvement as a third criterion to select the best optimization con-
figuration. The selection criteria can be modified according to the resource
requirements for a specific application. Future work can introduce a func-
tion to formalize the selection process further when complex multi-objective
optimization is required.

The results are published at the proceedings of the 21st international
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(a) Results for the Cortex-M0 processor and the LLVM v3.8 compilation framework.
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(b) Results for the Cortex-M3 processor and the LLVM v5.0 compilation framework.

Figure 2.17: Best achieved execution-time improvements over the standard
optimization level -O2. For the best execution-time optimization configu-
ration, energy consumption and code size improvements are also given. A
negative percentage represents a reduction of resource usage compared to
-O2.
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workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems (SCOPES
2018) [GBXdSE18].

2.3.3 Summary of Results

TUHH provided an initial version of the WCC compiler for the Leon3 ar-
chitecture. At the same time, ABSINT provided one common version of
its static WCET analyzer aiT for use by the TeamPlay consortium. The
integration of this common aiT release into WCC was achieved.

ABSINT, UBRIS and TUHH agreed on a common XML-based format
to interchange energy-related information between various TeamPlay tools.
An initial framework for early energy analyses within the compiler has been
set up.

TUHH has set up a dedicated TeamPlay server enabling interested part-
ners to remotely log in and to experiment with WCC and aiT. The pro-
cedures required for accessing this server and WCC are documented in a
TeamPlay Wiki.6 Login accounts for remote access to this server have been
provided to interested partners.

SDU has provided an initial source code revision of a deep-learning ap-
plication. This code base has, to a large extent, been ported to ANSI-C and
been passed successfully through WCC in a joint effort by SDU and TUHH.

A first multi-criterial optimization based on Integer-Linear Programming
that trades WCET, schedulability and energy consumption of multi-task
applications has been implemented. It is able to guarantee deadlines for large
amounts of different multi-task sets while simultaneously reducing energy
consumption significantly. This material is currently under review at the
Intl. Conference on Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE).

A heuristic approach investigating the impact of standard optimization
levels and successfully improving over them in terms of energy consumption,
execution time and code size has been published.

2.3.4 Deliverables

None.

2.3.5 Milestones

None.

2.3.6 Next Steps

WCC’s builtin capabilities for WCET analysis will have to be tested for
Leon3. Furthermore, careful tests of the Leon3 memory layout specifica-

6https://gitlab.inria.fr/TeamPlay/TeamPlay_Development/TeamPlay_Tools/

wikis/wcc
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tions are still pending. Likewise, code generation and memory hierarchy
specifications will have to be adapted for the ARM Cortex processors of
TeamPlay, and WCC’s aiT integration will have to be tested for these ar-
chitectures as well.

Both the Leon3 and the Cortex ports of WCC will have to be applied to
SDU’s deep learning application.

The integration of energy analyzers developed in WP4 into the WCC
compiler will have to be done in year 2 of TeamPlay. Furthermore, actual
energy data for Leon3 and ARM architectures will be integrated into the
compiler on the basis of TeamPlay’s common exchange file format.

The interfaces and their semantics between the WCC compiler and the
CSL language from WP1 on the one hand and the coordination mechanisms
of WP2 on the other hand will have to be specified and implemented. For
this purpose, a joint full-day meeting of all partners involved in TeamPlay
tooling aspects has been scheduled for October 30th, 2018 at TUHH.

In addition to ILP-based multi-criterial optimization, advanced classes
of evolutionary algorithms will be investigated next.
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2.4 WP4

This Section presents all activities performed in WP4 “Modeling and Anal-
ysis of Energy, Time and Security” up until the end of M9 of TeamPlay.
The work in WP4 is divided into three tasks:

• T4.1 “Energy Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Predictable Archi-
tectures)”, led by UBRIS, which starts in M1 and ends in M24, with
deliverables D4.1 due in M9 and D4.4 due in M24.

• T4.2 “Static Analysis of Worst-Case Energy Usage (Predictable Ar-
chitectures)”, led by ABSINT, which starts in M9 and ends in M34,
with deliverables D4.2 due in M12 and D4.5 due in M30.

• T4.3 “Dynamic System-Level Energy, Time, and Security Modeling
(Complex Architectures)”, led by UBRIS, which starts in M1 and ends
in M18, with deliverable D4.3 due in M18.

2.4.1 Objectives for the First Period

In the following, the objectives for the first period are grouped according
to the three main resources investigated under WP4: energy consumption,
execution time, and security.

1. Common objectives

• The selection of target architectures that are feasible for static
and/or dynamic analysis, and at the same time, used in one of
the use cases of the TeamPlay project;

2. Energy consumption modeling and analysis objectives

• Establishing the state of the art of energy modeling techniques;

• First version of the Cortex-M0 processor energy model;

• Investigation on possible modeling approaches for the LEON3
processor;

• Establishing the interactions between the energy models and the
analysis tools;

• Establishing future directions.

3. Execution time modeling and analysis objectives

• The classification of selected architectures into feasible for static
timing analysis and not feasible;

• The building of common ground regarding the current state-of-
the-art and the open research questions concerning timing mod-
eling/timing analysis;
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• The development of a micro-architectural timing model for ARM
Cortex-M0, as well as a usable prototype of the WCET analyzer
aiT for ARM Cortex-M0.

4. Security modeling and analysis objectives

• Explore formalizing security properties, to enable reasoning and
manipulating them, in order to design prototype security models

• Explore connecting these security models to security metrics, es-
pecially wrt. energy measurements and information leakage for
Side Channels Attacks modeling.

Beyond the above objectives, work performed under task T4.1 set objec-
tives for exploring a use-case driven approach to investigate the relationship
between algorithm coding for deep-learning techniques and energy, time and
security aspects, as well as the impact of data dependency on energy, time
and security:

• Modeling of Energy, Time and Security on blocks of code which are
often used in deep learning applications.

• Studying dependency of data with Time, Energy and Security in deep
learning applications.

2.4.2 Technical Content

In the following, the technical achievements reached in the first period are
grouped again according to the three main topics of WP4 and according to
the three tasks of WP4.

2.4.2.1 T4.1: Energy Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Pre-
dictable Architectures)

In summary, at the end of M10 we delivered frameworks for energy con-
sumption measurements and analysis, an initial energy consumption and
an execution time model for the ARM Cortex-M0 processor, an execution
time model for the LEON3 (in single-core configuration), a thorough inves-
tigation of potential approaches for energy modeling the LEON3 single-core
processor, and an extensive investigation on suitable and promising security
modeling techniques. Furthermore, we have established the interactions be-
tween our energy models and our analysis and compilation tools, and we
introduced a new energy measurement setup to validate the one currently
used. Finally, with regards to the deep-learning use-case, efforts have been
carried out to investigate the relation between algorithm coding and energy,
time and security aspects, as well as the impact of data dependency on
energy, time and security.
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Part A – Energy Consumption Modeling

For energy modeling, the following technical results have been achieved:

The Cortex-M0 Energy Modeling

Energy-Modeling Setup

For the creation of the Cortex-M0 [Cor] energy model, four main components
are used:

• MAGEEC [Magb] and Pyenergy [Pye] - An open-source energy/time-
measurement framework design by the University of Bristol.

• BEEBS [PHB13a] - An embedded benchmark suite.

• STM32F0DISCOVERY (STM32F0) [STMa] - The Device Under Test
(DUT), which in our case is a Cortex-M0 development board.

• The energy-analysis framework.

The BEEBS benchmark suite is used for both the characterization and
the validation of the energy model. BEEBS is an open source embedded-
system benchmark suite that is designed for exploring the performance and
energy consumption characteristics of embedded architectures. A detailed
description of BEEBS is given in deliverable D5.1. BEEBS has a build sys-
tem that supports compilation with the GNU-GCC compiler [GNU], and it
also supports the MAGEEC measurement framework. It provides triggers
to start and end the measurements, and a calibration factor for each bench-
mark, which ensures that the benchmark is repeatedly executed in a loop till
an adequate number of sampling is achieved, and thus, the measurements
can be trusted.

The MAGEEC framework has two main components: the hardware mea-
surement setup and the energy-measurement management tool, Pyenergy.
The hardware part includes a high-frequency energy-measurement shield,
the energy management board, and the board’s drivers. The power mea-
surement shield works by sampling the voltage drop across a resistor wire
inline with the power supply of the processor of the DUT. It is implemented
as a shield for an ST Microelectronics STM32F4DISCOVERY (STM32F4)
board [STMb]. The STM32F4 is used to process the raw data and for pass-
ing the energy and time measurements, over USB, to the host machine. The
shield can measure up to three external targets simultaneously, as well as
measuring its own energy usage.

Both BEEBS and MAGEEC support a variety of embedded development
boards, including the STM32F0 board which has a Cortex-M0 processor.
The STM32F0 development board is ideal for energy-modeling as it exposes
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the power supply of the Cortex-M0 processor through built-in measurement
points. Moreover, this board is one of the most popular Cortex-M0 devel-
opment boards, and thus, it is likely to stay in production in the future.
However, the tools and techniques described here for our energy modeling
can be transferred to a variety of Cortex-M0 development boards that are
provided by different vendors. Pyenergy is MAGEEC’s host-side software
that flashes the benchmarks’ executables onto the DUT and collects the en-
ergy information sent by the energy-management board. Figure 2.18 shows
the actual MAGEEC hardware setup and its connection to the DUT.

  

MAGEEC energy
shield

Energy management
board

Cortex-M0
Development board

Access to the processor’s
power supply

Connection to host
machine

Figure 2.18: The MAGEEC energy measurement setup connected with the
DUT.

Figure 2.19 demonstrates the complete hardware and software harness
used for the energy modeling process. A script on the host machine is
responsible for orchestrating the whole process. Initially, it uses the compi-
lation framework of BEEBS to compile all the benchmarks for the specified
Cortex-M0 development board. Then, it calls the Pyenergy tool to flash each
executable onto the DUT and to collect the energy consumption and execu-
tion time measurements calculated by the MAGEEC’s energy-management
board. The measurements are then stored and passed to the energy-analysis
framework for the energy model creation. Different approaches have been
tested for building the Cortex-M0 energy model. These are discussed in the
following section.

Energy Modeling Analysis

Processor vendors typically do not disclose the micro-architecture specific
implementation details of their products. Thus, to energy-characterize the
ISA of the STM32F0 Cortex-M0, we based our decisions on the information
available from both the official documentation provided by ARM, and the
vendor’s manuals. Cortex-M0 is a time-predictable architecture with each
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Operation Moving data Figure 2.19: The hardware and software harness used for the energy mod-
eling of the Cortex-M0.

ISA instruction having a predefined number of execution cycles. The deter-
ministic nature of the processor makes it a perfect candidate for modeling
its energy consumption at the ISA level. An ISA energy model is designed
to give each instruction a specific energy consumption value. Such an ISA-
based energy model can be utilized by any energy-consumption estimation
technique that operates at the ISA-level. This includes instruction-trace-
based [KE15] and static-analysis-based estimation [GKCE17].

Since the STM32F0 development board has no cache memory, time and
energy are expected to be highly correlated, with energy consumption in-
creasing when execution time does. Despite this high correlation, we antic-
ipated that not all the execution cycles have the same energy consumption.
Different instructions within the ISA will activate different parts of the sys-
tem, such as the memory and the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU). Typically,
in an average system, using the memory system will consume more energy
than performing an ALU operation. Accounting for the energy-consumption
variance of different types of execution cycles is expected to increase the ac-
curacy of an energy model.

For our initial energy-modeling attempt, we assumed the existence of
three different types of execution cycles that are expected to consume, on
average, different amounts of energy: the arithmetic cycles, the memory cy-
cles, and the branching cycles. Based on the Cortex-M0 technical reference
manual, provided by ARM, Table 2.1 summarizes the execution cycles for
each ISA instruction. We further broke down the execution cycles of each
instruction within the ISA to their constituent cycles, based on the three
types of execution cycles defined earlier. Thus, to estimate the total energy
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Number of Cycles Instruction

1
- All data-processing operations (without PC as
destination - ADD, SUB, MOV, NOP)
- All 16-bit Thumb branch instructions (when not taken)

2
- All single-element load or store operations (LDR/STR)
- Wait for interrupt or event (WFI, WFE)

3
- All 16-bit Thumb branch instructions (when taken)
- Data-processing operations where PC is the destination register

1/ 32 - Multiplication (MULS), depending on hardware implementation

Table 2.1: Number of execution cycles for each ISA instruction of the Cortex-
M0 (source [ARMa]) assuming zero wait states[ARM09].

consumption of an instruction, Ei, of type i, such as an add operation, Equa-
tion (2.9) can be used where xi1, xi2, and xi3 are the number of arithmetic,
memory, and branching cycles respectively for i, and a, b, and c are the
energy consumption costs for a single arithmetic, memory, and branching
cycle respectively.

Ei = axi1 + bxi2 + cxi3 (2.9)

Therefore, Equation (2.10) can be used to calculate the energy con-
sumption of an overall program execution given an instruction trace. The
equation sums over the energy consumption of all instructions within the
execution trace, eTrace.

Ep =
∑

i∈eTrace
Ei (2.10)

To retrieve the energy consumption costs for the three types of execution
cycles, a, b, and c, we will attempt to solve Equation (2.11) using multi-linear
regression analysis. Equation (2.11) is Equation (2.10) plus the model’s
deviation, e.

Emp =
∑

i∈eTrace
Ei + e (2.11)

To train the above model, the BEEBS benchmarks can be used as the
training set. This requires, for each benchmark, its energy consumption and
the extraction of the total number of each type of execution cycles for the
benchmark’s executed path, let us say x1, x2 and x3. The energy-modeling
setup for the Cortex-M0 introduced earlier in this section is used to extract
the energy consumption of each benchmark’s execution by performing hard-
ware measurements. The input data provided for each benchmark in the
BEEBS benchmark suite are used. These data typically exercise the most
common execution path of each benchmark rather than any corner cases. To
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extract the x1, x2 and x3 variables for each program, the ISA instructions
of the executed path are needed.

The thumbulator, [Wel], is an open-source Instruction Set Simulator
(ISS) for the thumb (16 bit ARM) instruction set [ARMb]. After a few
modifications, we were able to use the thumbulator to extract execution
traces by simulating the execution of the BEEBS emitted binaries for the
specific vendor’s Cortex-M0 development board, the STM32F0. We then
built a profiler that can parse the thumbulator-emitted traces and extract
the execution statistics needed for the regression analysis. The profiler can
report the total number of execution cycles, the total number of each exe-
cution cycle type, x1, x2 and x3, and the execution time for a benchmark’s
binary. The profiler takes as an input the potential operating frequency
of the physical processor under simulation to report correct timing figures.
Executing with the standard frequency of the STM32F0 ensures that the
memory can keep up with the execution speed and no stalls are required for
fetching data.

To evaluate the profiler’s accuracy, its reported execution times were
compared against the measured execution times retrieved from the MAGEEC
framework introduced earlier in this section. This step is vital as our en-
ergy model generation depends on the reported number of execution cycles
for each benchmark simulation, and thus, on the profiler reported execution
time. Some benchmarks were excluded from the analysis because their re-
ported execution time had significant variation compared to hardware mea-
surements. These could be due to some corner cases of the processor’s timing
behavior which we could not capture by using the information available for
the processor. In the future, we plan to further investigate this by analyz-
ing the timing behavior of carefully constructed benchmarks to identify any
non documented timing behavior for the processor under investigation. Such
information can then be used to further tune our trace profiler. Since the en-
ergy model will inherit any inaccuracy introduced by both the thumbulator
and the profiler, for now, it is adequate to use only the benchmarks for which
we are confident that our setup can estimate the execution time accurately.
This will allow us to explore the assumption of a correlation between the
different types of execution cycles of the processor and its energy consump-
tion. The overall execution time estimations showed an average deviation
of 7% compared to the actual measured execution times, across the selected
BEEBS benchmarks.

Having both the energy costs and the execution-cycle-type statistics for
our benchmarks, multi-linear regression can be used to train our energy
model. Multi-linear regression analysis attempts to model the relationship
between the explanatory variables, in our case, x1, x2 and x3, and the re-
sponse variable, in our case Emp, by fitting a linear equation to the observed
data, in our case the statistics and the energy measurements collected. In
this way, the unknown parameters of the model, namely the coefficients a,
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b, and c and the model’s deviation constant e, can be predicted. This will
allow the estimation of the energy consumption of new, unseen programs.

The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA [Mac]) suite
of machine learning was used the perform the multi-linear regression. The
goal of the multi-linear regression is to fit a line through the data points.
For this, the least square method is used where a line is calculated so that
the squared deviations of the observed points from that line are minimized.
A 10-fold cross validation method is used to evaluate the performance of
the regression analysis. A 10-fold cross validation means that the training
dataset is divided into 10 equal parts (folds), then the training is performed
for 10 times, where each time the model is trained on nine folds and tested on
one. In that sense, each data point is used once for testing and nine times
for training. In the end, the results are averaged to extract the model’s
performance. The retrieved model is shown in Equation (2.12).

Emp = 0.0199x1 + 0.0205x2 + 0.1227x3 − 691.5054 (unit nJ) (2.12)

The model has a strong Correlation Coefficient (known as R) with a
value of 0.9927. In multi-linear regression, R can take values between 0 and
1, and it measures the degree to which the independent variables are related
to the dependent variable. The closer to 1 the better the dependent variable
can be predicted by a set of independent variables. Since our independent
variables, x1, x2 and x3, represent the execution cycles of a program, the
0.9985 retrieved value of R, for the predicted model, validates our assump-
tion for a strong correlation between the execution time and the energy
consumption of the Cortex-M0 processor. The model’s Relative Absolute
Error (RAE) is 7%, and the Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE) is 12%.
These two metrics demonstrate how well the predicted model performs rela-
tive to how well a simple predictor, such as the average of the actual values,
will perform. The closer to 100% means the simple predictor will perform
better in all cases from our model, and the closer to 0% means the better
our model will predict rather than the simple prediction. Despite most of
the quality metrics demonstrating good values for our model, many of the
predictions turn out to have a significant deviation from the actual energy
consumption measurements.

For the construction of the model given in Equation (2.12) we assumed
that the ALU and the branching execution cycles are utilizing different parts
of the processor. This assumption is heavily depended on the actual im-
plementation of the processor, and it might not hold in the case of the
STM32F0. Such implementation information is typically not available to
the public. For example, if both types of execution cycles use the ALU part
of the processor, then these two are not independent.

Figure 2.20 demonstrates the relationship between the measured energy
consumption and the total number of the execution-cycles extracted from
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Figure 2.20: The energy consumption, measured by the MAGEEC frame-
work, and the execution-cycles extracted by our profiler for each of the
BEEBS benchmarks.

the ISS for each of the BEEBS selected benchmarks. The total number
of execution cycles extracted by our profiler has a strong correlation with
energy consumption. Taking this into account, energy consumption of the
processor can be modeled assuming that any variation of the energy con-
sumption between different types of execution cycles averages out across the
whole execution of a program. This assumption allows to use hardware mea-
surements for both execution time and energy consumption for our training
and evaluation dataset. Thus, the new dataset is more trustworthy than
the one extracted by the thumbulator and the profiler for our first energy
modeling attempt. This also allows the use of all the BEEBS benchmarks
for training and validation.

Figure 2.21 plots the energy consumption and the execution time mea-
sured for each of the BEEBS benchmarks. A line is fitted to the data-
points using linear regression and 10-fold validation. The new model shows
that energy consumption and execution time are perfectly correlated for
the Cortex-M0 specific implementation, and thus, the energy consumption
can be predicted purely based on the execution time of a program. Equa-
tion (2.13) shows the energy model that is based on the execution time, x1
(in seconds).

Emp = 0.0004x1 (unit J) (2.13)

Currently, this model can capture the average energy consumption of
simple embedded programs like those in BEEBS. Future, work will use the
approach described in the background Section 3.2.6 of Deliverable D4.1 to
attempt worst case energy consumption approximations. Although, a simple
energy model based on the execution time can estimate energy consumption
with relatively high accuracy, we expect to see significant variations when
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Figure 2.21: The energy consumption, measured by the MAGEEC frame-
work, and the actual execution time for each of the BEEBS benchmarks.

extending the scope of the benchmark programs to include benchmarks with
different types of memories being accessed; such as Flash and RAM. Future
work will therefore extend the existing energy model to account for this
variation. This will enable the exploration of different options for code
placement in different types of memories by the compiler.

The LEON3 Energy Modeling

Energy-Modeling Approach

The LEON3 is a synthesisable VHDL model of a 32-bit processor compliant
with the SPARC V8 architecture. The model is highly configurable, and
particularly suitable for system-on-a-chip (SoC) designs. For these reasons,
the LEON3 can be implemented on many different technologies. However,
the power consumption of a device is inherently linked to its technology.
This means that an energy model of a processor must be linked to a certain
technology. For obvious reasons, it is not possible to develop an energy
model of the LEON3 processor for any possible technology in the frame of
TeamPlay. In the case of TeamPlay, a certain LEON3 has been selected:
the GR712RC, a state-of-the-art rad-hard SoC featuring multiple interfaces
and Dual-Core LEON3FT SPARC V8 Processor [Leo]. This processor is
widely used in the space industry.

The first approach that was taken into consideration to develop the en-
ergy model of the LEON3 was to use an Instruction Level approach as dis-
cussed in the background Section 3.2.2 of Deliverable D4.1. In fact, [KE15]
was taken as a reference, although the LEON3 architecture differs substan-
tially from the XMOS XS1-L processor, where multithreading is hardware
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supported. Beyond the differences in architecture, the general energy mod-
eling methodology seemed suitable to develop the LEON3 energy model.

In order to perform the power consumption measurements, the GR712RC
Development Board was selected. This board provides the GR712RC SoC
plus a number of functional interfaces (SpaceWire, I2C, SPI, Ethernet, ...).
Also, the board provides access to specific pins that allow to measure the
current of the LEON3. Cobham Gaisler, the SoC provider, also delivers a
debug software called grmon that enables access to the LEON3 processor.
Note, though that external circuitry must be used to perform the measure-
ments.

However, this option was originally discarded due to budget constraints.
Not only the board has a non-negligible cost which makes it a good option
only for intensive use, but the debug software grmon has an associated
license when it is used with the rad-hard device (this debug software can
be used license-free on non rad-hard devices that use the LEON3). At this
stage, the intention was to find a cost-effective setup so that every partner
in the project could afford to have their own setup. For that reason, the use
of the GR712RC Development Board was dismissed.

Cobham Gaisler provides the source code (VHDL) to synthesize the
LEON3 for free. This allows to easily synthesize the LEON3 on an FPGA.
In such a case, the debug software grmon can be used for free. This led
to the idea of synthesizing the LEON3 on a Xilinx FPGA. Xilinx was used
because their devices are used world-wide so that it was a technology known
to several partners. In particular, the Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation
Kit was selected. This board features a Virtex-7 FPGA and a wide range of
features common to many embedded processing systems. But in addition,
this board provides a PMBus. This bus allows for voltage and current mon-
itoring at core-level. From a cost perspective, this solution was roughly a
factor of 10 cheaper than using the Gaisler board.

At this point, the approach was to synthesize the LEON3 on the Xilinx
FPGA using the same configuration that is used in the GR712RC SoC (16
KiB instruction cache, 16 KiB data cache, floating-point unit, and so on).
The next step would be to characterize the power consumption at instruction
level (as described in [KE15]). The last step would be to correlate the
measurements with the power consumption of the GR712RC SoC.

This correlation was not obvious at all. There are important architec-
tural differences between the Xilinx FPGA and the GR712RC. For instance,
the clock trees in both devices are fundamentally different. This was a draw-
back because the power consumption in an FPGA can be strongly influenced
by its clock tree. Also, both devices are manufactured in significantly dif-
ferent technologies: Virtex-7 is manufactured on 28nm process technology,
while the GR712RC device is manufactured on 180nm process technology.
In addition to this, the FF architecture in both devices is also different. The
Xilinx device is focused on reducing the power consumption, while the FF
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architecture of the Gaisler SoC is mainly focused on minimizing the sensi-
tivity to radiation. After this analysis, it became clear that making energy
measurements on the FPGA would not be the best way to characterize the
power consumption of the GR712RC.

An alternative would be to perform power simulations of the GR712RC
device at the gate level. This kind of simulation is very time-consuming
because each node in the design must be simulated. However, such a simu-
lation might deliver the necessary data to progress with the energy model. A
key element for this simulation was the netlist of the design. Unfortunately,
Cobham Gaisler, the SoC provider, refused to provide the netlist. Thus,
this approach was also dismissed.

At this stage, it became clear that it was mandatory to make some
energy measurements on the GR712RC itself. And yet, the idea of using
the synthesized version of the LEON3 had some advantages. As mentioned
before, it provides a cost-effective solution on a well-known technology, but
the link between both setups was not clear yet. The answer was found
in [CBD+]. In that paper, an approach is described using performance
monitoring counters. It is possible to instrument the LEON3 with these
counters, which are basically linked to certain operations of the processor,
like “LOAD” instructions, Integer instructions, Data cache (read) misses,
and so on. In the case of the LEON3, the block that implements the counter
is called the LEON3 Statistics Unit (L3STAT). Cobham Gaisler provides the
source code to implement the L3STAT unit.

Unfortunately, however, the GR712RC hardware board does not im-
plement the L3STAT unit. Nevertheless, it is possible to synthesize the
LEON3 with the L3STAT unit on an FPGA. The basic idea for energy
modeling would thus be to run the same code on both platforms. In one
case (GR712RC), the energy will be measured. In the other case (FPGA),
the values of the L3STAT unit will be measured. Implementing and man-
aging the L3STAT unit is extra work that must be performed carefully
to extract meaningful data from the FPGA implementation. Finally, en-
ergy measurements and activity counters must be correlated to obtain a
model that predicts the energy consumed on the GR712RC based on the
activity statistics obtained from the FPGA implementation. As described
in [CBD+], it is possible to derive model coefficients that are associated with
the different processor operations.

In conclusion, the final approach to obtain an energy model for the
LEON3 can be summarized as follows:

1. Synthesize the LEON3 on the FPGA.

• The configuration must match the GR712RC SoC in terms of
cache sizes, cache types, multiplier width, and so on.

• In addition, the L3STAT unit must be synthesized.
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2. Run SW code on the FPGA and gather statistics information.

• Activity is monitored at operation level (instructions executed,
cache misses, and so on).

3. Run the same SW code on the GR712RC and measure the power
consumption. The GR712RC SoC does have dedicated measurement
points for monitoring and measuring current consumption of the core.

4. Repeat the steps above with a number of representative SW codes
(LEON3 power benchmarks).

• A number of equations will be produced correlating power mea-
surements with certain levels of activity registered in the L3STAT.

5. Solve the equations to obtain a model coefficient associated to each
type of operation that has been monitored.

This approach has the advantage that, once the model coefficients have
been determined, it is possible to run any SW code on a cost-effective FPGA
platform, monitor the activity of the processor for that specific SW code,
and estimate the energy that would be consumed when this code is running
on the GR712RC SoC, purely based on the observed activity on the FPGA,
instead of measuring the GR712RC SoC directly. This is especially inter-
esting for architectures that show non-deterministic behavior produced by
caches, like the LEON3.

Energy-Modeling Setup

In order to deliver the LEON3 [Leo] energy model, the following elements
have been identified:

• Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation Kit [Vir] - a commercial FPGA
development board from Xilinx;

• GR712RC Development Board [GR7] - a commercial development
board from Cobham Gaisler based on the GR712RC SoC.

The Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation Kit is a development board that
provides a Virtex-7 VX485T FPGA plus a great number of interfaces and
expansion capabilities. The FPGA has enough resources to synthesize the
LEON3 with the same configuration as in the GR712RC plus the L3STAT
unit.

The GR712RC Development Board is a highly configurable board that
allows to prototype systems based on the GR712RC SoC. It provides mul-
tiple interfaces (UART, Ethernet, CAN, SpaceWire, JTAG, etc) as well as
different types of on-board memory (SDRAM, SRAM, FLASH). In addition
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to this, the board provides measurement points to monitor the current con-
sumption of the GR712 core. This makes the board suitable to perform the
energy measurements described earlier.

The two mentioned elements provide the following functionality:

• HW support to implement the activity counters to run power bench-
marks.

– LEON3 will be synthesized on the FPGA including the L3STAT
unit;

– Power benchmark (SW code) will be executed on the LEON3 on
the FPGA to extract activity statistics.

• HW support to run power benchmarks on the target technology.

– Power benchmark (SW code) will be executed on the LEON3 on
the GR712RC SoC.

In addition to this, the following functionalities must be fulfilled:

• Activity monitoring including synchronization

– The monitoring of the performance must start and stop in a con-
trolled manner to take into account only the execution of the
power benchmark.

• Energy measurement including synchronization

– The energy measurement must start and stop in a controlled man-
ner to take into account only the execution of the power bench-
mark.

• Computation of the model coefficients

– The results of the performance monitoring must be correlated
with the energy measurements to deliver the model coefficients.

To achieve this, additional elements must be identified. Some external
circuitry will be used to perform the energy measurements on the GR712RC
board. This circuitry must allow for some type of synchronization. In a
similar way, the L3STAT unit must be controlled to guarantee that the
activity is recorder properly. Finally, the results must be mathematically
combined as in [CBD+] in order to solve a number of equations that correlate
the values of the activity counters with energy measurements.
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Design of an Energy Consumption Analysis Tool

This section discusses how the ISA energy models will be integrated into the
new energy consumption analysis that will be developed by AbsInt.

In TeamPlay we plan to implement a static energy consumption analysis
tool analogously to the static WCET analyzer aiT (see Section 2.2.7 of De-
liverable D4.1). The architecture of the future EnergyAnalyser (Figure 2.22)
will be as follows:

First, the binary reader disassembles a fully linked binary input exe-
cutable into its individual instructions. Architecture specific patterns de-
cide whether an instruction is a call, branch, return or just an ordinary
instruction. This knowledge is used to form the basic blocks of the control
flow graph (CFG). Then, the control flow between the basic blocks is recon-
structed. In most cases, this is done completely automatically. However, if
a target of a call or branch cannot be statically resolved, then the user needs
to write some annotations to guide the CFG reconstruction.

On this CFG, several static analyses take place to determine the values
of registers and memory cells, addresses of memory accesses, bounds of loops
and recursions, as well as infeasible code. Sometimes, loop/recursion bounds
cannot be computed statically. Then, the user can guide the analysis via
annotations.

With this information, the energy usage analysis is started. There, the
energy model will be used to derive energy consumption estimates for each
instruction. Subsequently, the CFG together with the basic block energy
information are used to construct an integer linear program (ILP). Solv-
ing this ILP gives a path with the highest energy consumption that can be
captured by the underlying energy model. As explained in the background
Section 3.2.6 of Deliverable D4.1, it is impractical to build a worst-case en-
ergy model that guarantees tight worst-case energy consumption bounds;
bounds that are safe to be trusted and that offer minimum overestimation
over the actual worst case. Thus, future work will try to construct energy
models that will provide a balance between the required level of assurance
and the degree of overestimation for a given application, using the approach
described in the background Section 3.2.6 of Deliverable D4.1. This will
not provide safe bounds but bounds that empirically can be considered ad-
equately trustworthy for a given application.

Integrating Energy Model Data into the Optimizing Compiler

As a part of TUHH’s early investigation into modeling energy consump-
tion within an optimizing compiler, an approach to integrate arbitrary en-
ergy models and measured data into an analysis framework is presented
in [RLF18]. It was designed to allow a flexible way to model different target
platforms as easy as possible. Consequently, it was decided to describe the
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Figure 2.22: Components of a static energy consumption analysis frame-
work.

energy behavior of the system as structured XML data, whose format is
described in the following.

We define a general area via a tag <general> ... </general> that
describes some generic architectural properties. This can either be meta
information like, e. g., the document creation date or time, but can also
include the architecture name and some other information that might not
depend on a specific machine instruction. A very simple example for an
imaginary architecture is shown in Listing 2.1.

In this example, the tag <reg> ... </reg> is used to specify the bi-
nary representation of registers. This kind of information might be neces-
sary to precisely calculate the hamming distance between two subsequent
instructions. The tag structure <hamming> ... </hamming> and <iaddr>

... </iaddr> can be used to specify energy consumptions related to the
hamming distance of addresses of subsequent instructions.

Using the tag <instructions> ... </instructions> as shown in List-
ing 2.2, we can model energy consumptions of machine instructions.

The use of XML allows to easily nest specification constructs which
comes handy while describing the <instructions> environment. The ma-
chine instructions can be described as detailed as necessary or wanted by
nested <case> ... </case> tags. As depicted in Listing 2.2, instructions
can be differentiated further at different levels of granularity like, e. g., an
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Listing 2.1: XML definition of general architectural properties.

<gene ra l>
<arch>ARM7TDMI</ arch>
<reg>
<id>0</ id>
<hamming>
<binary>0000</ binary>

</hamming>
</ reg>
<reg>
<id>1</ id>
<hamming>
<binary>0001</ binary>

</hamming>
</ reg>
<hamming>
<i addr>
<energy>0 .3</ energy>

</ iaddr>
</hamming>

</ gene ra l>

”ADD r0, r1, r2” and an ”ADD r0, r1, IMMEDIATE”. The introduction
of processor-specific additional tags is also supported. For example, List-
ing 2.2 shows a tag <mode> ... </mode> that is specific to an ARM-ish
architecture.

The key advantage of using XML as exchange format for energy-related
data is that it allows to nest constructs or to provide default values if no
such nesting is used. Listing 2.2 shows that the energy consumption of
two variants of an ADD instruction are explicitly specified. For instructions
other than ADD, the case structure from the example code does not match
so that the default energy value of 10 is actually used in such a situation.
While this code example is over-simplified and makes no sense for real energy
models, it simply shows the high flexibility of the file format, since different
versions of instructions can be specified explicitly while default values apply
to other instruction scenarios. This allows to incrementally add energy data
for specific cases that turn out to be relevant in the course of TeamPlay,
while other cases of instructions that turn out to be irrelevant do not have
to be specified explicitly.

Listing 2.2 also shows a combination of the tags <binary> ... </binary>

and <hamming> ... </hamming> which defines the binary representation of
the instruction word. Here, an ’x’ stands for an unknown which may mask,
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Listing 2.2: XML definition of the instructions environment.

< i n s t r u c t i o n s>
<case>
<opcode>ADD</opcode>
<mode>thumb</mode>
<type>a r i thmet i c</ type>
<hamming>
<binary>0010101110 xxxxxx</ binary>
<energy>1</ energy>

</hamming>
<case>
<cond i t i on>t rue</ cond i t i on>
<case>
<arg2>immediate</ arg2>
<energy>17</ energy>

</ case>
<case>
<arg2>reg</ arg2>
<energy>18</ arg2>

</ case>
<energy>20</ energy>

</ case>
</ case>
< ! . . . Generic f a l l b a c k . . . >
<energy>10</ energy>

</ i n s t r u c t i o n s>

e. g., register operands. During an energy analysis, these x-es might be sub-
stituted by the real binary values that can stem from, e. g., the general

section as already shown in Listing 2.1. In this context, the tag <energy>

... </energy> specifies the energy consumption for a hamming weight of
1 of an instruction.

Within our XML format, instructions are represented at bit-level as a
sequence of {0, 1, x, d}. As already stated above, an ’x’ bit is unknown, but
the switching of this bit matters to an instruction’s energy consumption.
Likewise, a ’d’ bit is also unknown, but the switching of this bit does not
matter to the energy model.

For example,

• the hamming weight of 0011001 is 3,

• the hamming weight of 0011dd1 is 3, and
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• the hamming weight of 0011xx1 is 5.

Furthermore, two subsequent instructions represented at the bit-level by
0011001 and 0011000 have a hamming distance of 1 due to one actual bit
that flips. Likewise, the hamming distance between 00110x1 and 0011000

is 2. If, however, we consider 0011001 and 00110d0, the hamming distance
will still be 2, since the ’d’ bit in the successor does not matter.

Listing 2.3: XML definition of inter-instruction costs.

< i n s t r u c t i o n s>
. . .
<case>
<opcode>ADD</opcode>
. . .
<succ>
<case>
<opcode>MUL</opcode>
<energy>1</ energy>
<hamming>
<energy>0 .7</ energy>

</hamming>
</ case>
<case>
<type>memory</ type>
<energy>2 .3</ energy>

</ case>
</ succ>

</ case>
</ i n s t r u c t i o n>

Listing 2.3 shows how to model inter-instruction costs between two suc-
cessive instructions. Here, the inter-instruction cost is considered as 1 if
MUL is the succeeding instruction immediately after an ADD instruction. Fur-
thermore, for each flipped bit in the binary representation of ADD and MUL,
i. e., for each unit of the two instructions’ hamming distance, additional en-
ergy costs of 0.7 are considered. In the end, the complete inter-instruction
cost of the instruction sequence ADD-MUL will be calculated as 1 + (ham-
ming distance)*0.7, provided that the hamming weights of these instructions
are also specified (omitted in Listing 2.3 for the sake of brevity).

The XML construct <types> ... </types> allows to from groups of
instructions having equal or at least very similar properties like, e. g., arith-
metical or logical instructions. This allows to specify the energy consump-
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Figure 2.23: Measurement setup.

tion once for a group as a whole and relieves the burden to explicitly specify
each and every machine instruction. Likewise, inter-instruction costs can
simply be specified when switching from, e. g., a memory access instruction
to an arithmetical instruction. Furthermore, case tags can be extended by
labels like, e. g., <case label="addRegRegImm">. This might facilitate de-
bugging in order to see which case is actually used to assign energy costs to
a specific machine instruction.

In the future, data gathered by energy measurements and forming an en-
ergy model will be integrated into the WCC compiler framework using the
XML-based infrastructure presented above. This way, WCC will be able to
not only analyze and optimize a program’s worst-case timing behavior, but
also profile and optimize its energy consumption. One of the key challenges
with this is that the compiler features different target architectures, but
despite the fact that all of them are RISC architectures, they differ substan-
tially in their internal structures. For the time being, we do not yet know
for sure each and every core component that has to be accounted for when
it comes to tight energy estimates on these concrete targets, motivating the
need for a flexible and extensible way to specify energy data for the compiler.

Introducing a New Measurement Setup

Additionally, a prototype measurement setup (cf. Figure 2.23) based on a
common micro-controller device is presented in [RLF18] to collect realis-
tic instruction cost information to support early development of the energy
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analysis framework in WCC. The design goal of the setup was to have a small
measurement platform with suitable precision and low error noise, while at
the same time keeping the design and production low-cost. The relatively
small and simple design of the platform allows for easy modification to mod-
ify the measurement circuit or changing the DUT. It also reduces the risk
of possible unwanted noise from other components and leakage currents. To
minimize the risk of error noise influencing the sampled current, the analog
signal should not be transferred over long distances and be converted into
digital values as soon as possible. For this reason, it was decided to integrate
a dedicated analog-to-digital converter (ADC) onto the board design itself.
The measurement process is controlled by software written for this setup,
running on an ordinary desktop PC that is connected to the board via a
USB-SPI bridge module. This makes it possible to automate the process of
running a collection of micro-benchmarks for instruction cost characteriza-
tion and validation in the future. Having an alternative measurement setup
to the MAGEEC one that is currently used for the energy modeling of the
Cortex-M0 is useful in the scope of the project to cross-validate the accuracy
and the consistency of our physical energy measurements.

Part B – Execution Time Modeling

For execution time modeling, the following technical results have been achieved:

Selection of feasible architectures: The project proposal mentions sev-
eral predictable architectures that may of interest for TeamPlay: AVR,
ARM Cortex-M0, ARM Cortex-M3, and LEON3. After the first dis-
cussions with the use case owners, it was clear that the AVR will not
be used in any of the use cases and thus, there was no need to model
its timing. Instead, some partners are very interested in using the
ARM Cortex-A15, in particular, for the drone use case. However, the
ARM Cortex-A15 is non-predictable architecture due to its use of a
random cache-replacement policy and the lack of documentation for
the inner workings of the pipeline. A micro-architectural model for
static WCET analysis is thus out of scope. Instead, we plan to sup-
port the ARM Cortex-A15 with a hybrid measurement-based timing
analysis approach.

Two architectures have been selected for TeamPlay for which models
usable for static timing analysis should be created: ARM Cortex-M0
and LEON3.

The ARM Cortex-M0 is very energy-efficient. Due to its small physical
footprint, it has been selected for the camera pill use case. It is also of
interest for the use case of SECURE-IC because it lacks a cache and
hence, is not prone to cache-related side-channel attacks. The decoder
and the value analysis for ARM Cortex-M0 were already available,
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but the micro-architectural timing model needed to be developed from
scratch.

The LEON3 is a more complex architecture with caches and FPU. Due
to the availability of the LEON3 in a radiation-hardened version, it is
the natural fit for the satellite use case of TAS-E. Moreover, it is also
available in a multicore configuration, which makes it interesting for
the work packages WP2 and WP3. A micro-architectural timing model
for the LEON3 was already available before the start of TeamPlay.
Hence, no new micro-architectural timing model was needed for single-
core WCET analysis. However, a system-level model is needed to
derive multi-core WCET bounds.

Building a common ground regarding timing analysis: In order that
all partners gain knowledge of the current state-of-the-art regarding
timing analysis, and to better understand the open problems, Ab-
sInt provided a list of relevant papers [WEE+08, TFW00, TSH+03,
FHL+01, HLTW03, Weg17, AEF+14, CFG+10, WGR+09]. These pa-
pers cover most aspects of timing analysis, e.g., predictability, timing
compositionality, methods and techniques for timing analysis, as well
as multi-core architectures which pose a major challenge for timing
analysis. Moreover, AbsInt gave an introductory lecture at the Odense
meeting concerning multi-core timing analysis and its timing analysis
tools. The background section on timing analysis in deliverable D4.1
[Tea18] contains the result of this work.

A hierarchy of timing models: There are three different modeling levels
needed to conduct a timing analysis.

The first level is the microarchitectural timing model which incorpo-
rates the exact state of the underlying hardware. It is used to compute
the execution time of a basic block. The microarchitectural timing
model is very specific to the target architecture and hence, must be
adapted for every new processor that shall be supported.

The second level incorporates the control flow structure between the
basic blocks. It is used to compute the execution time of whole tasks,
without interruption. In case of maximisation, the result is the WCET
of a task. This model is generic for all target architectures and hence,
can be reused for every supported processor.

On the third level, whole systems are considered. This includes the
scheduling of tasks, interrupts, preemption, communication with other
devices, busses, networks, etc. Thus, system-level timing models are
highly dependent on the used operating system and its features, the
communication strategy, the network and bus architectures, the schedul-
ing algorithm, and even on the constraints given by the outside world
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in which the real-time system is embedded. Hence, system-level mod-
els must be adapted to each and every sytem under analysis, in order
to to compute meaningful (worst-case) response times and end-to-end
timings.

Development of micro-architectural timing models: As already men-
tioned, the micro-architectural timing model for the LEON3 was al-
ready available, but the micro-architectural timing model for the ARM
Cortex-M0 was developed from scratch. On the micro-architectural
level, the timing model needs to incorporate the exact state of all parts
of a microprocessor that may influence the timing. Thus, the micro-
architectural model needs to model the flow of instructions through
the pipeline, the (pre-)fetch behavior, caches, branch predictors, out-
of-order and speculative execution, and all other complex features used
to increase the (average) performance of a processor.

The ARM Cortex-M0 is a very energy efficient micro-controller for ul-
tra low power applications. The Cortex-M0 implements the ARMv6-
M instruction set, a subset of the Thumb ISA. It is a 32-bit processor
with a 32-bit bus interface and a 32-bit address space. It has a sim-
ple three-stage pipeline (fetch, decode, execute). The memory sub-
sytem contains no caches. We based the micro-architectural timing
model of the ARM Cortex-M0 on the STM32F051R8T6 as part of
the STM32F0DISCOVERY kit. This particular instance of the ARM
Cortex-M0 features 64 kilobytes of flash memory and 8 kilobytes of
SRAM, both connected to the core via an AHB-Lite bus (see Fig-
ure 2.24). The model has been validated with measurements using
the validation methodology presented in [Geb13]. More details re-
garding micro-architectural timing models are presented in deliverable
D4.1 [Tea18].

Text Text Text

ARM
Cortex-M0

Flash Memory
64 KB

SRAM
8 KB

AHB-Lite

Figure 2.24: Memory subsystem of the STM32F051R8T6.
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Part C – Security Modeling

A significant body of work has been done on security modeling in a high-
level, theoretical way, especially around 2000. This was however not really
connected to real implementations validating the approaches from the prac-
tical point of view. An even more important body of work tackled security
modeling related to information leakage and side channel attacks. There,
the proximity with hardware made concrete realizations more frequent, even
developing a market.

Modeling Communication Properties

In this subsection we formalize security properties regarding communications
between different systems:

1. There exists two historical trends for process algebras (from Calculus
of Communicating Systems and Communicating Sequential Processes)
detailed p.84. These can model message handling, cryptography, se-
curity properties and policies.

2. Min-entropy leakage and min-capacity formalizes p.85 how much a
channel increases the vulnerability of a secret of being guessed correctly
in one try by an adversary. They are extended by using gain functions,
which model a wide variety of scenarii. Moreover, they point towards
a generalization of the lattice of information to the probabilistic case,
which will be useful to compare channels strength.

Process Algebras

Process algebras include different formalizations, like:

1. Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [Mil80], its successor the
pi-calculus [Mil93], then the spi-calculus [AG97] and nowadays the
applied pi-calculus [AF01]

2. the original Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [BHR84], then
its most recent version in [Ros97] (revised to 2005)

Notice that both models may use a LTS representation (Labelled Tran-
sition System)[Jau10], a process is a collection of nodes, where a directed
arc with label µ between two nodes represents the possibility of a transition
between them associated with the event µ.

1. Focardi and Martinelli use [FM99] a CCS variant called Cryptographic
Security Process Algebra (CryptoSPA) with a new term to model mes-
sage handling and cryptography. They provide a definition of Non
Deducibility on Compositions (NDC), where the only difference with
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the original model is that the knowledge of the intruders is bounded
by the initial knowledge. Then they prove a static characterization of
NDC, and notice similarities with the problem of module checking in
temporal logic.

Some tools are available for the applied pi-calculus, like ProVerif (from
Bruno Blanchet in 2002, last stable version in 2015) for automated rea-
soning about the security properties found in cryptographic protocols,
or Cryptyc, a cryptographic protocol type checker.

2. CSP was originally developed by Hoare, Roscoe and Brookes [BHR84],
to reason about concurrent systems interacting via hand-shake commu-
nications. Asynchronous communications are represented in CSP by
introducing a medium with which the processes interact synchronously
but which may delay or even lose messages.

Notice that CSP already has a model-checker: FDR (Failures, Di-
vergences and Refinement). The first version has been marketed by
Formal Systems Europe Ltd, the second and third versions by the Uni-
versity of Oxford. For other tools, the Adelaide Refinement Checker
(ARC) is a CSP refinement checker developed by the Formal Model-
ing and Verification Group at The University of Adelaide, and Process
Analysis Toolkit (PAT) is a CSP analysis tool developed in the School
of Computing at the National University of Singapore, which is able
to perform refinement checking, LTL model-checking, and simulation
of CSP and Timed CSP processes.

Ryan presents [Rya00] a process algebraic approach (in a CSP style)
to the modeling of security properties and policies. Traces are the
simplest denotational semantics for process algebras, but finer models
can be used (in particular to deal with non-determinism) like failures,
and ready sets.

CSP is effective at capturing many of the properties of concern, but
Ryan had to introduce constructs usually regarded as outside con-
ventional CSP. By using the LTS representation, Ryan had formu-
lated non-interference in CSP in a way which takes account of non-
determinism (thus, more suitable for non-deterministic system anal-
ysis) and dispenses with any distinction between inputs and outputs
(thus, no error as a result of incorrectly categorizing events).

Information-Theoretic Channels

Min-entropy leakage is a leakage measure based on the amount by which a
channel increases the vulnerability of a secret of being guessed correctly in
one try by an adversary. The min-capacity is the maximum min-entropy
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leakage over all (prior) distributions, which is easy to calculate [BCP09] and
is realized on a uniform prior.

Implicit in the usual definition of prior and posterior vulnerability is
the assumption that the adversary benefits only by guessing the entire se-
cret exactly, which is not always appropriate. For this reason, Alvim and
al [ACPS12] introduce a generalization of min-entropy leakage, called g-
leakage, and a g-capacity.

A gain function g models the benefit that the adversary gains by making
a certain guess about the secret. They model a wide variety of scenarii,
including those where the adversary benefits from guessing a value close to
the secret, guessing a part of the secret, guessing a property of the secret,
or guessing the secret within k tries.

They prove that min-capacity is an upper bound on Shannon capacity
[CT06] and on g-capacity for any gain function g. In particular, while al-
lowing more than one guess obviously increases both the prior and posterior
vulnerabilities, Alvim and al prove that the capacity of a channel under the
k-tries scenario is no greater than its capacity under the 1-try scenario (i.e.
its min-capacity). In a way, that capacity bounds address the conservation
of confidentiality, while prior vulnerability addresses its creation, involving
parameters like the sizes of passwords and their prior distribution.

Every deterministic channel C induce a partition ∼C of the input space,
such that x1 ∼C x2 iff C(x1) = C(x2). Yasuoka and Terauchi [YT10] and
Malacaria [Mal11] proved that the ordering on channels for leakage (for
any measure: min-entropy, Shannon or gain functions) is equivalent to the
ordering on partition refinement: C1 v C2 iff ∼C2⊆∼C1 , thus obtaining an
objective lattice of information for channels.

Alvim and al proved that the ordering on partition refinement (which
makes sense only for deterministic channels) is equivalent to an ordering on
composition refinement (which makes sense also for probabilistic channels).
Thus they tried to extend Yasuoka, Terauchi and Malacaria’s equivalence
to probabilistic channels. They prove that the ordering on composition
refinement implies the ordering for leakage, but they have been able to prove
the converse only in (substantial) special cases.

This lattice of information approach may be useful in order to compare
channels strength, and the generalization to the probabilistic case appears
necessary for any practical purpose dealing with non-determinism. More-
over, gain functions allow to discriminate between channels depending of the
relevant scenario, thus appear to be a useful and adaptable tool for analysis.

Modeling for Side-Channel Attacks

In this subsection we formalize security measurements regarding communi-
cations side-channel attacks:
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1. We introduce p.87 a taxonomy for low-level attacks, distinguishing
fully invasive, semi-invasive and non-invasive attacks for security mod-
eling. Moreover, according to the previous categorization, we describe
p.88 SIC expertise on methodology for attacks, and on modeling dif-
ferent sources of leakages.

2. We define p.90 the Hamming distance between a constant machine
word and the actual data, to model the power consumption of a chip,
hence studying the correlation between the secret key and the measure-
ments of information leakage through power p.142. Moreover, we use
p.91 the Hamming weight of the substitution box operation to model
the number of measurements needed for key extraction.

3. The similarity matrices model the victim’s execution and the attacker’s
observations. The Side-channel Vulnerability Factor is the Pearson
correlation coefficient obtained by comparing these matrices.

Taxonomy

Low-level attacks can be categorized in three kinds:

1. Fully invasive attacks observe the device, possibly in a destructive
manner; the goal is to understand the algorithms and the control-flow
logic, and to extract secret data if any;

2. Semi-invasive attacks may require a device opening, but those never
break it, as the attacks consist in perturbing the device under opera-
tion, and in studying the erroneous values it produces under stress:

3. Non-invasive attacks consist in mere observation of the device, most
usually without damaging it.

Hence, attack modeling can be described in these three contexts:

1. Fully invasive attacks can be successful if some data can be read out
directly. However, usually, data is present encrypted in chips. In this
case, the direct read-out is impossible. But chip modification (also
known as ”circuit edition”) can be carried out to bypass protections.

This is generally the case if there is a Single Point Of Failure (SPOF).
Such SPOF can be cut or strapped by a FIB (Focused Ion Beam)
attack. For this reason, sensitive signals regarding the ”Root-of-Trust”
are redounded. The redundancy level is referred to as the security
order.

The more wires have to be strapped at once, the more complex the
attack is. Indeed, when the circuit is protected by an active shield,
this later shall be reconstructed anew before the circuit is powered on
after the attack.
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2. Semi-invasive attacks consist in dynamic logic perturbation. Coding
techniques can detect errors, with a limit on the error Hamming weight
(see subsection 2.4.2.1 p.90 ).

Still, exploitable errors have a low Hamming weight, since the enumer-
ation of possible errors is computationally easier to carry out. There-
fore, one usually refer to the number of faulted bits as the security
parameter of the attack.

3. Observational side-channel attacks. Here, many attacks variants are
possible.

Single trace key extraction is possible if the algorithm data-flow de-
pends on the secret. Such attacks can be devastating, since empowered
by machine learning techniques (such as supervised or even unsuper-
vised machine learning). If the traces are ”so-called” aligned, then
only vertical attacks, exploiting values are plausible.

Those consist in analyzing the degree of dependency of the instant
leakage(s) with the sensitive variables. Two models exist: the so-
called ”bounded moment leakage” and the ”perfect masking order”
(aka ”probing”) models. The first one comprises countermeasures
(more details p.95) such as hardware (parallel) masking whereas the
second one is tailored for software masking.

The common point between the two models is that the attacks become
exponentially difficult as the noise increases. Indeed, without noise,
random masks can be readout almost perfectly, whereas with high
noise only noise random properties can be leveraged from the statistical
(long term) properties of the noise. Such metrics are for instance
detailed in the recent survey paper [CG18].

Methodology for Attacks

1. Regarding fully invasive attacks, the methodology is considered ”be-
spoke” (see definition in CCRA [Com13]), hence is proprietary (secret).

Fully invasive attacks are modeled as the identification of SPOF (see
the taxonomy p.87). SIC has developped a tool, called Virtualyzr,
which detects SPOFs in geometrical description of circuits (GDSII
format)

Regarding semi-invasive attacks and non-invasive attacks, the method-
ology consists in two steps. First of all, there is an experimental phase to
detect whether some data-dependent effect can be induced or observed. In
a second step, the bias (if any) is tested for exploitability:

2. For semi-invasive attacks, the initial step consists in setting up an ex-
periment where the computation can be disturbed. Then, in a second
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step, it is checked whether the disturbance can lead to an advantage
for the attacker. This can be skipping a signature / PIN / etc. verifica-
tion, inducing a fault in a cryptographic algorithm for the preparation
of a differential fault analysis (introduced p.142), etc.

Semi-invasive attacks are modeled by the Analyzr tool as the reverse-
engineer of the primary effect in the dataflow for faults. Subsequently,
the propagation is studied in a view to perform attacks such as that of
Giraud (when faults are bitflips), Piret (which faults affect only single
bytes) and NUEVA (when faults bias bytes).

3. For non-invasive attacks, the initial step consists in ”leakage detec-
tion”, which consists in tests such as ”NICV” or ”T-test”, which re-
veal a data-dependency between observations and sensitive data. Such
tests do work even if the secrets are unknown. The second step consists
in identifying a distinguisher able to turn the detected leakage into a
successful key recovery. SIC is leading the international standardiza-
tion of the non-invasive testing, through projects ISO/IEC 20085 parts
1 and 2, carried out in ISO/IEC JTC1/SC 27/WG3.

Non-invasive attacks require the knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio
of the leakage. This is easily estimated as the variance of the traces
when user-data is kept constant divided by the variance of the traces
when use-data are random. The security is deduced by studying the
number of traces to recover the key which known confidence level,
as per [BDGN14]. Such measurement-driven modeling applies both
for cryptographic hardware (Analyzr tool) and cryptographic software
(Catalyzr tool).

Different sources of leakages are linked to behavior of the target. Mea-
surements gather activities from sensitive data that leak and other activity
associated to functional operation. The attacker challenge deals with sepa-
rating leakage sources from other sources that just provide unformal data,
which could be called noises. The attacker challenge is to merge known be-
havior with activity measurements. Merging is intended to find correlation
between known input or output and the measurement.

Such data fusion, can be seen as data-mining of leakage in noisy mea-
surement managed by known data. Different approaches have been built
since the last two decade. Most of them are leakage model oriented, but
new attack is leakage-free.

Leakage model oriented need a mathematical model of the leakage. This
model is intended to make hypothesis on the vulnerable intermediate value
of the algorithm. Statistical analysis uses this model to classify good from
bad hypothesis value. Then a distinguisher like CPA, DPA, VPA, ZPA. . .
provides a selection function to identify the best hypothesis. Secret data is
the retrieved.
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However, leakage model-oriented attack needs to build this model. This
implied human expert contribution and the model could miss leakage or
worth could focus on bad leakage.

The new approach does not require a leakage model because it will learn
such model from the target itself. This approach works in two steps: first
the attacker uses a flexible target which can be fully configured to make the
attack algorithm learn its behavior (profile), secondly the attack algorithm
uses learning data to distinguish sensitive information from measurements of
the final target. Such new approach is based on machine-learning technics.
The most known and used by attacker is the template attacks.

Hamming Distance Consumption

According to [BCO04], the Hamming weight H(D) of a binary data D is
the number of bits set to 1. In a m-bit microprocessor, 0 ≤ H(D) ≤ m, and
if D contains m independent and uniformly distributed bits then the whole
word has an average Hamming weight µH = m/2 and a variance σ2H = m/4.

A microprocessor is modeled as a state-machine, and the current con-
sumed is related to the energy required to flip the bits from one state to
the next. The reference state is a constant machine word R. Finally, it is
assumed that switching a bit from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 requires the same
amount of energy and that all the machine bits handled at a given time are
perfectly balanced and consume the same.

The number of flipping bits to go from R to D is the Hamming distance
H(D⊕R) between D and R, where ⊕ is the XOR operation. Thus, if D is a
random variable so is D⊕R, and H(D⊕R) has the same mean µH = m/2
and variance σ2H = m/4 as H(D).

By assuming a linear relationship a between the current consumption
and H(D ⊕ R), and all the remaining things (assumed independent from
the other variables, like offsets, time dependent components, and noise) in
the power consumption of a chip are assigned to a term denoted b, the basic
model for the data dependency can be written:

W = aH(D ⊕R) + b

This implies some relationships between the variances of the different
terms considered as random variables: σ2H = a2σ2H + σ2b . Thus, the corre-
lation factor ρWH between the Hamming distance and the measured power
is:

ρWH =
a
√
m√

ma2 + 4σ2b

If the model is valid the correlation factor is maximized when the noise
variance σb is minimum, so the correlation factor ρWH can help to determine
the reference state R. Let R be the true reference, H = H(D ⊕ R) the
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right prediction on the Hamming distance, R′ be a candidate value, and
H ′ = H(D ⊕ R′) the related model. Then, if R′ has H(R ⊕ R′) = k bits
that differ from R, the correlation test leads to:

ρWH ′ = ρWH
m− 2k

m

In absolute value (or if the linear gain is assumed positive), there cannot
be any R′ leading to a higher correlation rate than R, hence the uniqueness
of the solution.

Notice that using a constant-weight code can reduce the leakage of in-
formation about the Hamming weight of the secret value. This “balanced
design” can be approximated in software by manipulating both the data
and its complement together, or by using Fredkin gates7 In particular, this
approach may be useful for FPGAs.

Modeling the Number of Measurements Needed for Key Extrac-
tion

Because the adversary’s monitoring is normally passive and non-invasive,
power analysis attacks cannot generally be detected by a device. As a re-
sult, physical enclosures, auditing capabilities, and attack detectors are in-
effective. Instead, cryptosystem engineers must ensure that devices’ power
variations do not reveal information usable by adversaries.

Heuser and al [HKSS11] use a method based on the stochastic approach
to evaluate a power-leakage model. An approximation of the leakage func-
tion requires a high number of power measurements. They investigate the
case where the leakage function fulfills a symmetry condition, which makes
it possible to perform less measurements for obtain the leakage function
approximation.

In case of symmetric block ciphers like AES or DES, typical targets
are operations in the first or last round of the cipher. Here, the amount
of diffusion is still low and part of the (round)key can be enumerable in a
reasonable amount of time.

For example in case of AES, many attacks/works (e.g. [CDD+14]) target
the output of the substitution box (Sbox):

Sbox((t⊕ k∗)), (2.14)

with t ∈ F8
2 being a plaintext byte and k∗ a secret key byte. As k∗ is

unknown an attacker will build hypotheses using k ∈ F8
2, i.e.

Y (k) = Sbox((t⊕ k)), (2.15)

7They are universal, which means that any logical or arithmetic operation can be
constructed entirely of Fredkin gates.
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and relates these hypotheses Y (k) with the measured power consumption.
When targeting the first round of a block cipher (e.g. AES, DES) the

most exploitable leakage measurements X are arising from an S-box lookup
operation. A simplified view, but commonly used for side-channel analysis,
assumes that the measured leakage X arises proportionally to the Hamming
weight of the Sbox operation as

X = α ·HW(Sbox[P ⊕ k?]) +N, (2.16)

where N is independent additive Gaussian noise with variance σ2, k? one
chunk of the secret key (first round key or master key), P a plaintext chunk
(byte or nibble), and α is a scaling factor. In case of AES a chunk would be
one byte.

The optimal distinguisher D(k) in case the leakage is known in a direct
scale8 [HRG14] and the noise is Gaussian is defined as

D(k) = −(X − αY (k))2, (2.17)

where Y (k) is the predicted intermediate state depending on a key guess k.
More precisely, when considering the S-box output in the first round (see
Eq. (2.16))

Y (k) = HW(Sbox[P ⊕ k]), (2.18)

whereas when attacking the last round we have:

Y (k) = HW(Sbox−1[C ⊕ k?]). (2.19)

From Eq. (2.17) using the maximum likelihood rule an attacker predicts the
secret key guess, we have:

k̂ = arg max
k

D(k). (2.20)

The most common measure for practical side-channel evaluation of block
ciphers is the empirical success rate SR which is the probability of success
given a certain amount of leakage measurements. Interestingly, the authors
in [GHR15] showed that for any side-channel attack the SR can be modeled
using a first-order exponent (SE) [CT06], i.e. there exists a constant SE such
that9

1− SR ≈ exp(−q · SE), (2.21)

where q is the number of traces for the expected success rate to be equal to
SR.

8The scaling factor α is known or well enough approximated.
9We use the same definition as in [GHR15]: a function f(x) has first order exponent

ξ(x) if
(
ln f(x)

)
/ξ(x)→ 1 as x→ +∞, in which case we write f(x) ≈ exp ξ(x).
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Now, the first-order exponent SE for the optimal distinguisher takes the
following form [GHR15]

SE = min
k 6=k?

1

2

κ(k?, k)2

κ′′(k?, k)− κ(k?, k)2 + κ(k?, k)/SNR
, (2.22)

where SNR = α2

σ2 is the signal-to-noise-ratio and

κ(k?, k) = E
{(Y (k∗)− Y (k)

2

)2}
, (2.23)

κ′′(k?, k) = E
{(Y (k∗)− Y (k)

2

)4}
(2.24)

are two versions of confusion coefficients (which generalize that of [FLD12]).
Loosely speaking, the confusion coefficients measure the dependencies be-
tween the prediction of the intermediate states of the secret key k? with any
key hypothesis k.

When the SNR is low, then Eq. (2.22) simplifies to

SE ≈ 1

2
min
k 6=k?

κ(k?, k) · SNR. (2.25)

Accordingly, considering the described leakages in Eq. (2.16) one can
see from Eq. (2.23) and (2.24) that the confusion coefficient depends on the
particular choice of the S-box and therefore does SE and SR.

So, the number of measurements q needed in a given scenario to rate
the level of side-channel vulnerability through power consumption attacks,
can be directly derived from Eq. (2.21) and (2.22) or (2.25) in case of higher
noise.

Similarity Matrices

Because the attacker always uses patterns in the victims program behavior
to carry out the attack, Demme and al [DMWS12] propose to compute the
Side-channel Vulnerability Factor (SVF, see subsection 2.5.2.4 p.142), which
is the correlation between ground-truth patterns and attacker observed pat-
terns. Let d1 a distance function between the victim’s informations, and d2
be a distance function between the attacker’s observations.

The similarity matrix compares each time step to every other in the
sequence S = S1, S2, . . . , S|S|, where |S| is the length of the sequence, and
St is an information (resp. an observation) of the victim (resp. the attacker)
at time t. Given the relevant distance d, the coefficients of the similarity
matrix M of size |S|2 are defined by:

M [i, j] =

{
d(Si, Sj) if i > j
0 otherwise
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Therefore we obtain the matrix M1 for the victim and the matrix M2

for the attacker, which are triangular matrices without the diagonal. To not
observe a false (or trivial) correlation we ignore the trivial zeros of these
triangular matrices.

The Side-channel Vulnerability Factor is the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient obtained by comparing one by one the corresponding coefficients of
M1 and M2.

Demme and al recommend that microprocessor designers adapt SVF
evaluation methodology to their simulation environments to obtain results
for their specific designs. For instance, one could look at encryption keys
on smart cards versus their power usage variability during encryption. SVF
could also be used to find a correlation between an audio conversation and
the size/rate of network packets observed by an intermediate node in the
Skype network.

Notice that SVF analysis assumes that attackers use time-varying in-
formation. If an attacker is able to gain information from single measure-
ments, SVF cannot capture such leakages. Moreover, since SVF requires
the definition of a side-channel trace, it can be computed only for known
(or suspected) side-channels. However, it can be used to help find new
side-channels.

Zhang and al [ZLCL13] claim that side-channel attacks are determined
by the system’s vulnerability as well as the attacker’s abilities. Thus, max-
imizing the attacker’s capability is a good way to reveal the system’s vul-
nerability to side-channel attacks. Accordingly, they propose to study syn-
chronous attacks and small time intervals. They also improved SVF mea-
surements by using the gem5 simulator.

Moreover, they emphasize that calculating the correlation between simi-
larity matrices is unnecessary and may give wrong results since the euclidean
distance removes information of individual elements in the trace. So they
propose to use instead binary values to represent the two traces.

Let k be the number of cache sets. Let ~v1, ~v2, . . . , ~vn be the victim’s
execution trace, and ~a1,~a2, . . . ,~an be the attacker’s execution trace, such
that:

~vi = [vi(1), vi(2), . . . , vi(k)]
~ai = [ai(1), ai(2), . . . , ai(k)]

where vi(j) is 1 if the victim accesses set j at time interval i, or 0 if it does
not, and ai(j) is 1 if the attacker’s access time of set j shows a cache miss
at time interval i, or 0 if it is a cache hit.

Zhang and al simply put these vectors together to form new matrices for
the victim and attacker:

Mv[i, j] = vi(j)
Ma[i, j] = ai(j)

The Cache Side-channel Vulnerability (CSV, see subsection 2.5.2.4 p.142)
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is the Pearson correlation coefficient of these two matrices.
Both SVF and CSV are deterministic and unbiased metrics, since both

give the same value for the same inputs and are not designed to show pref-
erence for one system over another. But Zhang and al provide results of
the discrepancies between expected behavior and SVF measurements for
changes in partitioning policy, eviction policy and indexing policy.

Countermeasures

Brier and al [BCO04] detail some countermeasures, like introducing desyn-
chronization (fake cycles insertion, unstable clocking or random delays) in
the execution of the process, blurring the power traces with additional noise
or filtering circuitry, or dynamically cyphering the data during a process by
hardware (such as bus encryption) or software means (data masking, see
below).

Because side-channel attacks rely on the relationship between informa-
tion leaked through a side-channel and the secret data, countermeasures fall
into two main categories: eliminate or reduce10 the release of such informa-
tion, and make the leaked information uncorrelated to the secret data.

An example of decorrelation technique is blinding. In the case of RSA
decryption, let d be the secret exponent, e the encryption exponent, and
m the modulus. Before computing yd for a given ciphertext y, the system
picks an invertible random number r, and encrypts it with public exponent
e to obtain re. Then, the decryption is done on y× re to obtain (y× re)d =
yd × red = yd × r. Finally, the system (knowing r) can multiply by r−1 to
obtain yd.

A more general countermeasure is masking. Instead of manipulating any
sensitive value y directly, to manipulate a set of variables (the “shares”)
y1, . . . , yd such that y = y1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ yd (where ⊕ is the XOR operation).
An attacker must recover all the values of the shares to get any meaningful
information.

Other Models

Modeling Algorithmic/Cryptographic Strength

From an attacker point of view in the context of encryption schemes, there
are different security models [KL14]. Those models depend on the attacker
capability:

Ciphertext-only attack: The attacker just observes a ciphertext (or mul-
tiple ciphertexts) and attempts to get some information about the
corresponding plaintext (or plaintexts).

10Such measures must be used cautiously, since even very small correlations can remain
and compromise security.
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Known plaintext attack: The attacker is able to learn plaintext/cipher-
text pairs generated using a certain key. The aim of the adversary
is then to deduce information about the underlying plaintext of some
other ciphertext produced using the same key. Notice that it is possible
for all asymmetric encryption schemes.

Chosen plaintext attack (CPA): The attacker can obtain plaintext/ci-
phertext pairs (as for known plaintext attack) of its choice. Notice
that it is possible for all asymmetric encryption schemes.

Chosen ciphertext attack (CCA): The attacker can obtainthe decryp-
tion of ciphertexts of its choice. The aim of the adversary is then to
deduce information about the underlying plaintext of some other ci-
phertext (whose the attacker is unable to get the decryption directly).

Going into practice, there is an obvious need for cryptographic algorithm
comparison. The goal being the choice of different option while designing a
system. The appears quite naturally the notion of algorithm strength.

A good example of such exercise is provided in [BBB+16]: Barker in the
NIST special publication gives a first definition of security strength of X
bits:

Given a few plaintext blocks and corresponding ciphertext, an algorithm
that can provide X bits of security would, on average, take 2X−1T units of
time to attack, where T is the amount of time that is required to perform
one encryption of a plaintext value and compare the result against the cor-
responding ciphertext value.

Notice that the security strength in table 2.2 is measured in bits and
is, basically, a measure of the work needed to discover the key. Moreover,
building an algorithm strength metric definition here merges somehow with
modeling an attacker. Actually, the attacker is considered to be a brute
force attack performer.

Security Strength
Symmetric key
algorithms

FFC
(e.g., DSA, D-H)

IFC
(e.g., RSA)

ECC
(e.g., ECDSA)

<= 80 2TDEA
L=1024,
N=160

k=1024 f=160-223

112 3TDEA
L=2048,
N=224

k=2048 f=224-255

128 AES-128
L=3072,
N=256

k=3072 f=256-383

192 AES-192
L=7680,
N=384

k=7680 f=384-511

256 AES-256
L=15360,
N=512

k=15360 f=512+

Table 2.2: Security strenght comparaison (according to [BBB+16])
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Security Goals

Kumar, Rensink and Stoelinga introduce [KRS18] a formal specification
language, LOCKS, for expressing security goals. LOCKS’ semantic is based
on a generic attack model which is the structural attack model (SAM).
They prove that the most prominent threat models (attack graphs, attack
trees) can be translated into structures of SAM. So, LOCKS can express
security goals using different frameworks. Furthermore, the most common
security goals are identified through a literature review. A security goal can
be to obtain the set of attacks that can be performed under some resource
constraints, or the set of attacks with minimum cost and highest probability
of success. Those security goals are then formally expressed using LOCKS.

Part D – Specificities for the Deep Learning Use Case

Deep learning was primarily developed as a technique to find meaningful
representations from large collections of data. In order to achieve this, a
complex function of the data is learned using a large sequence of simple
functions. These simple functions, however, are computationally intensive,
and the large number of parameters associated with them requires extensive
memory resources. In that aspect, deep learning systems are challenging
when it comes to achieving low power consumption and fast processing time.
I is therefore very important to identify ways and techniques to make them
more efficient.

Although the term deep learning is traditionally used to describe Neu-
ral Nets with more than three layers, nowadays, deep learning involves the
use of deep Convolutional Neural Networks-CNNs for carrying out various
image recognition tasks. CNNs are computationally demanding mathemat-
ical structures, involving convolution operations between large tensors or
multiplication of matrices of large dimensions.

Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks, as computational model, are inspired by the way
biological neural networks in the human brain process information. The ba-
sic unit of computation in a neural network is the neuron, often called a node
or unit. It receives input from some other nodes, or from an external source
and computes an output. Each input has an associated weight (w), which
is assigned on the basis of its relative importance to other inputs. The node
applies a function to the weighted sum of its inputs. The idea is that the
synaptic strengths (the weights w) are learnable and control the strength of
influence and its direction: excitory (positive weight) or inhibitory (negative
weight) of one neuron on another. The basic processing element of a Full
Connected NN (FC-NN ) and at the same time the simplest feed-forward
Neural Network in the sense that does not contain any hidden layer, which
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Figure 2.25: A basic neuron

means it only consists of a single layer of output nodes, is the Single-layer
Perceptron (Fig. 2.25). Interconnection of single neurons constitute the
multilayer ANNs or multilayer Perceptons (MLPs) (Fig. 2.26). This class
of networks consists of multiple layers of computational units, usually in-
terconnected in a feed-forward way. Each neuron in one layer has directed
connections to the neurons of the subsequent layer. In many applications the
units of these networks apply a sigmoid function as an activation function.
MLP are more useful because they are able to learn non-linear representa-
tions (most of the data in the application domains is not linearly separable).

Figure 2.26: A Full Connected NN (MLP)

Convolutional Neural Networks

A Convolutional Neural Network - CNN (Fig 2.27) consists, in general, of a
number of convolutional and sub-sampling layers occasionally followed by a
fully connected neural network layer.
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The input to a convolutional network is an image of size m × m × r
where m is the height and width of the input image and r is the number of
channels, e.g. an RGB image has r = 3.

The next stages follow a number of convolutional layers. A convo-
lutional layer will have kfi filters, or kernels, of size n × n × q where n is
smaller than the dimension of the image, i is the number of the layer and q
can either be the same as the number of channels r or smaller and may vary
for each kernel. Each of these filters is represented by a 4-D matrix (or ten-
sor) of size kfi×n×n× q. Each filter performs the following mathematical
operation known as convolution:

yi′j′k′ =
∑
ijk

wijkk′xi+i′,j+j′,k (2.26)

The size of the filters gives rise to the locally connected structure which
is then convolved with the image to produce kfi feature maps of size either
m×m or smaller.

Each map is then subsampled, typically with mean or max pooling
over p × p contiguous regions. This is an average or max operation over
p×p numbers to produce the total average or to find the maximum of those
numbers, and results in a smaller feature map which is p2 times smaller.

Directly after the convolutions an additive bias and non-linearity
(sigmoidal, hyperbolic tangent etc.) or a rectified linear unit (RELU, leaky
RELU etc) is applied to each feature map. After a number L of convolutional
layers there may be any number of fully connected layers. These densely-
connected layers are identical to the layers in a standard fully connected
multilayer neural network.

The output of such a network is a vector of numbers, from which the
probability that a specific input image belongs to the specific class (e.g. the
face of a specific person) can be inferred. For that reason, the output layer
of the CNN is usually a “softmax” layer which maps the network output
vector to class probabilities. But the required type of output should be a
single binary decision for the specific image (e.g. is it this specific person).
This requires that the output correspond to a specific class to be ‘1’ and
for all the other classes to be ‘0’. This is achieved through thresholding on
class probabilities: Each output takes the value ‘0’ if it is smaller than a
threshold and ‘1’ otherwise.

Each convolutional network is defined by its architectural details (e.g.
size and number of convolutional kernels, number and kind of pooling units,
and connectivity between convolutional layers), as well as its parameters
which are the coefficients of the convolutional kernels and the values of
biases.

A CNN comprised by more than three layers is named a deep-learning
network, and normally the inference accuracy of a CNN increases as the
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Figure 2.27: A traditional CNN architecture

CNN gets deeper. The accuracy obtained by deep architectures on image
classification and object detection tasks has proved that depth of represen-
tation is indeed the key to a successful implementation.

The number of coefficients required to describe a CNN is directly related
to its architecture as defined above: More convolutional layers, means more
parameters. Therefore, apart from the required computational complexity,
another basic downside of the deep learning CNN architectures is that they
require hundreds of MBytes in coefficients for the convolutional kernels to
operate. Such requirements can render the embedded implementation of
similar networks rather prohibitive, since these coefficients are associated
with a large number of memory loads and stores.

As it is evident form the above, CNNs are processing structures involving
the subsequent 4-D convolution of a data volume with a number of matrices
(filters). The mathematical operations associated with these convolutions
constitute the main volume of the processing load of a CNN.

Another way for implementing CNNs is the transformation of these oper-
ations to a general matrix multiplication operation (GeMM): the individual
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data structures are transformed in a certain way (Fig. 2.28) and then a
GeMM operation is taking place.

Figure 2.28: Application of GeMM approach in CNNs.

Early Investigation

Computing Elements

As it is evident from the above, CNNs are processing structures involving
the subsequent convolution of a data volume with a number of matrices
(filters). The mathematical operations associated with these convolutions,
constitute the main volume of the processing load of a CNN. Consequently
we need to focus on those operations, as primary and important operations
for the optimal implementation of CNNs. This raises the issue of modeling
these important operations as blocks-of-instructions targeting more accurate
Energy, Time and Security (ETS ) modeling. Such an approach could help
to leverage the ETS modeling from the Instructions Set Architecture (ISA)
(-“compiler-space”) of the complete CNN structures, to it’s Computing El-
ements (-“design-space”), modeling this way operations like convolution,
specialized matrix multiplication etc. This ETS modeling leverage can be
proved quite useful for fast ETS modeling/analysis and prediction of differ-
ent CNN models, as far as they utilize the modeled Computing Elements.

4-D Convolution element

By focusing on the most important Computing Element of CNNs, the 4-D
convolution operation, there is an interest on how TeamPlay’s ETS models
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can be used with a plain-C non-optimal 4-D convolution algorithm, de-
signed for CNNs, that is an algorithm which implements Equation 2.26 in
it’s simplest implementation, i.e. an implementation with nested for-loops.
The interest for this kind of implementation emanates from the expected
re-usability of small blocks of ISA instructions. Also, it can provide a base-
line of ETS modeling before any further optimization. Furthermore on such
a simple nested for-loops algorithm, different modifications can be checked
- as far as it concerns it’s ETS performance - like the data type, casting
operations (widening/narrow), ordering of the loops, etc. Graphically, an
example of a 4-D convolution is depicted in Figure 2.29, where the input
data volume has 32 × 32 × 3 dimensions, and there are 32 filters (kernels)
each one having 3-D dimensions of 5× 5× 3. The convolution of the input
data volume with each of the kernels is producing one 2-D result; thus convo-
lution with all kernels is producing a new 3-D data volume. Furthermore in
the code listing 2.4 a very simple C implementation with multiple for-loops
is provided as an example. This code is referring to convolutions with input
data zero-padding equal to the kernel’s corresponding spatial dimensions
minus 1 (i.e. for kernels of size 3 × 3 input is supposed to be zero-padded
with 2 rows/columns in each side).

Figure 2.29: A graphical example of CNN convolution.

Optimization of 4-D Convolution element

Algorithms that are implemented using multi-nested for-loops, as the one
that is shown in the code listing 2.4, are particularly inefficient in terms of
ETS. The inefficiency of such code arises mostly from the cache-un-friendly
read/write data accesses throughout the usage of non-contiguous indexed
memory addresses. Another reason for the non efficient Energy and Time
processing is the increased number of for-loops counter variables which re-
quire unnecessary register resources and further processing with comparison
operations (see Fig. 2.28).

To this end, the problems on the 4-D convolution can be solved with
other algorithmic approaches. The most common among them is the Im2Col+GeMM
approach which is referred to below.
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int very_simple_conv(

int16_t* inp , // input data pointer

int16_t* wght , // weights of kernels data pointer

int16_t* bias , // bias values of kernels

int16_t* out , // output data pointer

const int W, // input Width

const int H, // input Height

const int C, // input Channels

const int Kw , // Kernel Width

const int Kh , // Kernel Height

const int K // Number of Kernels

) {

// Take into consideration the zero -padding for input.

// Zero -Padding must have been applied before to input data.

const int IW = W + (Kw -1);

const int IH = H + (Kh -1);

for (int ki = 0; ki < K; ki++ ) { // Do for every Kernel ...

const int16_t k_bias = bias[ki]; // Get Kernel ’s Bias value

// Do for every output position ...

for (int iy = 0; iy < H; iy++) {

for (int ix = 0; ix < W; ix++) {

int16_t sum = 0; // Initialize accumulate value.

for (int kc = 0; kc < C; kc++) { // Do for every kernel ’s channel

int16_t* pin = &inp[kc*IW*IH + iy*IW + ix];

int16_t* pwg = &wght[ki*C*Kw*Kh + kc*Kw*Kh];

for (int ky = 0; ky < Kh; ky++)

for (int kx = 0; kx < Kw; kx++)

sum += pin[ky*IW + kx] * pwg[ky*Kw + kx];

}

out[ki*W*H + iy*W + ix] = sum + k_bias;

}

}

}

return 0;

}

Listing 2.4: Simple C code for a 4-D convolution of int16 t data format,
with zero-padding equal to kernel’s size - 1.

Im2Col + GeMM

This algorithmic approach consists of two cascaded algorithms:

• The first algorithm named im2col (image 2 columns), or im2row (im-
age 2 rows) in some cases, replicates and reorganises the input data in
such a way that the 4-D convolution can be applied through a matrix
multiplication scheme.

• The second algorithm, named GeMM (General Matrix Multiplication),
consists of a well-studied mathematical problem that can be imple-
mented using various techniques and parameters in such a way as to
optimise at least the required processing time.

A graphical description of the usage of these two algorithms is provided
in Figure 2.30. How different implementations of im2col and GeMM impact
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on Energy and Security is an open research question to be addressed as part
of future work in TeamPlay.

Figure 2.30: Graphical representation of the Im2Col + GeMM algorithm

Fully Connected element

Another important Computing Element of CNNs, is the Fully Connected
element. This element is usually placed, one or more times, after a number of
Convolutional elements in a CNN. It takes one 1-D input of data, a number of
Weights and Bias data, and produces one 1-D output. The Fully Connected
element can be implemented as a Vector by Matrix multiplication algorithm
which is actually a special case of the GeMM algorithm. A graphical example
of such an algorithm is provided in Figure 2.31. In cases where a Fully
Connected layer is following after a Convolution layer, the data volume of
the Convolution layer, is just interpreted as one dimensional vector for the
input of the fully connected layer.

Figure 2.31: Graphical representation of Vector by Matrix multiplication for
Fully Connected layers

Data Dependency of Energy, Time and Security in Computer Vi-
sion and Deep Learning Applications

In deep learning, there are specific ”brain inspired” techniques and CNN
variants, where the processing load is dependent on the data. Different
data input patterns (e.g. different images) feature a different processing load
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Figure 2.32: The ImageNet hierarchy. Some paths in the hierarchy with
their representative images

depending on their content, category etc. This, of course, is expected to
affect the processing time and also the required energy consumption.

However, with energy, the dependency on the data seems to be more
fundamental. It has been shown that energy consumption depends on the
variability of the processed data [KE15, MKE18]. Thus, variable data (e.g.
white noise) can cause a large number of bit-flips, corresponding to an in-
crease of the dynamic energy required by the underlying circuitry in order
to process the data.

In computer vision, the data inputs are images and each image is char-
acterized by a set of features that could be related to the variability of data,
such as texture, etc. Furthermore, images with similar content, are expected
to contain similar features, and this in turn could mean a similar processing
energy consumption for similar images. An image-content dependency of
consumed energy during processing, will of course reflect also on the electric
current drawn by the processing devices, making the overall system vulner-
able to attacks and thus influencing the overall security level.

In order to study the dependency of ETS on the image content, we will
use the ImageNet database (http://www.image-net.org). It contains several
millions of images, organised in various semantic categories, as dictated by
the English nouns hierarchy organised in WordNet (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/).
An example of such hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2.32.
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2.4.2.2 T4.2: Static Analysis of Worst-Case Energy Usage (Pre-
dictable Architectures)

Regarding timing analysis, the following technical results have been achieved:

Implementation of prototype of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0: In order
to be able to test and validate the micro-architectural timing model
of the ARM Cortex-M0 that has been developed in the course of task
T4.1, AbsInt implemented a prototype of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0.

Most static timing analysis tools, including AbsInt’s WCET analysis
tool aiT, follow a more or less standard architecture, as shown in
Figure 2.33.

Figure 2.33: Components of aiT.

First, the binary reader disassembles a fully linked binary input exe-
cutable into its individual instructions. Architecture specific patterns
decide whether an instruction is a call, branch, return or just an or-
dinary instruction. This knowledge is used to form the basic blocks
of the control flow graph (CFG). Then, the control flow between the
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basic blocks is reconstructed. In most cases, this is done completely
automatically. However, if a target of a call or branch cannot be stati-
cally resolved, then the user needs to write some annotations to guide
the control flow reconstruction.

On this control flow graph, several static analyses take place to deter-
mine the values of registers and memory cells, addresses of memory
accesses, bounds of loops and recursions, as well as infeasible code.
Sometimes, loop bounds cannot be computed statically. Then, the
user can guide the analysis via annotations.

This information is used during the micro-architectural analysis. There,
a mathematical model of the target processor is used to derive timing
bounds for each instruction, incorporating the intrinsic behavior of the
pipeline and the memory hierarchy, in particular the caches. This ab-
stract model does not cover all the features of the concrete processor,
but only those that are relevant for timing analysis.

Subsequently, the CFG together with the basic block timing informa-
tion are used to construct an integer linear program (ILP). Solving
this ILP gives then a path with the longest execution time (and con-
sequently, an estimate of the worst-case execution time).

The CFG reconstruction phase as well as the value, loop, and control-
flow analysis must be implemented for each instruction set architecture
(ISA) supported by the tool. The microarchitectural analysis is even
more target-specific and needs to be adapted for each concrete device
implementing a given ISA. The path analysis, on the other hand, is
generic to all supported architectures and does not need to be adapted
to different targets. For the ARM Cortex-M0, only the microarchitec-
tural analysis had to adapted, as the CFG reconstruction and the value
analysis for ARM were already available.

2.4.2.3 T4.3: Dynamic System-Level Energy, Time, and Security
Modeling (Complex Architectures)

For the LEON3 energy modeling, after the initial investigations reported in
deliverable D4.1, we have identified a dynamic energy modeling technique
that will enable profile-based energy consumption prediction in case static
analysis is not possible.

2.4.3 Summary of Results

In the following, the exploitable results of the first period are grouped again
according to the three main topics of WP4.

Results for Energy Consumption:
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During the first 9 months, we created the energy modeling setup
for the Cortex-M0 architecture, and explored several energy model-
ing approaches. The best reported energy model for the Cortex-M0
demonstrated an average energy consumption estimation error of only
1% when compared to physical energy measurements, on the BEEBS
benchmark suite.

Also, different approaches to create the LEON3 energy model were
investigated and assessed for their feasibility. As a result, a mixed
approach was proposed were energy measurements are combined with
performance monitoring statistics.

The interactions between the energy models and the various energy
consumption analyses and optimization tools have been established.

Finally, a new energy measurement setup, other than the one used
by UBRIS, has also been created by TUHH, allowing independent
validation of models and analysis results.

Results for Execution time:

For execution time modeling and timing analysis, the main exploitable
result is the micro-architectural timing model of the ARM Cortex-
M0, together with the prototype of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0, which
implements this micro-architectural timing model in its pipeline anal-
ysis. This prototype is now available for all partners of the Team-
Play project. It is expected that it will be mainly evaluated in the
camera pill use case (see Section 2.5.2.2), and as part of WCC (see
Section 2.3.2).

Results for Security:

The bibliography work done in INRIA on security has allowed us to
propose new measurements and models for communication properties
and side-channel attacks.

To practically confirm and fine-tune our security modeling approach
about the Side-channel Vulnerability Factor, INRIA has set up a Chip-
Whisperer side-channel measurement platform to investigating targets
similar to the Cortex-M0.

SIC has performed for the TeamPlay project some specific investiga-
tion on modeling sensitive data leakage thought side channel (such
as power consumption or electromagnetic field), and more especially
everything regarding cryptographic key.

Moreover, SIC is working on an evaluator taking into account the
asymmetry between the attacker and the defender, the desynchroniza-
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tion of traces, and fair (and flexible) comparison between attack met-
rics (e.g. side-channel, and fault injection).

Beyond the above, we achieved some exploitable results with regards to
the deep-learning use-case under task T4.1

Results for the Deep-learning Use-case:
For the deep-learning use case, the computation time as well as the en-
ergy and security are tightly connected to the way a specific algorithm
is implemented. Thus, any implementation should not be considered
just as a set of instructions, but rather as a specific block of instruc-
tions, making the modeling more meaningful and accurate. Currently,
the efforts has been focused on the identification of such important
blocks of code, as well as the parameterization of those blocks and
their dependency on specific platforms.

Another topic that has been identified is the ETS dependence on in-
put data. In deep learning (computer vision) it is known that at least
in some algorithms (i.e. parsimonious inference [TPKF17]) the pro-
cessing time is dependent on the data, i.e. different images feature a
different processing time depending on their content/category etc. So,
it is expected that these algorithms will also demonstrate an energy de-
pendency of some kind. However, with energy, the dependency on the
data seems to be more fundamental, since it is known that the variabil-
ity of data has consequences on the energy consumption, even when
the processing time remains constant. To this end, it is planned to ex-
periment with the ImageNet database, which contains some millions
of images, organized in various categories so as to establish whether it
is possible to assign certain levels of energy consumption for a specific
algorithm to specific image categories. This would also have important
implications on security.

2.4.4 Deliverables

During the period covered by this report, deliverable D4.1 “First Report on
Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing and Security Modeling” [Tea18]
was due in M9. It reflects on the work carried out under task T4.1 “Energy
Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Predictable Architectures)”. Thus,
we report on the investigation of the feasibility and the means of creating
energy usage, timing and security models for the range of predictable archi-
tectures considered in this project. More specifically, we introduce the first
version of an energy-usage and timing model for the Cortex-M0 processor.
For the more complex LEON3 processor, we are reporting on the different
approaches investigated towards creating an energy-usage model and future
exploitation plans. First steps towards a security model are also presented,
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including elements based on an initial investigation on how energy usage
and timing behavior impacts security, through information leakage.

Some initial investigation has been done in potential approaches for fur-
ther modeling of more complex architectural features and architectures than
the ones examined in this deliverable. Research questions and possible ex-
ploitation paths are also outlined. These will be further explored in subse-
quent ongoing work, whose results will be presented in future deliverables,
especially in deliverable D4.4 “Final Report on Architecture-Level Energy
Usage, Timing and Security Modeling and on Prototype” due in month 24.

2.4.5 Milestones

No milestones were due during the report period.

2.4.6 Next Steps

The next steps to achieve the goals of WP4 are grouped according to the
three tasks of WP3.

2.4.6.1 T4.1: Energy Usage, Time and Security Modeling (Pre-
dictable Architectures)

1. Energy consumption modeling next steps

• Use the new measurement setup to cross-validate the accuracy
and consistency of the energy measurement setup used for the
creation of the Cortex-M0 energy model.

• Explore the modeling of advanced features of the Cortex-M0 such
as distinguishing between the flash and the RAM accesses.

• The reported Cortex-M0 energy model captures the average en-
ergy consumption of the processor at instruction level. Future
work will investigate worst-case approximations based on the lit-
erature review performed under deliverable D4.1.

• Define the final energy modeling setup for the LEON3.

• Build-up the energy modeling setup for the LEON3.

• Synthesize the LEON3 on the Virtex-7 FPGA with the same
configuration as in the GR712RC plus L3STAT unit.

• Learn to manage the L3STAT unit of the LEON3.

• Identify a suitable set of power benchmarks for the LEON3.

• Define a framework to synchronize the performance monitoring
(and energy measurement) with the power benchmarks.

• Perform the analysis to compute the model coefficients of the
LEON3.
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• Integrate the energy models into the various energy consumption
analysis and optimization tools that are being developed for this
project.

• Test and calibrate the performance of our energy models on the
relevant use-cases.

2. Execution time modeling next steps

• The micro-architectural timing models will be provided to the
TeamPlay project partners via the static WCET analyzers aiT
for ARM Cortex-M0 and aiT for LEON3. Moreover, we will pro-
vide TimeWeaver for ARM, a hybrid measurement-based timing
analysis tool.

• Support will be provided to the project partners such that they
can successfully evaluate these timing analysis tools in their use
cases.

• WCC already incorporates a system-level timing model. We want
to explore whether this model can be applied to the satellite use
case, which will be implemented on a multicore LEON3.

• The LEON3 board used for the satellite use case incorporates
an instruction trace buffer. We want to investigate whether this
buffer can be used for hybrid measurement-based timing analysis.

3. Security modeling next steps

• Finish exploring security modeling

• Design prototype security models

• Set up a measurement board with Cortex-M0 to continue and
extend the work done with the ChipWhisperer for energy mea-
surements for SCA modeling.

• Same with LEON3

Beyond the above, work performed under task T4.1 also defines the next
steps for the deep-learning use-case specificities:

• Identification of important, deep learning related, blocks of code through
profiling of time and energy.

• Investigation of the relation between ETS and algorithm coding using
the identified blocks of code.

• Investigation of the energy and time dependence on input data, and
the implications on security.
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2.4.6.2 T4.2: Static Analysis of Worst-Case Energy Usage (Pre-
dictable Architectures)

• AbsInt will implement the first prototype of EnergyAnalyser for ARM
Cortex-M0. This prototype will be based on the energy usage model
provided by UBRIS in deliverable D4.1 [Tea18].

• Support will be provided to the project partners such that they can
successfully evaluate this energy usage analysis tool in their use cases.

• We will work together with the partners to ensure interoperability of
the timing and energy usage analysis tools with the overall TeamPlay
tool chain, in particular, the compiler in WP3 and the time-aware
contracts in WP1.

• Techniques will be developed that allow to analyze the energy con-
sumption.

2.4.6.3 T4.3: Dynamic System-Level Energy, Time, and Security
Modeling (Complex Architectures)

• Development of techniques to characterise and model the power dissi-
pation, timing and security of more complex architectures such as the
ARM Cortex-A series (A15/A7) and GPUs. Potentially, the LEON3
models will also need bo te considered under this task.

• Model characterization and validation in collaboration with use case
partners.

• Close collaboration with WP1, WP2 and WP3 to exploit these models.
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2.5 WP5

This Section presents all activities aimed to define the requirements and
evaluation metrics.

2.5.1 Objectives for the First Period

• To agree on a first set of requirements, metrics and benchmarks.

• To start the process of refining requirements, metrics and benchmarks
in order to deliver a final set in D5.2.

2.5.2 Technical Content

In this section, the progress achieved in Task 5.1 “Requirements and Met-
rics” is presented. This task started in M1 and will be finalized in M12.
The first results were obtained in M3 in the form of D5.1 “Report on Early
Requirements Analysis Results”. In the following, extracts of D5.2 “Report
on Project Requirements and Evaluation Metrics” are presented. D5.2 is
currently under development and will be delivered in M12.

2.5.2.1 Non-functional System Properties

Most embedded applications have constraints in many non-functional (NF)
properties, in order to satisfy power usage and timeliness requirements. De-
pending on the application domain, some properties may have more impor-
tance than others. For example, a cyber-physical system for power plant
control has stricter timeliness requirements than power requirements, whilst
an advanced portable medical diagnosis device powered by a battery, the
power constraints dominate over other non-functional properties, such as
performance. In this Section we describe some of the non-functional system
properties that are of importance for future embedded systems, and that
will be addressed by the TeamPlay project tools and methodologies.

Power All systems make use of energy for operating and performing their
intended function - what differentiates them is the way such energy is used
in order to achieve results. A concept derived from energy is power, which
defines the usage of energy over time. For a given amount of energy, a high-
power system will use it in a shorter amount of time than a low-power one.
Therefore, it can be inferred that a low-power device most likely will take
longer to perform a given task than a high-power system, assuming both are
equally efficient.

Power consumption of systems is a pressing issue, brought to the spot-
light with the introduction of daily battery-powered devices, such as cellular
phones. The scarcity of power has led to heavy research and development
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efforts towards circuit and system efficiency, in order to enable lowpower op-
eration and consequently higher duration of batteries. The latest driver for
such efforts are connected embedded devices, such as the ones which form
the Internet-of-Things (IoT). It is common to see new circuits for building
IoT applications touting for their power efficiency.

Even though it may seem counterintuitive, power consumption is also
a constraint for devices and systems with highly available power sources,
such as data centres connected to the power grid. In such cases, the absence
of power saving schemes, e.g. CPU voltage scaling, may lead to higher
electricity bills and the need to remove the heat generated by the compo-
nents. Power optimization for data centre operations is also a hot research
topic, encompassing not only low-power architectures, but also partition-
ing of computing load among heterogeneous architectures, possibly includ-
ing Central Processing Units (CPUs), Graphical Processing Units (GPUs),
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and even special purpose
logic in devices such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).

The concept of power can be used to gauge systems with respect to per-
formance and efficiency as a sole metric, or part of other compound metrics.
It can also be used as a key driver for system design, where the system
designer limits the usage of power in order to guarantee the fulfilment of
other non-functional properties, such as operation time. Such usage, how-
ever, requires support from all development layers, from tools to hardware,
including reliable power usage models.

Security Security is another of the non-functional properties that has be-
come central in system design with the growth of networked and distributed
computer systems, being a strict requirement for any IoT device nowadays.
What encompasses a “secure system”, however, is not easy to describe.
Broadly speaking, a secure system can be thought of as a system that is re-
silient to unintended changes in its operation, which could lead to erroneous
behaviour and/or disclosure of information.

Security concerns are greatly aggravated whenever the system is exposed
to physical access from a possible attacker. A particular source of concern
regarding exploitation of modern systems are side-channel attacks, where
the attacker attempts to gain access to confidential information through
externally observable channels not directly related to the flow of information,
such as power consumption or time between certain actions. An example of
such attacks is the possibility of inferring the cryptographic algorithm used
by a system, or even recovering the secret key, just through observation
of the power-usage patterns of a system, when performing encryption and
decryption operations.

The mitigation of such attacks can be performed in several ways, al-
ways with the objective of dissimulating the encryption operations in the
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resource usage patterns, in order to make it more difficult for an attacker to
exploit such channel. For example, having a (pseudo)random power usage
distribution by using un-needed logic during the execution of cryptographic
functions could make it more difficult to the attacker to infer the algorithm
and/or secret key.

Time The timeliness of certain systems is of utmost importance, for a
correct output at the incorrect time may have catastrophic consequences.
An example of such systems is the airbag protection system in cars, where
late deployment can be even more harmful than no deployment at all. The
class of systems where timeliness properties must be observed is commonly
known as “real-time systems”. These are commonly found in devices where
control actions are required, based on inputs either from other systems, or
directly from the surrounding environment.

The emergence of cyber-physical systems has raised many challenges
regarding system design, where correctness of operation (dependability) has
to be combined with security and timeliness, in order to provide a correct
response (output) at a correct time, without suffering perturbations from
external components. It is not uncommon to have systems whose timeliness
non-functional requirements require responses in a bounded amount of time.

It is commonly known that the execution of one and the same piece of
software on the very same hardware architecture can exhibit varying execu-
tion times due to different input data and internal states of the hardware.
For this reason, the notion of time in the context of computing systems is
ambiguous. Typically, people are interested in the average-case performance
of a system, i.e., the average execution time of a program when operating on
typical input data. This notion of time is called the Average-Case Execution
Time (ACET). For real-time systems, the consideration of average cases is
inappropriate since it has to be guaranteed that also non-average executions
of a program still terminate in time. Thus, the Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET), i.e. the maximal execution time that a program can ever exhibit,
is of utmost importance here. Analogously, the Best-Case Execution Time
(BCET) is defined to be the minimal execution time that a program can
ever have.

These notions of time (ACET, WCET and BCET) base on the funda-
mental assumption that a program executes on its hardware architecture
without any interruption and that it is the only program executing on the
system. This means that especially the WCET does not at all account for
effects where, e.g., multiple tasks execute simultaneously on a processor. In
such a realistic scenario, usually an operating system scheduler decides when
to execute which task or when to preempt a currently running task in favour
of some other task. This means that the time required to execute a task
now also depends on idle times where a task is simply inactive. This notion
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of time is usually called the Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT), i.e., the
end-to-end latency from the moment where a task wishes to start execution
until it has finally computed all results and terminates.

The timeliness of a real-time system is finally specified by providing dead-
lines, i.e., bounds until which the execution of a task (i.e. its WCRT) must
provably be finished. In cyber-physical systems, these deadlines are usually
imposed by the external environment and not by the computer system itself.
Such deadlines typically depend on external parameters like, e.g., rotation
speeds of engines, periods for the repetitive execution of a task in order to
guarantee control stability, required sensor sampling frequencies etc.

2.5.2.2 Use Cases

This section briefly introduces the envisaged industrial use-cases, thus pro-
viding context for the following section which detail requirements - for soft-
ware, hardware and tools - and metrics to quantitatively and qualitatively
assess the added value brought to these use-cases by techniques devised in
the scope of the TeamPlay project.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Introduction Sky Watch (SKYW) is responsible for use-cases relating to
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as “drones”, which address
the agriculture and maritime segments.

• The agricultural sector will face enormous challenges in order to feed
the 9.6 billion people that the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) predicts are going to inhabit the planet by 2050. One way
to address these issues and increase the quality and quantity of agri-
cultural production is using sensing technology to make farms more
“intelligent” and more connected through the so-called “precision agri-
culture” also known as “smart farming”.

• In the maritime segment, drones have the potential to revolutionize
maritime business by reducing the time, cost, and danger of many
operations. The flying time of drones is one of the critical factors in
this business. In this use case, the fixed-wing Sky-watch drones will
act as a coast guard for searching and rescuing people in open water.

Both use cases are considered relevant to solve as computer vision aided
tasks, in order to help camera operator and cut the amount of crew members
necessary to control a UAV. However, computer vision is a computational
heavy task and it is expected that the TeamPlay project will be able to
make the implementation more efficient.
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Concrete approach The two concrete use cases on agriculture and mar-
itime both require on-line detection of objects by the drone. To this end we
are investigating the use of deep learning networks on the drone, based on
the state-of-the-art YOLO network [RF17]. This network can for example
be used to detect animals, humans, and other obstacles in the agricultural
scenario, as well as to detect people in the water and boats in the mar-
itime scenario. Use of YOLO with the TeamPlay toolchain however requires
modification of the YOLO implementation to make it ANSI-compliant, as
described in this chapter.

YOLO and TeamPlay You only look once (YOLO) is a state-of-the-art,
real-time object detection system [RF17] based on deep learning. For de-
tails on deep learning we refer for TeamPlay Deliverable D4.1. Compared
to similar systems, YOLO is fast enough to be used real-time while retain-
ing a high degree of precision. Nevertheless the computational resources
required for executing YOLO are quite substantial: the systems that are
used for YOLO-based experiments often have power consumption equalling
or exceeding the total power required to operate a fixed-wing drone.

The YOLO network can be executed using an open-source C-based im-
plementation called “Darknet” [Red16], which is deemed suitable for the
concrete drone-based use cases. This implementation supports both multi-
core and heterogeneous (GPU-based) computations, and should be useable
on the proposed hardware (NVIDIA Apalis TK1). The Darknet implemen-
tation is however not written in ANSI C, which makes it incompatible with
the TeamPlay toolchain. Refactoring of the codebase is therefore required,
as described later.

The fixed-wing drones currently used in TeamPlay will be equipped
with a high-end mobile CPU and GPU based on Apalis TK1 V1.2 from
NVIDIA [Tor17]. This system on module is suitable for mounting in a
drone, and is equipped both with a Quad-core Arm Cortex-A15 and a Ke-
pler GPU with 192 CUDA cores. The Darknet implementation can make
use of mutiple threads and can make use of a GPU based on CUDA, thus
making it possible to implement different algorithms (single-core, multi-core,
GPU-based) from this same code base.

A significant amount work has been performed to refactor the Darknet
codebase to make it compatible with the TeamPlay tools: all I/O function-
ality has been placed in a few selected files, and (2) wrapper functions are
used to call all implementations of standard functions, for example to per-
form computations of mathematical functions from the standard C library.
The resulting refactored version of the Darknet codebase is compatible with
WCC, and can thus be used straightforwardly with the TeamPlay toolchain.
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Summary and Future Work The refactored Darknet codebase thus
works with the TeamPlay toolchain. In terms of future work, the YOLO
network however needs to be trained for the specific application, for example
the maritime search and rescue scenario, which requires the ability to do on-
line detection of different kinds of boats and people in the water from an
overhead camera mounted on a fixed-wing drone. To this end a new set of
training data needs to be generated, which also should enable experiments
with the light-weight version of the Darknet network [Red16]. Using the
smaller network should potentially by feasible as we here are considering a
significantly smaller set of categories of objects compared to the wide range
of categories supported by the standard YOLO network.

Deep Learning

Irida Labs (IRIDA) is responsible for an industrial use-case that deals with
deep learning techniques.

The deep-learning use case involves the use Neural Networks (NNs) and
a special type of NNs, the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), for car-
rying out various image recognition tasks. NNs are mathematical structures
whose implementation is computationally demanding, involving convolution
operations between large tensors or multiplication of matrices of large di-
mensions for carrying-out tasks related to recognition of images, signals, etc.
As it is evident, depending on the application, the type and capacity of the
required processing resources can vary significantly. Figure 1 depicts this
correlation between the complexity of an application with the increase in
performance, power and cost of the hardware platform, mainly focusing in
ARM cortex M and A series of CPUs.

Thus, use-cases relying on a deep-learning system, would ideally require
a relatively strong computing system. In the scope of TeamPlay, Irida Labs
tend to choose an ARM-based heterogeneous multi-core platform such as
the ARM Cortex-A15. Making use of such platform could lead to the im-
plementation of a deep-learning system able to operate in real-time. Such a
system could support applications in markets as diverse as Mobile Devices
or Automotive and Industrial Inspection/Automation. It has to be noted
that availability of a vector operation co-processor such as the NEON co-
processor plays a very important role in this kind of applications and it is a
necessity, given the computational complexity of implementing CNNs.

However, as shown in Figure 2.34, there are applications such as keyword
spotting and application fields such as IoT or Wearables, where heteroge-
neous multi-core platforms are not considered an option, mainly due to
limited power consumption profile and thermal conformity. For this kind of
markets, special CNNs of a more suitable form factor need to be developed.
In this category of applications and for the purposes of TeamPlay, Irida Labs
will use ARM-based platforms such as ARM Cortex-M0. Support of special
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DSP commands are also desirable for these platforms.

Figure 2.34: Performance-Power diagram of ARM Cortex-M and -A series

To this end, possible deep-learning use case scenarios that can utilize
the above-mentioned platforms and still be adequate enough to evaluate
and validate the TeamPlay toolkit are:

• Scenario 1: Handwritten Character Recognition (HCR). In HCR,
the deep learning system (full-connected NN) is created and trained
to classify and recognize isolated handwritten characters. Such a sys-
tem has wide range of applications areas like bank cheque reading,
postal address interpretation, signature verification, document pro-
cessing, etc. The major difficulties in recognizing handwritten char-
acters are the variations in writing styles, the presence of noise in the
input character images as well as the various kinds of distortions, such
as poorly written, degraded or overlapping characters. The platform
for HCR is chosen to be the ARM Cortex-M0.

• Scenario 2: Keyword Spotting (KS). In KS, the system (full-connected
or CNN) learns to recognize and classify certain words or phrases used
either for voice activation such as “Ok Google” or as simple voice com-
mands such as “Play music” etc. The platform for KS is chosen to be
the ARM Cortex-M0.

• Scenario 3: Food Recognition (FR). The FR scenario involves the
training of a deep learning system (full-connected or CNN) so as to
learn to categorize food images taken under different conditions. A
system like this can be deployed to food preparation environment in
order to categorize between predefined products (like bakery products)
in an unconstrained environment. Due to the more complex nature
of the NNs involved (in terms of computational capacity) the ARM
Cortex-A15 platform is chosen.
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• Scenario 4: CIFAR-based Cloud Pattern Classification (CPC). In
this scenario the deep-learning system (full-connected or CNN) is trained
to identify meteorological objects such as clouds, based on their shape,
texture and context in order to improve the already existing numeri-
cal weather prediction models. The dataset to be used for the training
process is the CIFAR-10 dataset which is a collection of images that
are commonly used to train machine learning and computer vision al-
gorithms. The development platforms for this scenarios could be either
the Cortex-M0, the Cortex-A15 or the Leon3.

• Scenario 5: CIFAR-based Annotation Application (AA). In the AA
scenario, the deep-learning system (full-connected or CNN) is trained
to annotate/classify various images in the CIFAR-10 or CIFAR-100
datasets. The development platforms for this scenarios could be either
the Cortex-M0, the Cortex-A15 or the Leon3.

Table 2.3 summarizes on the deep-learning scenarios and the correspond-
ing hardware platforms.

Use-Case Scenario
Source
Code

Processing Elements

Handwritten character recognition C++/C ARM Cortex-M0

Keyword Spotting C++/C ARM Cortex-M0

Food Recognition C++/C ARM Cortex-A15 + NEON

CIFAR-based cloud pattern classi-
fication

C++/C ARM Cortex-M0/A15 or LEON3

CIFAR-based annotation C++/C ARM Cortex-M0 or LEON3

Table 2.3: Table to test captions and labels

Camera Pill

Introduction The Medical Smart Pill use case concerns performing en-
doscopy using a pill that records images. This first prototype of such a pill
was approved by FDA in 2001. The TeamPlay project is concerned with
assisting the development of a pill that can capture images of higher quality
without significantly increasing the battery size. This is of great importance
because the size of the battery is limited since the device must be pill-sized.

Concretely, the smart pill use case will target the colon cancer screening
program, based on a design concept with on-board recording during intestine
passage, and subsequent wireless transmission/charging after having passed
through the patient digestive system. Key to this is to only use energy and
storage space on recording the relevant parts of the intestine. To achieve
this, the passage from small to large intestine should trigger the recording.
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The research question is whether a neural network can be used to reliably
trigger this recording, and whether this can be done effectively on a low-end
CPU such as the ARM Cortex-M0.

The role of TeamPlay is to (1) extend the recording time and improve the
quality with which images can be recorded by reducing power consumption,
(2) ensure system correctness by guaranteeing real-time behavior both when
triggering the recording and for the recording itself, and (3) verify security
of the device itself to ensure confidentiality of on-board recorded data.

Status The initial work on this use case concerned defining the require-
ments in terms of defining the precise role of the TeamPlay toolchain (out-
lined above) and selecting the specific system-on-chip hardware on which
the camera pill protoype can be based (the STM32F051 which is based on
an ARM Cortex-M0 CPU). The TeamPlay consortium already has signif-
icant experience with this specific system, which facilitates applying the
TeamPlay toolchain to this use case.

Summary and Future Work In summary the precise requirements for
the TeamPlay toolchain and for the camera pill hardware have been finalized.
Future works concerns developing the hardware prototype and implement-
ing efficient neural networks on the Cortex-M0. For the latter, we expect
that the current ARM-endorsed efforts to develop efficient machine learning
algorithms for microcontrollers will be useful [Cha].

Secure Element

Secure-IC provides an industrial use-case based on a Secure Element, a
system which deals with the provision of the core security services that are
required to build a security architecture for a wide variety of devices and
applications. It uses its Securyzr solution, a very versatile system that can
be adapted to different markets and needs, such as automotive, Internet-of-
Things, banking and trusted computing, among others.

For TeamPlay some use-cases on tuneable cryptography are setup on
the Securyzr platform, where the correlation between performance, energy
and security is of extreme importance. This platform fits quite well into the
scope of the Teamplay project:

• Heterogeneous architecture, with hardware accelerators

• Having parallel operations

Communications in Space Applications

Thales Alenia Space in Spain (TAS-E) provides a use-case image processing
on a European Space processor: LEON3FT. Such use-case fits in the scope
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of the project, since such system must fulfil non-functional requirements,
such as power consumption plus timeliness in the form of a real-time system
with time constraints.

Power consumption is a major concern in spaceborne systems, for many
times the availability - or scarcity - of power is the main governor of not only
the duration of a mission due to degradation of power sources, but also the
number of payloads which can be mounted and the quality of the services
provided, e.g. high-fidelity vs. low-fidelity algorithms, data acquisition and
processing rates.

Image processing algorithms usually are computational intensive so they
need lots of resources or else their speed is highly impacted.

Stereo Cameras deliver two images perfectly aligned so a parallel pro-
cessing of the two images will improve the performance of any algorithm
a lot. A typical image processing is border recognition. This can be ac-
complished with the Sobel algorithm, which extracts relevant information
of an image emphasizing its edges through matrix convolution. The Sobel
algorithm requires many arithmetic operations so it is a good use case to
try optimizing the power consumption and/or the execution time.

To sum up, Sobel algorithm would be the perfect proof of concept for
image processing in space technology for sensor processing. Further steps
would be to post-process Sobel algorithm output. Measuring distances to
the camera, for example, has two relevant applications: object recognition
and collision avoidance.

Figure 2.35: Sobel algorithm applied to a stereo camera
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2.5.2.3 Tool, Methodologies and Platform Support

The mapping of non-functional properties into systems requires appropriate
support across all development layers, ranging from high-level tools and
methodologies down to hardware platforms. Such support helps ensure that
the contracts that are expressed at the modelling level and design time are
properly translated into run time constructs and constraints, and therefore
retained during application execution.

In the case of software systems, the tool chain comprising the modelling
tool, compiler and associated eco-system must be capable of understanding
the contracts that are expressed by the programmers and generate source-
and machine-code that will enforce such contracts at run time. An exam-
ple of such flow is depicted below, in Figure 2.36, following a ”top-down”
approach, ranging from high level of abstraction models down to hardware
platforms.

Figure 2.36: Development Flow and Tool Support Block Diagram

In this flow, where design time annotated models and source code can be
used to create software, which in turn will follow at run time the contracts
regarding non-functional properties established through such annotations.
Tools for analysis lie at the border between design time and run time, for
they provide inputs to refine the design, but may require the same software
representation which will be used on the hardware platform, i.e. machine
code.
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This section describes the requirements that are applicable to the design
methodologies, tools and supporting hardware platforms, in order to effec-
tively map the high-level contracts on non-functional properties into system
components, thus ensuring their enforcement during run time. Such a map-
ping is to be performed by compilers enhanced with information regarding
non-functional properties of the underlying platforms, and validated by spe-
cialized tools, e.g. Static Timing Analysis (STA) of code to assess correctness
of operation regarding time properties.

System Modelling

Modelling provides a high-abstraction system design methodology, where
requirements are expressed as components of a model, without taking into
account (many) implementation details. Model-based engineering is used
throughout many engineering disciplines, allowing to reduce human-made
design errors, and allowing at the same time reasoning at a higher level of
abstraction. Such a level of abstraction is compatible with the introduction
of non-functional properties, such as power or time. An example of such
modelling is the UML language, where a software system can be expressed
with high-level constructs.

Code Generation, Analysis and Profiling

The basis of both software and hardware is the source code, an abstract
representation of functionality in a specific language. The generation of
such source code can be done automatically, based on models which describe
the functionality with even higher abstraction, or through human input.
TeamPlay is set to enhance this task, by allowing the developers to express
not only explicit system functionality, e.g. input/output actions, but also
to reason regarding nonfunctional properties, such as power, security and
time.

The step to be performed after creating the source code with the de-
scription of the required system is to compile the source code, which will
transform it into a machine language (binary) representation, ready to be
executed by the hardware platform. At this point, one can perform analysis
and profiling tasks, such as Static Timing Analysis (STA) in order to ex-
tract timeliness metrics, such as WCET, and obtain resource usage profiles,
e.g. memory consumption. These exploit specialized software analysis pro-
grams that take the binary representation of the software and then analyse
it, computing the resource usage.

The accuracy of such analysis tools can benefit greatly from modelling,
especially of hardware components. For example, the behaviour of cache
memories and busses in single- and multi-core systems is of great use in
STA tools, where it can be used to infer the interference patterns that such
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system components impose on the execution of a piece of software, be it
concurrent or not. With this information the end result is a more accurate
estimation, which often equates to less pessimism. For example, the system
designer will need to provide less resource margin because the amount of
uncertainty in the timing estimate is lower.

Tool and Methodology Requirements

The format of the binary file must be standardized, allowing its usage across
different vendor tools. One of the most used binary formats is ELF 11, which
provides information on the organization of the binary file, e.g. sections, de-
bugging information and other symbols, which will then be interpreted upon
loading for execution. Such is the format to be used in TeamPlay, which
will enable the use of partner tools in the development of novel techniques.

Regarding source code and programming languages, the one considered
for code generation is ANSI-C. The usage of this programming language is
widespread, being already supported by the partner tools, whose function
shall be enriched in the course of the project, to take into account the novel
techniques developed. C++ will be indirectly supported using a source-to-
source translation front-end based on standard open-source compiler tools
that generates ANSI-C code from C++ code.

Besides pure source code, additional meta-information characterizing the
software to be compiled, analysed and optimized has to be provided. On
the one hand, this meta-information needs to describe properties of the code
that, in general, cannot be derived automatically, like, e.g., maximal itera-
tion counts of loops or targets of computed branches. On the other hand,
requirements in terms of the non-functional system properties described in
Subsection 2.5.2.1 will have to be specified such as, e.g., available and max-
imum energy budgets, deadlines of tasks, their periods, information about
the underlying scheduling algorithm etc. The code base that is finally sub-
ject to compilation and optimization furthermore has to be complete and
self-contained, because no meaningful statements about a program’s energy
consumption or timeliness can be made if parts of the code base are not pro-
vided. The C++ translation front-end must be capable of mapping meta-
information provided in terms of C++ constructs into meta-information
describing the generated ANSI-C code.

The TeamPlay use case “Low-Power Computational Unit for Drones”
relies on computer vision to to monitor precision agriculture operations for
safety and to monitor maritime areas in search and rescue scenarios. One
option for implementing a computer vision system is to make use of tradi-
tional computer vision operations. Implementing computer vision systems
is however a significant task, for which reason most such systems currently

11Executable and Linkable Format.
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make use of the open-source library OpenCV, which is the most advanced
general-purpose computer vision library currently available. OpenCV is
however only available in C++, (other languages are supported using wrap-
pers).

The use of OpenCV in TeamPlay would require the main parts of OpenCV
to be compatible with the TeamPlay toolchain. The TeamPlay toolchain
however only supports ANSI C. Using a wrapper would not be a feasible ap-
proach, as the main computational load (and hence power consumption)
of most computer vision applications based on OpenCV come from the
OpenCV library. For this reason automatic translation from C++ to C
was explored as an option: if C++ programs making use of OpenCV could
be translated to C, including the relevant OpenCV libraries, the resulting
C code could then be processed using the TeamPlay toolchain.

Only a few C++ front-ends are however actively maintained today. The
only viable option was deeemed to be the combination of “clang++” and
llvm-cbe which is freely available on github 12. Although initial tests were
promising, scaling this approach up to OpenCV failed, and indeed we found
that certain minimal and very simple C++ programs could not be trans-
lated, and that this system was no longer being actively maintained.

In order to avoid C++ to C translation, a wrapper library could be writ-
ten around OpenCV and used for initial implementation of the use case. The
wrapper library would however eventually need to be replaced with manu-
ally written C code reimplementing the OpenCV functionality. Alternatively
a completely different computer vision library could be used, which is the
approach currently taken in TeamPlay: the drone use case is currently be-
ing explored using the state-of-the-art YOLO convolutional neural network
based on the “darknet” implementation which is available in C code.

Each of the tools used during the development of embedded systems has
its own set of requirements. The requirements that must be fulfilled when
using the timing analysis tools from AbsInt are detailed in Annex A.

Use-Case Requirements

The following Sections detail the requirements posed by each use-case, re-
garding the target operating systems, needs for application development and
tools, such as programming languages, compilers and Static Timing Analysis
(STA) tools, among others.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle For the use-cases using UAV, the require-
ment is to use a Linux-based operating system, preferably compatible with
the hardware platform to be used and providing native support for the het-
erogeneous computing resources available. Regarding code generation, the

12https://github.com/JuliaComputing/llvm-cbe/
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preferred method is to use C++ source code, via the source-to-source trans-
lation front-end, following the 2011 standard or newer.

Deep Learning The use-cases pertaining to deep learning require a Linux-
based operating system, conforming to the POSIX standards. Regarding
code generation, the preferred method is to use C++ source code, via the
source-to-source translation front-end, with C being an alternative. Further-
more, support for concurrent programming and execution must be available,
under the form the POSIX threads (pthreads).

Camera Pill The use-case pertaining to the Camera Pill shall make use of
a dedicated RTOS, which shall be defined, together with the programming
language. However, the usage of an OS supporting tasks with timeliness
requirements makes time analysis and profiling to be expected.

Secure Element The use-case pertaining to a Secure Element shall be a
bare metal application, which means it does not require OS support. The
programming language to be used in the development of the bare metal
application is C.

Communications in Space Applications The use-case pertaining to
Communications in Space Applications shall make use of an RTOS, namely
RTEMS. Programming is to be performed in the C language, although C++
is also supported.

Hardware Platforms

The lowest abstraction layer is hardware, offering the physical support for
executing the applications The hardware platforms to be used by the Team-
Play use-cases are diverse, thus enriching the outcomes of the project, by
providing results in a diversity of scenarios and hardware architectures. Such
platforms range from state-of-the-art general-purpose processors (CPUs) to
application-specific, such as GPUs, encompassing also programmable logic
devices such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).

This richness of hardware which brings added value to the project, may
be a double-edged blade: it enables efficient implementations, but may be
an issue for tool and technique development, due to the need for tool and
methodology support, which sometimes may not be possible due to lack
of visibility into the hardware mechanisms and operation. The following
sections detail the hardware platforms to be used by the use-cases, starting
with a set of requirements and concerns regarding tools and methodologies
both at software design and analysis levels.
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Tool and Methodology Requirements

As previously discussed, analysis and profiling tools benefit greatly from
knowledge of the underlying hardware platform. Such is the case for STA,
where knowledge of hardware architecture timing models can be used to
calculate realistic and reliable upper bounds for function execution time,
also known as Worst Case Execution Time (WCET). Although state-of-the-
art tools make use of such timing models, they do not support all possible
architectures nor configurations, for the amount of combinations together
with the effort to implement them makes it impractical. Therefore, the
chosen hardware platform either has to be supported by the tools, or support
has to be added, if feasible - which sometimes may not be the case, due to
lack of details pertaining to specific hardware implementations.

With hardware support, analysis tools can also benefit from real mea-
surements taken during execution, to perform measurement-based analysis.
In order to perform this, a trace is required in a standardized format, in
order to be input and understood by the analysis tool. Such analysis is
then correlated with the previously described binary file, in order to provide
estimates with a higher degree of accuracy 13.

The inclusion of non-functional property concerns in all the development
flow also affects analysis tools. For example, a power-aware model of the
hardware supporting software execution has to be provided in order to take
into account the power property. Devising such models is not a trivial task,
for they are representing hardware intricacies, which may not be easy to
isolate. Such complexity is further aggravated by different operating modes,
including the usage of device specific power saving functions. Therefore, the
level of detail of such model to be developed will be the reflection of the
trade-off between model accuracy and hardware characterization effort.

Use-Case Requirements

The following Sections present the requirements for hardware platforms that
ensure the correct execution of the use-case applications, and in some cases
the chosen platform, which is representative of the class of applications in
the use-case.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle For the UAV use-case, there is the need to
process images, which can be a heavy computational task. Therefore, a high
throughput multicore CPU is required, in order to cope with the demand
for processing power. Nevertheless, care should be taken in order to not
compromise Size, Weight and Power (SWaP).

13The requirements which must be fulfilled by the binary applications pertaining to
exploitation of timing analysis tools from AbsInt are detailed in Annex A
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In this context, Sky-Watch intends to use a Toradex Apalis TK1 Computer-
on-Module (CoM) hardware platform, which provides an ARM Cortex-A15
CPU, 2 GBytes of DDR3 RAM memory and 16 GB of non-volatile storage.
The chosen hardware platform also provides an NVIDIA Kepler GPU with
192 CUDA cores. The availability of a GPU device can be exploited in order
to optimize the image processing tasks, offloading the CPU and allowing a
more efficient processing. An image of the Apalis TK1 CoM is shown in
Figure 2.37.

Figure 2.37: Toradex Apalis TK1 Computer-on-a-Module

Deep Learning Depending on the application, the type and capacity of
the required processing resources can vary significantly. For example, the
Deep Learning use-case involves the use of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) for carrying our various image recognition tasks. CNNs are math-
ematical structures whose implementation is computationally demanding,
involving convolution operations between large tensors or multiplication of
matrices of large dimensions.

To this end, use-cases relying on a deep-learning system, require a rel-
atively strong computing system. In the scope of TeamPlay, Irida Labs
tend to choose an ARM-based heterogeneous multicore platform such as the
ARM Cortex-A15, ARM Cortex-A53, or ARM Cortex-A72. Making use of
one of such platforms could lead to the implementation of a deep-learning
system able to operate in real-time. Such a system could support applica-
tions in markets as diverse as Mobile Devices, Automotive and Industrial
Inspection/Automation. It has to be noted that availability of a vector op-
eration co-processor such as the NEON coprocessor plays a very important
role in this kind of applications and it is a necessity, given the computational
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complexity of implementing CNNs.

Although the previously defined ARM-based platforms provide the re-
quired resources for an effective implementation of CNNs, they are not an
option for all the possible applications. For example, in markets such as
IoT or Wearables, such platforms are not an option mainly due to factors
having to do with power consumption and thermal conformity. For this kind
of markets, special CNNs of a more suitable form factor need to be devel-
oped. In this category of applications and for the purposes of TeamPlay,
Irida Labs tend to choose ARM-based platforms such as ARM Cortex-M4
or ARM Cortex-M7. Support of special DSP commands are also desirable
for these platforms.

The Space domain is also seen as a market that shows a dynamic po-
tential, and therefore is also considered within the scope of activities. The
dominant computing platform for spaceborne data processing applications
at payload level is the general-purpose Cobham Gaisler LEON3 processor,
based on a SPARC V8 architecture, and so it is also an option of interest
for Irida labs.

Besides general-purpose processors (CPUs) and specialized co-processors,
the availability of a GPU is always a plus, given its suitability to execution
of algorithms with the same nature as the CNN ones. The existence of a
GPU decisively eases the implementation and execution of deeplearning al-
gorithms, extending the available options for a heterogeneous programming
scheme 14.

Camera Pill The SDU Camera Pill is being designed with the aim of
providing advanced on-board image recognition capabilities, enabling long-
term operation even when operating with high-quality video input. Due to
severe restrictions on power usage and physical size, only a limited number
of integrated circuits (ICs) can be used, such as low-end ARM-based CPUs
/ low-end FPGAs.

In the scope of this use-case, there is also an interest in experimenting
with convolutional neural networks that run on an FPGA, programmed us-
ing an approach similar to fpgaConvNet 15. Furthermore, the concept of
running low-fidelity, ultra-low-power algorithms on an ARM core and dy-
namically using the FPGA for high-precision processing in order to optimize
the system efficiency can potentially be investigated in the context of the
TeamPlay project.

Specifically, the camera pill prototype is currently expected to be a het-
erogeneous system comprising an ARM-based CPU core and an FPGA de-
vice. The ARM core is expected to be a Cortex-M0 or Cortex-M4 and run

14Note that the same would be true in the presence of hardware accelerators specifically
designed for neural networks.

15http://cas.ee.ic.ac.uk/people/sv1310/fpgaConvNet.html
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a dedicated RTOS.

Secure Element The use-case provided by Secure-IC is composed by a
secure element based on their product Securyzr. The use-case will be im-
plemented on an FPGA board with an open-source microcontroller, dubbed
PULPino 16. The secure element architecture, depicted below in Figure 2.38,
comprises tunable cryptographic algorithms, together with an RISC V CPU,
connected through an internal bus. Its access shall be protected through a
secure mailbox to filter data exchanges with the external CPU.

Figure 2.38: Securyzr Architecture Block Diagram

The main requirement for the secure element use-case is that for each
instruction (used in the code) its execution time is constant.

In addition to a program executed in constant number of instruction, this
requirement is a sufficient condition to guarantee that the sensitive source

16https://www.pulp-platform.org/
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code is executed in constant time w.r.t. the manipulated data and therefore
protected.

Indeed, data is protected from spying by isolation techniques (e.g., MMU,
TEE, etc/). However, information leakage can occur by the analysis of the
shared resources: they reveal which address of data is accessed and/or which
branch is executed in a conditional code. Therefore, it is important security-
wise to have the memory accesses and the control-flow be independent of
(sensitive) data.

In order to illustrate the previous paragraph, let us assume an AES
implementation executed in a fix number of instructions. The SubByte
operation of this AES is implemented by T-Tables. The access of this table
may not be in constant time due to the cache. As the access of this Table
is key dependent this leads to a security vulnerability and thus exploited
by cache timing attacks. For example, if the table is accessed twice (or
multiple times) consecutively at the same address, the subsequent accesses
are faster, due to caching of the read value (the cache will feature hits).
On the contrary, if the accesses to the table are random and do not collide,
none access will be cached hence no speedup due to the cache (there are
only cache misses).

Hence, the choice of a RISC V-based architecture stems from the fact
it is predictable in terms of timing (to predict the time of an instruction)
and therefore it is easier for Secure-IC to study the timing model of this ar-
chitecture. Regarding the implementation, the PULPino is an open source
microcontroller based on RISC-V instruction set architecture. A block dia-
gram depicting it is shown below, in Figure 2.39.

Secure-IC will welcome inputs on energy consumption models, and will
apply it to the Securyzr “embedded secure element” solution.

If the model is found to have too much adherence with the artifacts it
has been characterized on, Secure-IC will contribute a way to subsume it
into a more usable (in terms of portability) – this work would be a rele-
vant contribution regarding the ”Securyzr” use-case. The Virtualyzr tool of
Secure-IC can be leveraged for the purpose of evaluating energy of software
running on top of hardware.

Communications in Space Applications The most widely used pro-
cessing architecture in the Space domain is the LEON family of processors,
an implementation of the SPARC V8 instruction set. Such processors are
available either as a hardware description to be mapped onto radiation-
hardened FPGAs, or directly as radiation-hardened ASICs. The Cobham
Gaisler GR712RC is an embodiment of the latter, providing a dual-core
LEON3 processor, with a plethora of interfaces, both for local and net-
worked I/O. A block diagram depicting its architecture and I/O interfaces
is shown below, in Figure 2.40.
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Figure 2.39: PULPino Architecture Block Diagram (source: PULP Plat-
form)

The GR712RC contains simple mechanisms for power management, in-
cluding clock gating for peripherals and unused processor cores, including
the floating-point units (FPUs). Regarding timeliness, the GR712RC has
the hardware mechanisms for supporting the efficient execution of real-time
operating systems (RTOSes), namely timer units which can be used as the
OS scheduler and dispatcher tick signal. A development board is available,
where the GR712RC is mounted together with drivers for I/O interfaces and
facilities for debugging applications. Furthermore, the board provides also
facilities for measuring power used by the GR712RC, both at core and I/O
level.

Summary

The following table summarizes the requirements presented by each case,
for the several system layers, ranging from modelling down to hardware
platform.

2.5.2.4 Definition of Metrics

Giving sense or quantity to a quality is mandatory in order to be able to
define and evaluate such quality. In the context of the TeamPlay project,
the qualities - non-functional properties such as power, security and time -
shall be defined and evaluated through novel metrics, allowing to have more
control over the mapping of non-functional properties into systems, and at
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Figure 2.40: GR712RC Processor Block Diagram

the same time to be able to evaluate their application to systems.

Metrics can be classified in two broad categories: coarse grained, where
the properties being described are generic, e.g. total system power con-
sumption; fine-grained, where the metric relates to a detailed property, e.g.
power consumption per processed image. The availability of coarse and fine-
grained metrics depends on the system, whether it can provide support for
the evaluation of such metrics.

The following Sections define and detail a preliminary set of metrics that
could be used in the development of the TeamPlay project techniques. Such
metrics are expected to be further refined as the project progresses, with
feedback from use-case design and implementation.

Power & energy

Power is a property which traditionally has been made available to system
designer, but with a very coarse grain. Some systems natively have the sup-
port for power measurement and management, be it at processing element
level, or at board level, with dedicated circuits.

Present energy performance metrics thus are strongly linked to the hard-
ware architecture of the processors, paying little or no attention to the soft-
ware running on them. This has led to parameters such as “instructions
per Joule” or “FLOPS per Watt”. TeamPlay intends to include, but also
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go beyond, these coarse grained metrics. For that purpose, specific metrics
will be studied to reflect the impact of software efficiency or software archi-
tecture on the overall performance of a system. These metrics should take
into account not only the averaged energy consumption but also its tempo-
ral distribution and homogeneity. In the same way, metrics could take into
account both consumed and dissipated energy.

Coarse Grained Metrics

Energy Consumption Joules express the amount of energy required to
complete a task. This metric is relevant for tasks with a defined beginning
and end, but not so for tasks that execute continuously; for this, we need to
measure power.

The basic unit of power is the Watt, which is one Joule per second. It
expresses the consistent effort supporting an activity. Power multiplied by
time is the energy required, so consuming little power for a long time, or a
lot of power briefly both require the same energy.

In Direct Current (DC) electronics, power is the product of the voltage
and the current. Current is used both to charge and discharge parasitic
capacitances in the design, and current leaks from the power to the ground
rail.

Average Power over Time Frame The power consumed by a system
over a time frame can be used to obtain average power consumption, which
can then be used to characterize different functional modes of the system.
For example, in UAV applications for detecting lifeboats, it can be used
to express the average power consumption over a 90 second window, and
then be used to assess the effectiveness of the TeamPlay techniques on that
use-case.

Peak Power Contrary to averaged metrics, the metric of peak power
conveys information regarding instantaneous power usage, and specifically
instantaneous maximum power usage. Such metric is important in order
to limit the maximum amount of instantaneous power usage, thus lessening
the burden on the system’s power supplies and easing the development of a
system’s power distribution network.

Energy Budgets This can be thought of in two different ways. First, it
can be the total energy budget that can be provided by an energy source to
a system. This is a constraint to the system that the application developer
must meet. The second one can be thought as the total amount of energy
that a task needs to complete its execution. The second one is particularly
useful in the case that we want to optimize an existing application since
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the initial required budget can serve as a baseline for measuring the energy
savings achieved by the applied optimizations.

Fine-Grained Metrics

Specific energy metrics are able to discriminate the power usage with a finer
grain.

Power per MAC Operation In Convolutional Neural-Networks (CNN)
the most intensive part, in terms of processing power, is usually the convo-
lutional operations. A characteristic metric of the convolution operations is
the number of Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) operations that the convolution
requires. Thus, a metric of Power per MAC Operation is proposed, which
shall help to measure the energy optimization of a CNN.

Power per GeMM CNNs consist of multiple convolutional layers, where
each layer may depend from other layers’ data. As already mentioned, the
most intensive layers are the convolutional layers and they can directly be
correlated with MAC operations. However different algorithms may use
different number of MAC operations for the same convolution; e.g. trying
to minimize MAC operations. Also, due to memory transfers and cache
interference, power and speed may be different than the expected values
based on MAC operations.

Under this point of view, we usually focus on specific implementations
based on well-defined Generalized Matrix Multiplication algorithms (GeMM).
In order to achieve convolution via GeMM, data replication and rearrange-
ment must occur first using an algorithm called “im2col”. The im2col and
GeMM generally seem to have a non-linear impact on power and speed, de-
pending on the locality and the arithmetic of the data that they operate on.
Thus, a metric of Power per GeMM is proposed, for the specific im2col and
GeMM procedures.

Power per Bit-length Many times the result of algorithms can be more
or less precise, depending on the used data type. Such is the case for single-
and double-precision floating-point arithmetic, or 32-/16-/8-bit integer data
types. The impact of such decisions can be seen directly in memory re-
quirements for data storage, and also on hardware requirements for efficient
operation support, such as FPUs or wider arithmetic operators.

The typical approach is to use floating point operations for the high-
est accuracy. However, such operations require operands of 4 bytes each
and specialized hardware (FPU) for the floating-point precision operations,
which usually is not available in embedded devices, typically constrained
in terms of hardware resources and power. Changing the Bit-length of the
operations and the representation format of the operands, depending on the
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hardware support and capabilities, can lead to significant gains in the mem-
ory, power and speed domains, with low impact on accuracy which may be
acceptable for specific problems and use-cases.

Thus, a metric of Power per Bit-length is proposed, which correlates the
bit-length of the operations with power and speed. This can help program-
mers to analyse the impact in power usage as the arithmetic and bit-length
of the operations changes, in different parts of their software e.g. in the dif-
ferent layers of the CNNs, or in image processing using different data types
for operations.

Power per Thread Correct threading setup is quite important for CNNs
implementations, depending on the problems that CNNs are used to solve.
When, i.e., the target is to have the best single-input inference speed, threads
should be used to speed up all the layers of the CNNs, typically yielding a
large number of thread-dependencies - as CNN layers are sharing dependent
data between them - which incur a power cost. But if the target is to have the
best inference speed per image, in multi-input scenarios, then threads can
be setup with very low dependencies (e.g. a thread run one whole CNN for
one image, without dependencies from other threads) usually outperforming
in contrary to the single-input case.

Thus, depending on the problem and the hardware architecture, a met-
ric that may help to optimize the threading architecture of the CNN would
be a Power per Thread metric, which could help to optimize the threading-
approach by the programmers. This metric should take into consideration
energy related not only to the thread’s processing code, but mostly energy
related with the thread itself, like energy required for creation, setup, sleep
and wake-up time, broadcasting delays, atomic/mutex load/stores, synchro-
nization with other threads etc.

Power per Image Frame Many of the use-cases make use of image pro-
cessing, be it for detection of boats or medical diagnosis. All these require
the acquisition of images, which are captured in frames. Image processing
algorithms usually work on a frame-by-frame basis, be it feature detection
or compression. Thus, a Power per Frame metric is proposed to evaluate
such algorithms.

Time

Total Operating Time

This is a key success criteria in all applications. Therefore, it must be
verified that a given application performs its task in the required time even
after applying power optimizations. For this purpose, real-time metrics
such as WCETs and WCRTs will be evaluated and compared with timing
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constraints like, e.g., deadlines. Furthermore, ACETs will be considered as
a metric in order to evaluate typical executions times of a system.

Time variability

In terms of security, the main protection of a system is the timing. It is
important that the execution code to be protected is in constant time. In
other words, the reduction of timing variance, i.e., of the possible jitter
between a program’s BCET and WCET, will be considered as evaluation
metric.

For instance, in an embedded system, an attacker can catch the system
and tries to perform reverse engineering by Cache timing attacks. For these,
non-constant execution times of memory accesses are needed to exploit side-
channel attacks based on cache hit/miss timings. Thus, constant execution
time is an effective mitigation for cache-attacks (leakage in hit/miss, Spectre,
Meltdown, etc.). Note that constant execution time has an important impact
on the performance and on the energy consumption.

Security

Measuring or guaranteeing the security level of a computing system is im-
portant because it makes it possible to reason explicitly about security, thus
directly contributing to trustability, which is one key goal of the EU for
computing systems. It also allows customers, be they individuals or busi-
nesses, to know which level of security they can expect from the programs
they buy and use, thus making it possible to have a coherent and sound
security strategy, corresponding to their needs and constraints.

Measuring security, unlike measuring other more common non-functional
properties like time or energy, is still very much in its infancy. For example,
time is often measured in seconds (or divisions thereof), but security has
no widely agreed, well-defined metric. It is thus one goal of this project,
especially for SIC and INRIA, to design (necessarily novel) security met-
rics, and have them implemented as much as possible throughout the set of
development tools.

Measuring security by only one value however seems impossible or may
be meaningless. More precisely, if security could be defined overall by only
one metric, the latter would be a compound (i.e. an aggregation) of several
more specialized metrics. Indeed, security encompasses many aspects of
interest.

In that line of reasoning, Ryan [Rya00] notices that the word “security”
may mean secrecy / confidentiality, integrity (correctness of data) or avail-
ability (resilience to denial-of-service attacks), as opposed to safety, which
only grants that a system will not perform an undesirable behavior.

Moreover, industrial frameworks such as Common Criteria (ISO 15408)
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define a set of metrics and methodologies to asses security level of devices
with a significant level of confidence from the 90’s until nowadays. A point
of view on this particular framework can be that it provides a model of the
attacking entity rather than a model of the security of a device itself. Actu-
ally, the evaluator of an ITSEF17 behave like a perfect, very well informed
and powerful hacker.

For the moment, we are investigating the following metrics for security.
This list is not final, and could evolve over the course of the following months.
Other metrics may be of interest, like the attack surface metric (although a
precise definition has to be provided) or the minimal cost of attack [KMY10].

In this section, we introduce different metrics (probing or evaluations)
for security properties.

Previous work In D5.1 - Report on Early Requirements Analysis Results,
the following list of potential security metrics was proposed:

• global security (compound)

• security level (strength) of a cryptographic module/algorithm

• security level of a system with respect to known malwares

• security level of a part of a system with respect to malware X

• security level of communications with respect to jamming

• security level of communication with respect to interception

• security level of communication with respect to forging

• amount of information leaked through timing

• amount of information leaked through power

This list was settled from the user perspective, by guessing which metrics
could be practical for a programmer. This list has now been refined using
more theoretical background, by seeking information in the literature about
what we are able to measure/model for evaluating the security of a system.

Metrics related to Communication

Level of Confidentiality, or Secrecy Confidentiality is used for Multi-
Level-Secure (MLS) policies, where the security levels form a lattice. For
example, in the BLP model [BLP76] the information-flow policy is captured
by two rules: a subject is allowed read access to an object with equal or lower
clearance (No read up) and a subject is allowed write access to an object

17Information Technology Security Evaluation Facility
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with equal or higher clearance (No write down). Introducing exceptions is
a task assigned to ”trusted subjects”.

Usually, the purpose of security properties is only to prevent low-level
users from determining anything about high-level users activity. Note that
this common architecture of high and low level users is only the simplest
non-trivial lattice. In this framework, every channel by which subjects can
access objects must be identified.

To address covert channels, Goguen and Mesenguer proposed [GM82]
the idea of Non-interference (for deterministic systems): for any possible
history (traces) of inputs to the system and next input, the output visible
to low-level users is the same as without the high-level inputs. But non-
interference is a very abstract view of the system, without consideration
for execution time nor probability (only whether the interference is possible
or not). Moreover, it characterizes the absence of causal flows, but not of
informations flow, which may be too restricted.

Non-interference is not very tractable (from a verification point of view)
as it involves quantification over all possible histories of the system. Goguen
and Meseguer introduced the notion of unwinding a non-interference prop-
erty, which means to replace the original formulation with conditions on
state transitions. Ryan showed [Rya00] that this notion is equivalent to
bisimulation.

Moreover, the Non-interference property has many variants: general-
ized non-interference (to non-deterministic systems), non-deducibility (on
outputs, on compositions, etc.), non-inference, restrictiveness, forward cor-
rectability, non-deducibility on strategies, trace closure properties, McLean’s
selective interleavings, agreement, etc.

Zakinthinos and Lee [ZL97] express a possibilistic (vs probalistic) secu-
rity property as a predicate that is true for every set containing all the traces
with the same low level event sequence. They construct a partial ordering
of these properties, including their perfect security property which is the
weakest property such that no information can flow from high level users to
low level users.

This partial ordering is of particular interest, because it may lead to a
measure of level of confidentiality. Unwinding (or bisimulation of processes
for) these properties may make this measure tractable, and statically verified
for the intended systems.

Integrity of Data According to Ryan [Rya00], the rules of the BLP model
(see section 2.5.2.4) can be inverted in the Biba model [Bib77] for integrity
(instead of security) levels: a low-integrity subject cannot alter an object
whose integrity is higher.

Therefore, any progress in the confidentiality measurement may indi-
rectly lead to progress for data integrity.
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Level of vulnerability A security property should be satisfied even in
the presence of a hostile environment, so this metric focuses on attacks on
communications: stealing or faking information on a public channel.

Focardi and Martinelli [FM99] use a process algebra, where a process
can deduce new messages based on its initial knowledge and on public com-
munications. Instead of checking a system against all the possible intrud-
ers (which is not tractable), they prove under some conditions that it can
be checked only against the most powerful intruder. In particular, these
conditions are met for trace-based properties, which thus can be statically
checked.

Usual security properties can be reformulated in this framework, which
ties the confidentiality and the vulnerability metrics. In the same line of
reasoning, Ryan defines [Rya00] in a process algebra that two processes are
may-testing equivalent if they may pass the same tests, that can be seen
as experiments performed by the environment (or a low-user). This allows
him to define a may-testing non-interference property, which is equivalent to
Johnson and Wittbold’s Non-Deducibility on Strategies [WJ90], and similar
(given restrictions or generalizations) to other security properties.

Therefore, process algebras allow us to formalize different properties
on vulnerability to intruders, and with the appropriate conditions to re-
strict the quantification over a family of intruders to the most powerful one,
which should be constructed. Statically checking the system against this
top-intruder may be tractable by using existing model-checker.

Metrics related to Side Channels

Entropy Entropy corresponds to different notions of resistance against
brute-force guessing, and reflects uncertainty about the secret key.

Side-channel attacks against cryptographic algorithms aim at breaking
cryptography by exploiting information that is revealed by the algorithm’s
physical execution. An attacker must be able to extract information about
the secret key through side-channel measurements, and must be able to
effectively recover the key from the extracted information.

When key recovery from available information is feasible, the security of
a system depends entirely on the first factor, called the attacker’s remaining
uncertainty, which represents the quantity of information that an adaptive
attacker can extract from a system. Köpf and Basin [KB07] present a model
for deterministic systems to express this measurement, and provide algo-
rithms, (exponential) complexity bounds, and propose two heuristic tech-
niques that reduce this complexity and thereby allow us to estimate a sys-
tem’s vulnerability. This approximation has been computed using Haskell,
and experimentations have been conduced using Gezel [SS00], a hardware
description language, to simulate circuits.

Min-entropy leakage is a leakage measure based on the amount by which
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a channel increases the vulnerability of a secret to being guessed correctly in
one try by an adversary. Alvim and al [ACPS12] extends the min-entropy
model of quantitative information flow, by introducing g-leakage, where the
benefit that an adversary derives from a certain guess about a secret is
specified using a gain function g. This allows to model scenarii where the
adversary benefits from guessing a value close to the secret, guessing a part
of the secret, guessing a property of the secret, or guessing the secret within
some number of tries. Therefore, automated tools may be constructed in
order to evaluate the benefit obtained by the attacker, in different scenarii.

Information Leakage through Power Power analysis is a form of side
channel attack in which the attacker studies the power consumption of a
cryptographic hardware device. The attack can non-invasively extract cryp-
tographic keys and other secret information from the device.

Simple Power Analysis (SPA) involves visual examination of graphs of
the current used by a device over time [KJJ99]. Variations in power con-
sumption occur as the device performs different operations. The sixteen
rounds of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) encryption, ten rounds
of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)[Man02], or the squaring and
multiplication operations in Rivest-Shamir-Adleman cryptosystem (RSA)
implementations can often be distinguished by observing the power con-
sumption taken with standard digital oscilloscopes.

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is a more advanced form of power
analysis, which exploits biases in varying power consumption of micropro-
cessors (or other hardware devices) while performing operations using secret
keys. This attack allows an attacker to compute the intermediate values
(which are related to secret key information) within cryptographic compu-
tations through statistical analysis of data collected from multiple crypto-
graphic operations

Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [BCO04] is another historical trend
that proposes to use the Pearson correlation coefficient between the power
samples and hypotheses, and is used in many works up to now (e.g. [CKN01,
MS00, Osw03]).

Side-channel Vulnerability Factor Side-channel information leakage
can be characterized by recognition of patterns through the channel, so
Demme and al [DMWS12] propose to compute a Side-channel Vulnerability
Factor (SVF), which is the correlation between ground-truth patterns and
attacker observed patterns.

But the victim’s execution and the attacker’s observations cannot be
directly compared since they represent different things. For instance, the
authors examine the effect of cache design choices on the cache’s vulnera-
bility to side channels by recording (for the attacker) the load times to scan
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the entire cache, and (for the victim) the touched memory locations.

Instead, the authors look for patterns in each trace by computing a sim-
ilarity matrix for each trace. The SVF is defined as the Pearson correlation
coefficient obtained by comparing the coefficients of the similarity matrices
for the attacker and the victim.

Zhang and al [ZLCL13] reviewed the SVF metric, criticizing its scope,
definition and measurement, and propose their corrected metric: the Cache
Side-channel Vulnerability. They notice that SVF can not distinguish the
differences between public and secret information of the system, which may
lead to some misleading conclusions.

According to their measurements, Zhang and al conclude that CSV (un-
like SVF) is realistic, consistent and instructive. Therefore, CSV appears to
be a good refinement of SVF, but for a particular case (cache attacks).

Algorithm/Cryptography strength

In cryptography, the first attempt to define a cryptography strength was
provided by August Kerckhoff in 1883. His principle is the following: A
cryptographic scheme should be secure even if the attacker knows all details
about the system, with the exception of the secret keys. In particular,
the system should be secure when the attacker knows the encryption and
decryption algorithms.

In modern cryptography, the security level (or security strength) is given
by the work factor. The work factor of a cryptographic algorithm is related
to its key-length and the number of operations necessary to break a cryp-
tographic scheme [PP10]. For example, if the brute force attack method is
used to break the system (trying all possible combinations of the key), then
the work factor is directly proportional to the length of the key.

An algorithm is said to have a “security level of n bits” if the best known
attack requires 2n steps. This is a quite natural definition because symmetric
algorithms with a security level of n have a key of length n bits.

The relationship between cryptographic strength and security is not as
straightforward in the asymmetric case.

Moreover, for symmetric algorithms, a key-length of 128 bits provides
an estimated long term security (i.e. several decades in the absence of quan-
tum computer) regarding brute-force attacks. To reach an estimated long
term security even with quantum computers, a key-length of 256 bits is
mandatory.

Other performance metrics

Accuracy of Results Reducing precision of computation can save energy;
for example, you can use 16-bit values to perform a computation rather than
32-bit values. Several applications can afford this loss of precision in favour
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of extending battery life. For example, in an audio system, good quality
audio is 24 bits; 32 bits is considered better by some expert listeners, even
though the difference is imperceptibly small; 16 bits is audibly different, but
it may be acceptable for a system to switch to 16 bits if that extends battery
life. Note that this metric is related to the power per Bit-length proposed
above.

Accuracy of Measurements The accuracy of energy consumption or
execution time measurements is critical for the creation of resource models,
the evaluation of the created resource models and the estimation of energy
budgets. As described earlier energy budgets are essential for the evaluation
of the effectiveness of an optimization that can affect the energy consump-
tion of a system. The requirement is a low measurement error to allow for
consistency across different measurements of the same task.

Accuracy of Predictions Energy consumption and execution time esti-
mations are generally less accurate than physical hardware measurements,
unless very complete and very accurate models are available . Using such
estimations to perform tasks such as energy budgeting of an application,
selecting one option over others, execution scheduling, distribution of exe-
cution to various execution units or evaluating the effect of an optimization,
requires accurate predictions. Accurate predictions typically exhibit two
characteristics: low estimation error compared to hardware measurements
and a consistent error between repeated estimations of the same execution
scenario. Where the former is not achievable, predictions should at least be
accurate in a relative sense, i.e. if computation A costs more than computa-
tion B in terms of measurements, then the prediction should assign a higher
cost to A than to B.

Degree of Autonomous Operation The degree of autonomous opera-
tion can be measured as the percentage of operating time where no operator
access is required, e.g., the percentage of time where a command & control
link is required in UAV applications or space applications.

Amount of Data Transmitted The amount of data that needs to be
transmitted is a relevant metric. The amount of data can be reduced by per-
forming more on-board computation, e.g., compressing data or making au-
tonomous decisions that completely avoid the need to transmit data. Since
data transmission requires power, significantly reducing the amount of data
transmitted can have a significant impact on the overall power consumption
of the system.
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Tools Effectiveness

Another set of metrics that can be useful in the context of the project
are metrics which are not targeting the designed system itself, but on the
contrary the tools used to build the system. These metrics will also help
us evaluate the effectiveness of the TeamPlay project. The metrics in this
category could include the following.

• Development time: measuring the reduction of development time needed
by a human, comparing conventional approaches used before the project
and methods used after the project (ie with the tools provided within
the project). However this metric could requires important time to set
up, since it implies working with a sample population of developers.

• Number of energy hot spots found by the new techniques

• Number of information leaks (via power or time) found

• Optimization time: Since it can be expected that the multi-criteria op-
timizations developed in TeamPlay will be computationally demand-
ing, their feasibility will be evaluated with respect to the time required
to execute them on server-based hardware during design time.

2.5.2.5 Benchmarks

Benchmarking serves the purpose of evaluating a system against a given set
of metrics. In the context of the TeamPlay project, the purpose of bench-
marking is to evaluate the techniques defined in the scope of the project
regarding non-functional properties, and how the application use-cases ben-
efit from them.

In this section, we propose a first overview of the benchmark suites we
could use in the context of the TeamPlay project.

BEEBS

The open source Bristol/Embecosm Embedded Energy Benchmark Suite
(BEEBS) [BBC+b] was created as part of a UBRIS research project, namely,
the MAchine Guided Energy Efficient Compilation (MAGEEC) project [MAGa].
Energy consumption is a critical factor for embedded systems. Embedded
applications have to meet strict energy consumption budgets beyond their
performance requirements. In fact, in most cases, energy consumption is
the main constraint for an embedded application, since embedded devices
typically run on limited and unreliable energy sources. Most of the open
source embedded benchmarks suites target the evaluation of either perfor-
mance or Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET). BEEBS is the only open
source embedded benchmark suite that is specially designed for exploring
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both the relative energy consumption and performance of embedded sys-
tems. Therefore, BEEBS supports a wide range of embedded systems and
algorithms, including a version of the ARM Cortex-M0 architecture; one of
the architectures under investigation in the TeamPlay project.

The current version of BEEBS, [BBC+a], includes 82 benchmarks. The
majority of these benchmarks are retrieved from the following open source
benchmark suites:

• MiBench

• DSPstone

• WCET

• Livermore Fortran Kernels

• Dhrystone

• MediaBench

The selected benchmarks cover a range of typical embedded application
areas including but not restricted to:

Category Description

Automotive
This category demonstrates the mathematical
ability of the processor.

Consumer
Embedded processors are frequently used in con-
sumer applications, performing tasks such as au-
dio and video decoding.

Network
Processors in routers frequently perform the op-
erations in this category. This involves handling
packets and routing graphs.

Telecomm
Applications that include radio frequency anal-
ysis and encoding.

Security
Encryption algorithms, hashing and signing ap-
plications are placed in this category.

Table 2.4: Categories used to indicate the application area of the bench-
marks (table copied from [PHB13b]).

Two main criteria were used for the selection of the benchmarks. The
first one is their portability across different embedded architectures. Thus,
factors such as I/O and peripherals are excluded in favour of portability.
The second one is their ability as a collection of benchmarks to expose the
energy consumption behaviour of a platform while exercising the main four
orthogonal operations of an embedded processor:
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1. Integer operations: Operations which use the integer ALU will have
similar energy consumptions.

2. Floating point operations: These operations may use different pipelines
or functional units to the integer operations, so may consume a differ-
ent amount of energy.

3. Memory access intensity: An access to memory is known to take a
significantly different amount of energy to other operations.

4. Branching frequency: Branching frequently will stress parts of the pro-
cessor, such as an instruction prefetch phase. This is similar to memory
access intensity, but as the code and data are often held in different
areas and types of memory this should be considered separately.

BEEBS comes along with a software infrastructure that allows the com-
pilation of the benchmarks for all the supported platforms using the GCC
compiler. Furthermore, the MAGEEC energy measurement framework is
integrated into the BEEBS benchmark suite. The framework consists of
the MAGEEC board [Hol13] and the pyenergy [Pye] firmware and host-side
software. The framework enables accurate physical measurements for both
the energy consumption and execution time of applications executed on the
BEEBS supported platforms. These measurements are critical for both the
modelling and the evaluation tasks in this project.

TACLeBench

TACLeBench [FAH+16] is a benchmark collection to support timing anal-
ysis research. It has been collected as part of the European COST Action
IC1202 Timing Analysis on Code-Level (TACLe) [IC1]. TACLeBench is the
standard benchmarking suite for WCET analysis, WCET oriented compiler
and computer architecture research.

TACLeBench is a collection of currently 53 benchmark programs These
benchmarks are provided as ISO C99 source codes. The source codes are
100header files or operating systems exist. All input data is part of the C
source code. Potentially used functions from math libraries are also provided
in the form of C source code. This makes the TACLeBench collection useful
for general embedded/barebone systems where no standard library is avail-
able. Furthermore, almost all benchmarks are processor-independent and
can be compiled and evaluated for any kind of target processor. The only
exception is PapaBench that uses architecture-dependent I/O addresses and
currently supports Atmel AVR processors only.

TACLeBench supersedes the Mälardalen WCET benchmarks [Mälardalen]
which were the first collection of programs especially intended for bench-
marking WCET analysis tools.
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Industrial cryptographic algorithms

As industrial benchmarks, Secure-IC proposes with the Securyzr board some
tunable cryptographic algorithms use-cases. The Securyzr will allow testing
of symmetric cryptographic algorithms, asymmetric algorithms, hash func-
tions, all with and without protection against attacks. Then to evaluate, the
consumption of energy and performance compared to the security applied
to the algorithm. The tests can be done on some 100% hardware cryptogra-
phy algorithms and on some mixed software and hardware algorithms. For
instance, these algorithms can be RC4, AES, SM4 for symmetric cryptog-
raphy, RSA, ECC for asymmetric and SHA2 / SHA3 / whirlpool for hash
functions.

SPEC

Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) [SPE] is a well known
benchmark suite in academic paper. It has a large collection of benchmarks
from Web Servers to CPUs.

It is important to note that it is not free. This benchmark is positively
oriented to bench standard application running on personal computer or
server.

CPU benchmark can be interesting for the TeamPlay project, as it is
used to compare computeintensive workloads on different computer systems
with 43 benchmarks.

Openbenchmarking.org

OpenBenchmarking.org [OBO] is a centralized testing ecosystem. Open-
Benchmarking.org provides a collaborative, open test platform with a stan-
dardized test profile and suite management system for distributing and stan-
dardizing benchmarks [openbenchmarking.org/features].

Although focused on traditional performance metrics, many of the bench-
marks available may be highly relevant for the TeamPlay project, in particu-
lar the OpenCV benchmark suite which captures performance characteristics
that are highly relevant to the drone use case.

EEMBC

EEMBC [EEM] is an industry alliance that develops and commercially li-
cences benchmarks to help understanding the performance and energy char-
acteristics of the embedded systems. EEMBC has benchmark suites target-
ing a large number application areas, some of which can be of interest in the
context of the TeamPlay project, e.g:

• IoT connectivity benchmarks to test and analyze microcontroller and
the BLE protocols (IoTMark-BLE)
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• IoT security benchmarks to analyze performance and energy require-
ments of various cipher suites (SecureMark)

• Energy efficiency benchmarks for ultra-low power microcontrollers (ULPMark-
Core and ULPMark-Peripheral)

• Benchmark suites relevant for testing processor performance, mul-
ticore throughput, and system designs (MultiBench, CoreMark-Pro,
FPMark)

• EEMBC CoreMark for measuring processor core performance and
eliminating Dhrystone MIPS

Industrial tests and benchmarks for Deep Learning

In deep learning, benchmarking is usually carried out using custom, in-house
metrics, on a standard set of CNN models within a range of sizes and com-
puting complexities. This set contains CNN models which have been broadly
adopted and used by the Deep Learning scientific and technical community
as typical performance benchmarks. IRIDA will use TeamPlay tools for
the benchmark for a number of those standard CNN models. Benchmarks
[CWZZ17] are based on metrics related to the accuracy of inference, and
inference speed, memory footprint etc. The tests will be carried out on
development boards featuring processors addressed within TeamPlay which
boards which will be identified later in the project.

Conclusion

In this section, the progress achieved in T5.1 has been presented. This
task is currently ongoing and will finalize by M12 with the deliverable D5.2
“Report on Project Requirements and Evaluation Metrics”.

2.5.3 Summary of Results

• set of early requirements, metrics and benchmarks

• description of use cases that will allow to validate the TeamPlay toolchain

2.5.4 Deliverables

• D5.1: Report on Early Requirements Analysis Results

2.5.5 Milestones

• MS1: Project requirements available

– D5.1 has been delivered
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2.5.6 Next Steps

The next steps to achieve the goals of WP5 are grouped according to the
tasks of the work package.

T5.1: Requirements and Metrics

• Finalize the refinement of the requirements, evaluation metrics and
associated benchmarks.

• Provide the final set of requirements and evaluation procedures in
D5.2.

T5.2: Integration

• To develop demonstration platforms for the different use cases integrat-
ing the necessary hardware and software to carry out an evaluation of
the project

T5.3: Evaluation of Project Results

• To measure the evaluation metrics defined in T5.1 to qualify and quan-
tify the project achievements

• To deliver test procedures and validation guidelines to allow the dif-
ferent partners performing measurements

• To evaluate the variation of the different metrics after applying the
optimizations of the TeamPlay toolchain

• To report early results to the rest of the work packages in order to
improve the ongoing development of tools

• To perform a final test campaign that will quantify the achieved project
results

• To deliver a performance report (D5.4) summarizing the obtained re-
sults and estimating the benefits of the application of the toolchain in
commercial projects

T5.4: Energy-Efficient Software Engineering Methodology and
Roadmap

• To propose a methodology that enables engineers to incorporate Team-
Play to their development flow

• To provide specific guidelines for the different application domains
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• To present a roadmap that will lead to the adoption of the TeamPlay
toolchain throughout the industry

• To describe a validation and certification plan for the different tools
developen in the frame of the project
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